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shoot- 'em-up ever 
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A specially-compiled 

collection off the very best 
serfous PD 

Is PD l i v i n g u p 
t o i t s p r o m i s e ? 
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AA guide to: 
BASIC 

Things go • bit loopy In the latest 
installment of AA's Basic programming 
series, OS the commands FOR and NEXT 

i AA guide to: 
Machine Code 

Formatting discs, v e r i f y ing disc*, and othr 

th ing* to d o wi th disc ope ra t i ons and 

machine codc form Iho under ly ing 

thematic mc faphor ic Content this montl i . 

Review: 
Home Teacher 

U j k a M A t a mm mm » - » - l a i k | M A n v A U J 

noma ivatnvr •> a now n a m s s r e w 
educational packafe aimed at 4 - 6 year 
olds, but how does it match up to the 
classic Fun School series ? 

Review: 
Soft-Lolc 

"Backing up Is hard to do, shooby doo, 
JAIHM » M |L- IMMIIU aown aown , as row r a n r i a g c ravnnjr 

I MflHUU SNA tffl m HflW'r-OT 'JIW' 
said. But It 

eview: 
asic Idea 

11 you reckon you 've 
jot the hang of the 
Isaslcs off Basic but you 
want to start 

programming something 
a bit more complex then 

Campursofft's latest 
r e l e a s e should be right up 

your street . 

easier Iff 
u Type-Ins 

backing up 
device l ike 
Soft-lok. 

This month w e ' v e got a couple off 
great little games ffor you to type In « 
Helloween a n d M e t e o r Storm 3 - s o 

give those ffingers some exerc ise . 

M a i n f e a t u 

A decade 
of the CPC 

Yep, you'd better ba l l ava It - I f s boon 
l O years since the CPC was launched 
and revolutionised home computing as 
wo know It. Rod Lawten t a k e s a very 
personal ( le , extremely b iased) look 
back over the highs and lows off the 
CPC's career so ffar_ 

A Techy Forum 
Silencing a noisy tape deck, connecting 
up a CPC to a Psion, recommending 
cheap printers, giving machine code 
Hps, scraping 

Reviews: 
Public Image 

This issue has turned into an unofficial public 

domain special, what witft loads of the stuff on 

the covortape 

and a huge 
Imii > . l l l l l l l • 
invesTigivn 
f**ahjrr into 
the scene, but 

you'll f ind 

Keith Woods ' 

rev iews of all 

the latest PO 

Fluff f inel ly gets 
a full r ev i ew this 

issue - wil l it l ive 
up t o the hype? 

Review: 
Fluff 

Adventures: 
The Examiner 

As we l l as all the usual essential stuff ffor 

all CPC tex t adventurers - g ame rev i ews . 

Lords and Ladies, Cluepot, that sort off stuffff 

- there ' s a special bonus this month as w e 

print the complete map to Bestiary. 

Forc<?ficld is 
one of the 
garner reviewed 
in this month's 
Public Image. 



What — H 
are you J 
waiting J^BWlOKl 
lor? Get J H E 
stuck iTOOLBOX 
into the 
covertape... 

2 3 1 Back Issues 

There's a lot of stvff on Hio covertape 
this month, so If you want to know how 
to got blasting or how to got those 
utilities to worh, those are the pages 
yaw need to turn to. 

The latest in the continuing saga of 
Quantum Computing, news of a follow-
up to last year's successful UAUG 
convention and loads more (as they so 

^ B k Amscene 
D i rec to ry 

The most comprehensive list of CPC 
services anywhere. If they aren't 
mentioned hero, they probably haven't 
written to us saying they'd l ike to bo 
mentioned here (we're not omnipotent). 

Get ready for clastic shoot-'em-up 
in the depths of space. It's fust 

that never know when to g ive 
In. Can you destroy the enemy 
f leet, the alien defenses and, 

I ultimately, the entire alien 
f leet? Only the best (and the 

cheats) can survive^. 

I AA Special 
L Invest iga t ion 
Public Inquiry 
The philosophy behind public domain 
software sounds groat - free programs 
that anyone can copy. But what Is the 
reality? Can PD software fill the gap left 
by the major software companies pulling 
out of the market? Are the libraries 
doing all they can to support the scene? 
Simon Forrester investigates. 

There are few machines that have a 
such a powerful version of BASIC 
built-in as the CPC. But with the 
amazing Amsfrad Action Toolbox 

you can add enough extra 
commands to BASIC to make your 
own programs even more classy. 
Watch out, Type-Ins^. 

Round up: 
S p o r t s s i m s 

It's the Amstrad Olympics where Lee 
Rouano hands out the gold, silvor and 
bronze modals (and a couple of wooden 
spoon) to outstanding (and outstandingly 
bad) sports sims. 

a > Game t ips: 
Cheat Mode 

More essential tips, cheats and pokes for 
the gameplayingty challenged. Chuckio Egg, 
Lords of Chaos and UN Sqvodron are 
the games that get blown wide open. 

Is RBI 2 a 
medal-winner? 
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C O V E R T A P E 

Simon takes you on a guided tour around this month's covertape. 

However, owners of other CPCs and Pluses 
could get away with: 

I REN,'NEWBIE. BAS VOLDI l . BAS" 
With ICLI. though, ifs a much easier 

REN NEWBIE.BAS OLDIE.BAS 
To quit from command 

i V j ^ ^ S mode, press ESC. 
I ICU has other 

advantages. If you 
supply it with an 

I argument, rt won't go 
into the command 
mode, but will instead 

B U p w H W D H a I try to execute -
ffljH^^^^H string you supplied as 

I a command. So. if a$ 
contained "ERA 

•.BAK". then typing ICLI.OaS would 
delete all the backup files on a disc. 

Batch operations 
I EXEC (all machines) 
al:"filfnawe":IEXEC,8al (BASIC 1.0) 
IEXEC,"filena«f" (BASIC 1.1) 

ICU acts on what you type in at the keyboard. 
lEXEC is similar, but takes its orders from a text 
file (perhaps created with a word-processor or 
text editor) on your tape or disc. This means that 

Welcome to AA's set of utilities for 
BASIC and machine code 
programmers. You've probably seen 

BASIC extensions like this a thousand times 
before; usually they add a few commands, most 
of which you can live perfectly well without, and 
disappear again. But we reckon you'll find the AA 
Toolkit genuinely useful. Most of them wifl work 
equally well no matter what CPC you have A few 
are for disc owners only, and a Couple are only to 
be used with cassettes. Similarly, a few commands 
are designed for systems with over 64k, and there 
are some commands especially suited for the 464. 
Something for everyone, basically 

How does it work? 
The commands that To&kHs adds to BASIC are 
called RSXs, which is tec hie iargon for Resident 
System Extensions, which is techie jargon for 
something that begins with a T (bar) symbol For 

,.„ . . - ___ ... J It ICIIADV 
example, one ot ine commanas is caiiea iMtMUKT. 
You can use it like any normal command, as in: 

10 IMEMORY 
Or you can use it just on its own. Some 
commands, like BASIC ones, take arguments -
that is, you can't just put the command down and 
expect it to do something, but you have to supply 
a few numbers (or whatever) for it to work from. 
The thing to note here about RSXs is that they 
must have a comma directly after the command 
name (yes, it looks odd), for example: 

IPUTKEY.eS 

464 owners ahoy! 
As you'll know if you have a disc drive, the 464 is 
spectacularly inept at handling bar commands. 
For example, to erase a file from disc on the 
464. you have to type: 

a$=| f i lenanel HERA,Cat 
instead of the simpler BASIC 1.1 equivalent: 

lERA/ f i l enan t " 
Remember that this applies to the AA loolkit 
commands too (however, one of the commands 
should help to free you from all this hassle...). 

Command line inferprc'fcir 
ICLI 
a*:"co«flandM:ICLI,Gal 
ICLI/cowuikI" 

(all machines) 
(BASIC IJQ) 
(BASIC L I ) 

M a y 1 9 9 4 A M S T R A D A C T I O N 

CU stands for Command • j g p p E ^ O p 
preter This, basically. I 

means that you can type m a fcj 
command and it will obey i t 

"Big deal!" shout several 
thousand readers. "BASIC does I 
that already!" Hang about. This B S B B S 
has several advantages. For a 
start if you just type ICU. you'll • 
be put in a mode where you can H M 
type RSX commands (te. those 
usually prefixed with T) to your heart's content. 
It's easier than from BASIC, because you can use 
spaces instead of commas to separate items, 
and you needn't bother with the speech marks 
(unless, of course, you have a space in the item). 
Let's say we want to rename the file OLDIE .BAS 
to NEWBIE.BAS. 464 owners would usually have 
to suffer this: 

al="OLDIE.BAS":b«:,*HEMBIE.BASMREN, 
ebS,8a$ 

( I r i d i u m 
The Popo liked it. i S f e s J E ^ 

Okay, I've no 
idea whether 

he's even clapped eyes D | 
on a CPC, but it's new, isn't 
It? When was the last time 
you had the Popo's seal of 
approval on anything? Okay. 
okay, so he didn't use the words. "I 
like Urldium". but I bet he would have T B 
had he played H. 

You see. Uridlum is one of the all-time 
greats in 8-bit computing. Uridium is to the CPC 

™ what Catholicism is to the 
K j j j " " ' Pope, which is why I'm sure 
. he'd like it rt he was a 
| k s ^ CPC fan. Okay, so 
l ^ ^ ^ ^ j K f c ^ the Pope never 

^ really likes 
;% j jf anything when it 
V ^ v comes down to It. but he's the Pope, 

and ifs part of the job. 
I can speak for the Pope 

fe^N \ 1 when I say that you have to 
attack the alien mothership, 

destroying every ship on its landing strips and, 
in fact, everything else that can possibly be 
destroyed before screaming off to the next 
ship. There are various surprise olements in 
the alien defences, but if I told you. it'd ruin 
tho fun. wouldn't It? 

You can use either joystick or keys, using 
directional controls. To turn tho ship around. 

This Is you, and you ' ra about t o d i e . 
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C O V E R T A P E 

Loading 
instructions 

Golfing started 
To load up cither sido of the tape, simply rewind 
It. hold down CONTROL and press ENTER. Owners 
of 6128s or 664s will have to switch their 
machinos to tape by typing I TAPE first. 

Tnpo to disk offer 
If you've got a disk drivo and you want to get a 
disk vorsion of this month's tape it's easy. Whip 
out your scissors and cut off that token at bottom 
of this page, chuck it in an envelope along with 
your name and addross and a cheque or postal 
order for £2 mado out to Ablox Audio Video, then 
send off tho whole krt'n'kaboodle to: 

I 104 

Loading troubles? 
We make the greatest efforts to ensure our cover-
tapos work properly, but if you've tried all that 
and your tape's still not loading thon pop it in tho 
post (with a note tolling us your namo, address, 
typo of CPC you use and a brief description of 
the problem) to: 

A A 1 0 4 

I T O P S a 6 0 O 1 3 1 
NB W h e n re turn ing f au l t y l a p o t could 
you p l e a s e a l s o inc lude a s t a m p e d , 
s e l l - a d d r e s s e d e n v e l o p e . Thank y o u . 

A M « x , 

UQ MMWft 

Derek pan icked - the doughnuts at tacked— Shortly a f t e rwards the cornf lakes la id s i e g e . The X w i n g . Bad man. 

you can write a list of RSX commands to execute, 
save them (say) in the We "COMMANDS.BAT", and 
then execute them using: 

I EXEC/COMMANDS. BAT" 
For ultimate convenience, if you just type 

IEXEC on its own, it will try to load and execute a 
file called #EXEC.BAT. 

Possible uses? Well, you could set up a file to 
set up your favourite colours and function key 
definitions, for example, erase all your backup 
files, and then leap into Protext 

Screen commands 
I EDI!. char ac t er va 1 ue (all machines) 
a l c ' c h a m t t r M E D I T , * * ! (BASIC 1.0) 
lEDIT/characWr" (BASIC 1.1) 

Working out character designs manually for 
BASIC'S SYMBOL command can be a chore at 
the best of times, downright annoying at the 
worst. But what * that in the distance? Could it 
be a heroic RSX decked m shades and nding a 
HarleyOavidson here to save the day? Yes, it is. 
But please don't laugh at the poor thing. 

Select a character to edit using one ot the 
above commands (the first takes an ASCII code -
65 for capital A or 240 for an up arrow - as an 
argument, whereas the others take the actual 
character), and the character will appear. You can 
move your cursor using the cursor Keys, invert 
pixels with COPY, and finish with ENTER or 
RETURN When you've finished, the appropriate 
numbers wtH be cfcsptayed on-screen (in hex), ready 
to be copied into a SYMBOL statement. 

Remember that, to define a character, you 
must have set SYMBOL AFTER appropriately 
beforehand (», if you want to define character 
100. you'll need to have typed SYMBOL AFTER 
100 or less). An error will appear if you haven't 
The standard loader for the Toolkit sets SYMBOL 
AFTER 32, so you should be okay. 

l l r ' t i x t ' ! IDOUBLE,?al (BASIC 1.0) 
I DOUBLE, " text " (BASIC 1.1) 

These print double-height text. You must have 
set SYMBOL AFTER 254 or less beforehand. The 

default is SYMBOL AFTER 240 when you turn on, 
and the AA Toolkit sets it to SYMBOL AFTER 32, 
so it shouldn't be a problem 

at="text": I WRITE, [style, )§a I (BASIC 1.0) 
IMRITE, (s ty le, ](?al (BASIC 1.1) 

Writes text to the screen m a specified style. 
The style is expressed by a number, which can 
be any of these: 1 - bold. 2 - thin, 4 - italics, 8 -
underlined. 16 - flippy (upside-down). Or you can 
add two (or more) together for a combination of 
styles You can even change style half-way 
through some text. Use CTRL-B to toggle bold on 
or off, CTRL*T for thm, CTRL I for italics, CTRL-U 
lor underline, and CTRL-F for flippy. If you're 
going to do this later on in the text, you can leave 
out the number in the command if you want, so 
the text will start out plam (like wnting 0). 

This command relies on at least SYMBOL 
AFTER 255 bemg set (see above). 

IH0DE,flOde nunber (all machines) 
IINX, ink, colour (all machines) 
I BORDER, co lour (all machines) 

Yes, these do work m the same way as the 
standard BASIC commands. We've just supplied 
you with them as RSXs so that you can use them 
from an IEXEC file. 

464 commands 

ICURSOR!,syste* svitch),user switch 
ICLEAR.INPUT 
ICOPY,CHR,0variablex 
IGRAPHICS.PEN,ink 
(GRAPHICS.PAPER,ink 

These pretty much emuiate the commands to 
be found in BASIC 1.1, for the benefit of those 
struggling over Type-Ins that don't work on the 
464 Simply replace CLEAR INPUT with 
ICLEAR.INPUT, for example, and hey presto. 

ICOPY.CHR works m a sbghtty different way to 
the 612ffs COPYCHRS function. Instead of 
aSnCOPYCHRSWO), you would write: 

a'/.=O:ICOPy.CHR,0a'/i af=CHRIU'/> > 

Insert your tape on the side clearly P 
marked Urldium, hold down CTRL and * 
the small ENTER key. and follow tho on-
screen instructions. If you've got a disc 
drive attached to your machine (or even 
inside it), you'll noed to type I (that's 
above the Q symbol) and TAPE, 
pressing RETURN afterwards, before the ij 
CTRL & Enter thing. 

The joystick's that thing coming out ij, 
of the side of your machine (or the back jl 
if you've got a 464), that's either tall and : 
phallic, covered in lots of big red 
buttons, or a small beige rectangle with 
a wimpy-looking cross on it if you own a Plus 

Happy now? I bet the Pope is. 

T I i « m o r e Hie runways that you have to 
trash. So g e t trashing, man... 

They ' v e g o n e Into rincj doucjlinuf formnl ion. 

simply push your joystick in the opposite direction, 
and you'll turn around. As always with directions, 
there are four main ones, being up, down, left, and 
right. Would you like me to explain how to load it? 
Would you really like me to go that far? 



C O V E R T A P E 

Note that the is important (although 
the variable can be called anything, of course). 

Memory commands 
IMEHORY (all machines) 

This draws a graphical representation of 
memory very, very quickly. Coloured bits indicate 
there's something in the memory at that point, 
whereas blank bits suggest that ifs empty. 

IDUMP, s tar t ! , f in ish ! (all machines) 
TYvs displays a section of J H 

memory on the screen, from 
the start address to the BL2SS 
finish address. If no finish _ ,, .. ^ » 
address is specified, then a 
short display will be V •jiMJ^fJre.r 
produced from the start -..,...1 
jddress When displaying ft ' 
, . . The on- tapo help 
long sections of memory. 
the computer pauses every 
so often and waits for you to press a key. 

The firmware has a lot of good routines in ft, 
but many are not easily accessible from BASIC. 
These routines will help you to use them to the 
full. All you have to do is set up the required 
registers (so, to set HL to &4350. type 
IHL.&4350), and then CALL the routine using 
iCALL.address. 

To set the accumulator to 5, you would type 
IAF.&0500. This also sets the Hags register to 0, 
but the flags are never significant on entering a 

firmware routine. 

The on* tape help f i l e , yay nonny. 

IFIHD,start, f in ish, bate (all machines) 
Looks through memory for the occurrence of 

a particular byte, and prints up all the places at 
which it occurs. 

I BANK, bank-switch (128k systems) 
For use wrth the following commands, this 

command selects which bank of extra RAM ts to 
be used. The standard 6128 extra 64k can be 
selected with I8ANK.&C0. It you have a 256k 
expansion. IBANK,&C8, IBANK.&D0. and 
IBANK,&D8 may prove useful. 

I BANK. READ, fro*, to, length (128k systems) 
This copies a section of memory from the 

currently selected bank of extra memory to the 
specified address in the main 64k. where you 
can wreak your wicked ways on it. 

IBANK.MRITE,froii,to, length (128k systems) 
Unsurprisingly, this is the opposite of the 

previous command, and copies memory from the 
main 64k to the extra memory, 

IC0PY,fron, to, length (all machines) 
This copies the specified portion of memory 

(in the main 64k). For example, to copy the 
contents of screen memory (which starts at 
&C000. and is &4000 bytes long) to &2000, you 
could type: 

icopv,acoeo,aaoeo,A4ooo 

IFILL,address, length,byte (all machines) 
This fills a section of memory with the given 

byte, obliterating everything else underneath. 
IFILL &c000.&4000.240, for example, will fill 
screen memory with ink 1. 

ICALL,address (all machines) 
IAF,value: IBC,value: IDE,value 
IHL,value: IIX,value: IIY,value 

Copyright 
You are welcome to use the AA Toolkit 
(TOOLKfT.RSX) In your own programs - after 
all. that's what it's here for. An 
acknowledgement along the lines of, "Uses AA 
Toolkit from Amstrad Action and Robot PD" 
would bo appreciated. The Toolkit may not be 
copied as a toolkit, rathor than as part of a 
program, without the permission of the author. 

Mi Mi l l File 
I commands 

k W M f f l n f f S B i These are the commands 
I jj- . w j that, as opposed to 

dealing with a block of 
II m alter M 91 m Wh I Im 1 

memory, do various 
ile, yay «enny. ^ w l t h ather 

cassette or disc files. 
afr'filenaneMTVPE.eal (BASIC 1.0) 
at="f ilenane": IPTYPE,8al (BASIC 1.0) 
I TYPE,"filename" (BASIC 1.1) 
IPTYPE,"filename" (BASIC U ) 

These two commands type a file from tape or 
disc to the screen. IPTYPE prints it on your 
printer, too. You can pause output at any time by 
pressing any key. with another key to resume 
(ESC to quit). 

One useful feature of this is that it makes a 
half-decent job of Prolext files, meaning that you 
no longer need to load the word-processor itself 
to read the Wes 

at=" f i 1 enan e": I INFO, 8a I (BASIC 1.0) 
I INFO, "filename" (BASIC 1.1) 

This reads header information from tfie 
specified file and displays it in hex - filetype, 
start address and so on. 

af:"f i lenane": ILOAD.§al,addr (BASIC 1.0) 
ILOAD,"filename",addr (BASIC 1.1) 

Loads a file into anywhere In (the main 64k of) 
memory Unlike BASIC'S normal LOAD command, 
this doesn't worry about HIMEM or other such 
nonsense 

I HL. WRITE, address, length, sync (cassette) 
I HL. READ, address, 1 ength, sync (cassette) 

Records an area of memory to tape as a 
headerless file, which is impossible to read if you 
don't know the sync byte (which should be a 
number between 0 and 255). Make sure you 
don't forget it. 

Disc commands 
ISECIOR.MRIIE,address,drive,track,sector 
ISECTOR.READ,address,drive,track,sector 

These record an area of memory (usually 
&200 bytes, half a kilobyte) directly to a sector 
on disc. Be very careful using ISECTOR.WR1TE -
If used indiscriminately on norvwrite-protected 
discs it could mess them up for good. Try 
experimenting on a disc of CP/M languages or 
something boring like that The drive parameter 
should be 0 for drive A and 1 for dnve B 

Using the commands 
in your own programs 

The file that does all the hard work is called 
TOOLKIT.RSX. To load it and set up the extra 
commands, you would need to use a few linos 
like this at the beginning of your program: 
10 SYMBOL AFTER 32 
20 MEMORY 47FFF 
30 LOAD -TOOLKIT.RSX" 
40 CALL 48000 

Make sure that TOOLKIT.RSX is on the 
current disc or tape. 

Error messages 
Thero are a number of error messages that 
the AA Toolkit commands might gonerato. 
Here's what they mean: 
CASSETTE OVERRUN - Tho hoaderless file was 
not of the right length. 
CHARACTER NOT EDITABLE - The current 
SYMBOL AFTER setting is inappropriate for the 
command you are trying to carry out. 
COULD NOT SET KEY - You've tried to set too 
many function keys at once, and the computer 
has run out of memory for thom. 
DISC ERROR - Five hundred olephants came 
charging through the undergrowth (well, really). 
ESCAPE PRESSED - A tape operation was 
interrupted by you pressing ESC. 
FILI ERROR - Some sort of error occurred 
while trying to access a file. 
ILLEGAL PARAMETER COUNT - You havent 
supplied tho right number of parameters (or 
arguments) for a command. 
READ ERROR B (CRC ERROR) - Bad newt. Bad. 
bad news. Bad. bad. bad news (get the Idea?) 
This means that your headerless hie has 
probably been messed up. 
UNKNOWN COMMAND - ICU or IEXEC is trying 
to find a command you have given it and failing 
misorably. poor thing. 

ICAT,drive 
Catalogues the disc in the specified drive: 0 

for drive A and 1 for drive B. This enables you to 
quickly catalogue a drive which you're not using 
at the moment without having to go through the 
rigmarole of IB:CAT:IA. 

Miscellaneous commands 
a$="stringMKEY,exp,token,8al (BASIC 1.0) 
IKEY,expansion token,"string" (BASIC 1.1) 

This sets up a function key (usually) to 
generate a string of characters: IK£Y,0, 
"ICU% CHR$(13). for example, will set fO to 
enter CL) mode. This is no different from the 
standard Amstrad KEY command, but. again, is 
provided for use in IEXEC files In an IEXEC file, 
you would write the above as: 
KEY 0 ICLItM 

I USER,user nunber 
This is just like the usual command, except 

that the 0-15 limit has been removed and you 
can now select any user area from 0 to 255. 
229 is where erased files go to rest before they 
die forever. Stunning stuff, eh? 

IPUIKEY,character value (all machines) 
af="character"i IPUIKEY,8al (BASIC 1.0) 
IPUTKEY,-character" (BASIC 1.1) 

Pretends that a key has been pressed, so that 
next time you come to read the keyboard (using 
INKEYS. INPUT or similar), that key will appear. 
You can only "put back" one key at a time before 
reading a key. Useful for when certain keys 
(detected with INKEYS) trigger off a Ime of f u i 
INPUT beginning with that letter * * * 

M j y 1 994 AMSTRAD ACTION 
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WAREHOUSE CLEARANCE! 

AMSTRAD GAMES CARTRIDGES 

FOR THE 6 1 2 8 + / 4 6 4 + / G X 4 0 0 0 

WE ARE ABLE TO OFFER THE FOLLOWING GAMES 
CARTRIDGES AT 

A SPECIAL OFFER PRICE OF £9 .99 
(WHILE STOCKS LAST):-

• NO EXIT 

* N A V Y S E A L S 

* PRO TENNIS TOUR 

• B A R B A R I A N I I 

• O P E R A T I O N THUNDERBOLT 

• SWITCH BLADE 

• K L A X 

* R 0 B 0 C 0 P I I 

• PANG 

A L L G A M E S A R E U N B O X E D AND W I T H O U T I N S T R U C T I O N S 

O O N ' T O E L A Y O R D E R T O O A Y I 

A M S T R A D 6 1 2 8 + / 4 6 4 + / G X 4 0 Q 0 
TROJAN PHAZEK GUN WITH SHEET SHOOT CARTRIDGE 
ENFORCER CARTRIDGE FOR ABOVE. 
AMSTRAD BURNIN" RUBBER / LOCO BASIC CARTRIDGE 
AMSTRAD 612S«/4&4+ INSTRUCTION MANUALS 
AMSTRAD 404+ COMPUTER WITH MONO STEREO MONITOR 
AMSTRAD 6128+/4&4* KEYBOARD MEMBRANES 
AMSTRAD PADDLE CONTR0LLERS(6i28«/464*/GX-«000) 
AMSTRAD 8I2S* COMPUTER WITH MONO STEREO MONITOR 
AMSTRAD GX4000 POWER SUPPLY U74IT 
AMSTRAD G12fU/4G4* PRINTER LEADS 
AMSTRAD CM 14 COIXMJR STEREO MONITORS 
AMSTRAD MM 12 MONO STEREO MONITORS 
AMSTRAD 4644 COMPUTER CONSOLES 
AMSTRAD 612ft* COMPUTER CONSOLES 
AMSTRAD 464 UOHT PEN «t SOFTWARE 

£20.00 
£14.00 
£10.00 
£14.90 

£12&00 
£12.00 

£2.00 
£160.00 
£10.99 
£0.00 

£120.00 
£60.00 
£60.00 
£60.00 
£ 1 0 0 0 

AMSTRAD 4 6 4 AND 6 1 2 8 - GENERAL 
AMSTRAD 6126 LIGHT PEN ft SOFTWARE 
AMSTRAD 464 LIGHT GUN A GAMES CASSETTE 
AMSTRAD 6126 LIGHT GUN ft GAMES DISC 
AMSTRAD GREEN SCREEN MONITOR GTB5 
AMSTRAD CPC CASSETTE MECHANISM WITH TAPE HEAD ft MOTOR 
AMSTRAD 464 CASSETTE HEAD ALIGNMENT KIT 
AMSTRAD CASSETTE TAPE HEAD DEMAGNETIZER 
AMSTRAD PRINTER IEAD (34 EDGE CONNECTOR TO CENTRONICS PLUG) 
AMSTRAD JY2 JOYSTICK 
AMSTRAD 464 TEACH YOURSELF BASIC TUTORIAL GUIDE WTTH 
TWOCASSETTE8 PART 

PART 
AMSTRAD 464 NEW CIRCUIT BOARDS WITH CHIPS/PLUGS 
ETC (PART No. Z70375) 
AMSTRAD 6126 CASSETTE LEAD6 
AMSTRAD 464/6126 SPEECH SYNTHESISER WITH STEREO 
AMPLIFIER ft TWO SPEAKERS 
AMSTRAD MP1 MODULATORS (RECONDTTIONED) 
CPC 6128 MON/KEYBOARD DUSTCOVERS 
CPC 464 MON/KEYBOARD DUSTCOVERS 

£20.00 
£1000 
£10.00 
£60.00 
£20.00 

£0.00 
£0.00 
£0.00 
£0.00 

1 £0.00 
2 £0.00 

£34.00 
£5.00 

£10.00 
£30.00 

£6.00 
£8.99 

• \<>l WOULD LIKE TO BE PUT 0 \ O! K Kl (.1 I \R M Ml l\( . I IS I i nk 
SPECIAL OFFERS ETC. PLEASE WRITE AND ADVISE US STATING WHICH 

COMPUTER MODEL YOU HAVE. 
We also stock spare parts, softw are etc, for Commodore 64 and 

Spectrum computers. 

ALL ORDERS SENT BY RETURN: 
CHEQUES/VISA/ACCESS/POs 

TRADING POST, 
VICTORIA ROAD, SHIFNAL, 

SHROPSHIRE TF l l 8AF 
TEL/FAX (09S2) 46213S 

THE AWARD 
WINNERS... 

First disk drives for the CPC464/464-* . Includes 3 .5" disk drive. 
D D I - 1 inter face , c o n n e c t i n g cables, p o w e r supply and ut i l i ty 
s o f t w a r e . T h e c o m p l e t e P L U G I N & G O s o l u t i o n . Fu l l 
instructions and 12 monrhs guarantee. O n l y £159.99. Please state 
164 or 464 • when ordering. 

3 T 
- ^ ^ C h e r r y Pa int d raw ing p rog ram RRP £ 1 4 . 9 9 < ^ 

FREE with every first disk drive . 

3.5 " Second disk drives for the CPC464/664/6128 . T o p quality 
' P a n a s o n i c ' 3 . 5 " d r i v e m e c h a n i s m , i n c l u d e s p o w e r supp l y , 
connect ing cable, full 16 page manual, K A M D O S . R A M d i s k & 
many more utilities. Formar 800K per disk just like a P C , Amiga . 
Atari S T etc. T h e complete P L U G & G O solurion. 

SUPERB LOW PRICE, ONLY Si64.99!! 

ROMDOS XL 
Superb high capacity disk operating system available on R O M or 
complete in its own R O M B O X 1 No th ing else compares with these 
features:-

Built in disk formatter 
Built in file copying/erasing 
Full 19 page printed manual 
Built in Sector/Directory Editor 

• Very simple to use 
• Uses no user memory 
• Au to detects format 
• 464/664/6128 compatible 

ROM version only£24.99 
Complete in ROMBOX only£39.99 

W i n n e r o f t h e B e s t D i s k O p e r a t i n g 
S y s t e m a w a r d , A m s t v a d A c t i o n J u l y '93 

ALSO AVAILABLE... 
3 . 5 " B l a n k D i s k s O n l y £ 7 . 5 0 f o r 10 

H A C K I T - exce l l ent A w a r d W i n n i n g hacker/mach ine c o d e 

programming cartridge. O n l y £ 2 4 . 9 9 

P C - T R A N S - transfer files f rom a C P C to a P C and vice versa. 
O n l y £ 2 4 . 9 9 

R S 2 3 2 Ser ia l I n t e r f a c e - can be used to connect the C P C to 
another computer , m o d e m , serial printer etc. Ideal for use with 
Amstrad N C I 0 0 / 2 0 0 ( connect ing cable available priced £9.99) . 
Includes built in R O M software. N E W L O W P R I C E £ 2 9 . 9 9 

P l e a s e a d d £ 5 . 0 0 p o s r a g e a n d p a c k i n g t o al l d i s k d r i v e 
o rde rs . O t h e r o rde r s p lease a d d £ 1 . 0 0 . A l l m a j o r c red i t cards 
a c c e p t e d . I m m e d i a t e despa t ch f o r c red i t card orders . 

Siren SofVware, W i l t o n House , Bury Road, 
Radc l i f f e , Manchester M 2 6 9 U R 

Tel: 061 724 7572 



What's hot and not what's not on the CPC news front. 
Strange 
domain 

fVnu, A j J J - . A J i [U . f#4tAiiM|« 
WOv® w o i n i r/ o a i r o r 
h o ' i k n o w n by n r i th c r 
of flic?sd ^OfW o f f i c e ) 

Public domain software has 

always been the cause of 
much confusion. In theory 

ifs free because you can copy K 
legally: but the way most people 
buy it. through the post, usually 
entails some exchange of money. 
This is normally explained as costs 
top cover postage, packaging and 
copying expenses. But sometimes 
you do wonder whether someone 
is on the make and there is a lot of 
distrust about the PO scene. 

Which is a shame because 
thare is an awful lot of potential in 
the concept of public domain. 
Now that the major software 
companies have pulled out of the 
market most of the new software 
being written for the CPC ends up 
in the public domain, which means 
that now, more than ever, there is 
some really good stuff to be 
found. The public domain also 
serves as a good training ground 
for new software writers who. 
might. if they get enough 
feedback, move onto producing 
homebrew software. This would be 
good for them - they'd be earning 
money - and good for the CPC 
scene in general, because we'd be 
getting good quality software. So 
the Public Domain could be seen 
as the one area of the CPC scene 
that could grow and prosper. 

So. what should be dono about 
PO? That's what we asked leading 
figures on the CPC scene in our 
feature (page 16), but let us know 
what you think. Dave 

PC CPC, see? 
We reviewed a speccy emulator for 
the CPC a while back, but now there's 
a CPC emulator for tho PC. Does this 
ever stop? If you loaded your CPC 
emulator into your PC. and loaded 
your Speccy emulator into that, you 
could have all sorts of problems. Go 
out and buy a Speccy instead. 

Seriously, though, this is rather 
wonderful. CPC EMM. the CPC 
emulator for the PC. has the facilities 
for ROMs, some CRTC registers, as 
well as some extra features to make 
CPCing a bit easier. We'll be 
reviewing It next issue, but if you're 
that Impatient you can contact 
Marco Vieth, Auf dem Uekem 4. 
33165 Lichtenau. Germany. 

Another show... 
Hot damn, etc, it's the Future 
Computing '94 show. If you enjoyed 
the FES2 last year, this new 
improved Future Show, with more 
workshops, more stuff to take part 
in and less of an emphasis on 
console games, should be even 
more up your street. 

If you manage to come along to 
Earf s Court 2 on the 26th to the 30th 
of October you'll get a chance to see 
some of the very latest technological 
developments, experience the 
forefront of computing technology, 
attend the workshops, presentations, 
demonstrations, and plant your feet 
firmly in the next century. There'll be 

Wil l yau be a b l e to p l ay our 
covar tapes on a PC? 

Thanh* to Gtm Pu«h lo» i*m intarmattwi 

more details on prices and stuff when 
they've been worked out. 

•••And another 
fanzine 
Thafs right - we've had another one 
writing in, CPC Mama, produced by 
Derek Payne. The issues cost 
£1.50 each from 89 
Wolverhampton Road, Codsall, 
Wolverhampton. WV8 I PI. 

Errata 
In the back-up feature last month 
we pnnted a quotation credited to 
Rob Scott of Avatar. It should have 
read Phil Craven of Avatar. Rob has 
nothing to do with Avatar. Got that? 

Adventuring on... 
For anyone now wanting to get 
their hands on software from 
Adventure PD. you're looking in 
the wrong place. The entire 
Adventure PD software range is 
now available from Adam Shade's 
Dartsma PD instead, in exactly the 
same form as they were in from 
Adventure PD. For anyone who 
doesn't have the motor neurone 
skills to look across the spread at 
the Amscene Directory, the 
address for Dartsma is 49 
Heavitree Road. Plumstead. 
London. SE18 7QX. 

Quantum 
mechanics 

Not exactly a news story, more of 
an announcement, really. A lot of 
people have been having 
incrodible hassles with Quantum, 
to do with deliveries, reliability 
and replacements. 

Those who re getting annoyod 
with tho situation are perfectly 
justified In their actions, but a 
few are taking It out on the wrong 
person - Rob Scott and STS 
would like to make It clear to 
ovoryone that they left the 
technical repairs and hardware 
side of Quantum a while back, 
and have nothing to do with the 
problems people are having with 
their orders. STS will continue 
their sales of Quantum software, 
but that's about as far as it goes. 

Another matter of convention 
Word has reached the AA news 
desk (as if we have a separate 
desk - 1 ask you) of a third UAUG 
convention. "What happened to 
the second oner That was the 
one I covered last year - we 
missed the first. 

Anyway, the UAUG 3 will be 
held on June 19th at the 'Hamilton 
Room'. Church Road, Betchworth, 
Surrey. When I get more 
information I'll let you know, but 
this looks like it could be easily as 
good as last year - a load of CPC 

fanatics swapping 
hints, tips, and lots of A _ ^ ^ ^ 
other interesting ^ J V 
things, It'll also be a " 4 " M B H l 
good opportunity to • J r 
join up for all of the f I ^ 
benefits of the UAUG. J j A J ^ , V L ^ j | 

So the top people It 
m the UAUG (right), as ^ 
well as some of the ^ 
rea:ly big names in ^ 
CPC land will bo M | p o | o n g # o ^ U A U G < o n w e n f i o n 

there, so why not have i a f # r H,|g y # o r a n d m e # f blokae. 
a think about it... And loads of other people. 

May 1994 



Signal So f tware 
• IS l»| l»«t . Orool Sarr, Birmingham, 

Wait Midland. 143. 
ShcopioH 
tr 0446 736519 
Based m Wales, of course. Baaaaa 
Sloopwalkcr PD 
• DUV .ottwnr.. Jm Moulding. 0 

MmMii| Mowo Lnw, Dalisll Cmmmmn, Hr 
Cavantry CV7 77X 
Special offer to AA readers - if you send 
Joe a disk he'll send you a tree selection of 
PD. Only one selection per person, please. 
The Vault 

43 WUMUM Oflfrf.ni, Clfkox »o.d, 
Oalwny, Ireland. 
O OIO 353 91 38304 
A new but rapidly expanding library with 
lots ot European software. 
Ultimate PD 
• 26 W.ad.ld* Road. Irfcy, Wlrral. 

MimyiW* 161 4UL 
New PD library that specialises in &nch 
disk and tapes and has a wide selection 
of 'mathematics' programs available 
(wfiatever that means). 

D I R E C T O R Y 9 
Campursoft 
17 041 994 473 S 
You name it. they do it. really - take a 
look at the interview in ish 96 
DMP So f tware 
W eo Wolverhampton logrf, Cod.oil. 
Wolverhapton WVS I Ft 
Over 30 home-programmed games and 
sertous programs on both tape and disk. 

Gary & Scott Kennedy 
tr 061 736 1304 
Authors of Trakers, a truly great CPC 
game (don't argue). 
N e w A g e So f tware 
V Ol 049-71 I-4301030 
Responsible for ZspTBaUs. the excellent 
Soundfrakfcer. and, fiopefully, a tew 
more titles pretty soon. 

Radical So f tware 
TT OBI 096 0403 
Still releasing top-quality, new software 
for the CPC. ff you've written a program 
you think ts worth releasing this lot would 
love to hear from you 

SD Microsystems 
tr 0760 7303S 1 
Specialists in business software - take a 
look at the feature in AA93. 
Sentinel So f tware 
B OS1 076 7033 
Suppliers of selected STS titles and a 
few original products. They don't art 
churn 'em out. 

Siren So f tware 
tJ OA 1 734 7973 
ltd take a hell of a time to list everything 
they do - check out their ad (if s the 
yellow halt^age one). 

VerySo f t 
•] 490 Raw^hmmi Rand. Wlnglleid 

Istwt^, Rortiertiow, SovHi YoffcoNlre. 
The people who brought you The Gnppcr 
and Comparator. They're also on the look 
out for new programmers 

Big Softies 
So you can ring them up and hassle 'em 
about releasmg some new stuff. 
Al te rnat i ve So f tware 
TT 0977 707777 
CodeMasters rr ooso 914133 
Gremlin/GBH tr 0 7 4 3 7 9 3 4 3 3 

Ocean/Hit Squad 
TT 061 >33 6633 
Titws/Fox Hits TT 071 700 31 10 

Touchdown tr osoa 941136 

Virgin tt o b i boo 3399 

US Gold/Klxx TT 031 396 33BB 
Zeppe l in So f tware 

Hard 
Datel TT 07B3 744707 
The place to go for mice, printers, 
memory expansions, ail that sort of stuff. 
Micro form fast 0773 703131 
Drrves, upgrades, disks, all sorts of 
techy stuff like that. 
Romantic Robot 
TT OBI 300 SB70 
Creators of the Multiface 
WAVE tr 033* B30100 
Suppliers of loadsa good stuff - their ad 
is on the back cover. 

suppliers 
OJ So f tware tr 0397 431019 
Fast friendly service, the ad says. And 
it's right. They've got an impressively 
wide variety of software on offer as well. 
Sof tware Cavern tr obsb b o i i o i 
Probably tt»e largest selection of CPC 
software for sale in the known universe. 
Sof tware Express 
tr 0463 34016B 
A new company in Inverness. 
Tronlcs North 
tr OIO 6177 393 766 
3 ro Baa 7419. OwfcwM. O i n m i M 

Aaitralla, 4S14. 
The largest supplier of software and CPC 
bits'n'pieces in the southern hemisphere. 

Mail 
Trading Post v 0993 463139 
They're offenng loads of cut pnee 
cartridges at the moment. 
Trojan tr 0994 777093 
The people to speak to for cartridge and 
lightgun stuff. 
Wizard Games tr 0733 3769B6 
Games, games and yet more games, 
basically on every imaginable format 

Upgrades 
and repairs 
Ava ta r 
tr 0374 6031B0 
WTS Electronics 
tr 09B3 491049 
Amstrad-auttiorised repairs specialists. 

Don't gamble with your AA105 
There are some things you just do not Joke about. 
Missing out on a copy of Amstrad Action Is one of 
them. Think about It - you go down to your local 
newsagent and there are no copies left. No don't think 
about it. It's too hideous to contemplate. 

So make sure this situation nevor occurs, tfs 
simple. All you have to do Is All In this form over here 
to the right a bit and hand it to your local newsagont 
and thon he'll order and save you a copy of Amstrad 
Action every month (there's nothing theso newsagents 
like better than a guaranteed sale). 

SAVE 

Dear Newsagent, 
Please save me a copy of... 

A M S T R A P 
A C T I O K f F 

...every month. It comes out ovory third Thursday 
of the month and is produced by those wondorful 
people at Future Publishing. 

My name 

My address 

1 

H you want to be included in Use 
Directory, or you know of any 
information that needs to be 
updated, write to: Amscene 
Directory, Amstrad Action, Future 
Publishing, 3 0 Monmouth Street, 
Bath, Avon BA1 2BW. 

PD Libraries 
Amsof 
•J U»enly, Cloy-., 

MlddUlnn, Ireland 
Large range of European stuff. 
Braysoft 
• 1 H Marf nret't Read, Hnyllng l.leed. 

Hand. PO 1 1 9ST. 
3-inch (fisks onfy. 
Colrob PD 

• 4viaIHflJ» Iflfld, H^WIIIBjlflw, 
Mlddle.boreuql. 
New tape-only PO library 
Dartsma 
tr OBI B99 7700 

^^ NanHw^ Rsai^ MOM^MMi 
iMdflK S118 7ax. 
They have also taken over Debbie 
Howartfs Adventure PO collection 
Demon 

Avatnw, HRH Oeê w, 
Birmingham S38 OH 
3.5-inch discs available 
Disk PD 
• lower D m W , P«»fcnr, KaUweethy, 

D m * 1X33 71A. tT 0368 83348 
GD PD 
• 49 W**4vt1W. B«m.tupU. 

Owen 1X3 I 3Mt 
Image PD 

OWTWtt D#lldl, f 21 PHiro, 
P.ntelend. H m w r t l . O f Tywa N t l O 9 0 0 

Also provides a digitismg service 
PD Fun 
• 41 Ml. ha. I , at.. Mirkliy l u u h l t , Via 

Carnfortfc, Ummi LAO 381 
A policy of "no serious software'. 
Power PD 
•1 83 Im«ImI, Or eat Burr, Dlrn.lngl.am. 

Waal Midland. 843. 
Presto PD 
• 33 l««t Lana. Sondlwny, Narfhwlih, 

Cheshire CWS 300 

TT 0374 603180 
Suppliers of Phil Craven products, and a 
tew of ttie Boruo titles 

User Groups 
Amstrad Contact 
TT 0403 793348 
Sussex-based group ttiat also runs a 
technical helphne lor CPC users. 
UAUG (United 
Amstrad User Group) 
tr 0339 334391 
An A^Wecommended user group. 
WACCI 
tr 0603 739108 
If you're seriously into the techy s>de of 
the CPC then you really shouldn't be 
missing out on WACCL They're fab. 

Fanzines 
Amsxino 
• Oayten, Lane.lde Read. Mew Mill*. 

Via ftta<iipart, SKI 3 4UI 
TT 0663 744863 
The Eliminator 
• 1 4 Station Rood. Rloall. Vaeh. Mart*. 

Yarfcihire T04 6QJ 
CPC User 
TT 0339 334391 
The UAUG's tanane. 
CPC Undercover 

37 Trtmlajhaa. Drive, 
Brandl.iholme. Bvry, laa»a»hlra 
A techrocallyminded l3nzme that's also on 
the look out for writers. 
Ultra Games 
• . 30 UMMUr Terrace, Ckeater-le-

•ir.et, Ca Durham, OH3 3NW 
Cassettebased muUMormat fanzine from 
Uie man who used to produce AmCon\ 
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1984 - the year Frankie 
Goes to Hollywood spent three months at 
number one, George Orwell's prophecy didn't 
come true and Amstrad launched a very long 
computer. AA longest-running editor. Rod Lawton, 

April 11th 1984 - something happened 
that was to change the world forever. 
Allegedly. Alan Sugar launched the 

CPC464. It was a vision of the future. The world 
had never seen anything like it before (or Alan 
Sugar's Darnet, either). It was a computer that 
came complete with - gasp - a proper monitor. 
And it had a built-in tape drive. And it was colour. 
And it had a huge 64K of memory. And it had 
holes for pnnters and joysticks and all sorts of 
other, as yet ummagined. goodies. 

Okay, it was built like a plastic outhouse and 
had a keyboard from hell, but there was no 
doubting its technical ability and its wonderful all-
inoneness. It wasn't up against much, of course. 
The Commodore 64 looked like a keyboard 
pumped up to the wrong pressure, and the 
Spectrum had the ergonomics of a pre-war 
Skoda. By contrast, the 464 was a miracle o1 

engineering, the pinnacle of 
rfTfiir^^^w technology and the one 
I J l L L P ^ B k machine you could 

r ^ l K buywrtha 
I . Y . I ^ f t l U K keyboard that 

| ^ \ was wider than 
K ^ l f l j k . t \ your house. 

' ^ f m l l ^ t h > n g 
' j M M M about the 

j ^ M cpc. 
t i l l S though, 

/ f l ^ H H j j ^ f ^ ^ H L ^ ^ Y was that it 
y was 

t / serious tool, 
W r as 

games machine. 
^ ^ ^ Nowadays, you can 

pick up a PC for the 
Low*™ - he's h m P"ce of a case of 
» changes in his time. brown ale and a 
rer« all fields round Chinese takeaway. 

Thank you Rod. but back then PCs 
were for corporate 

men in suits, whose departmental budgets were 
the size of the average person's mortgage. The 
ordinary punter couldn't afford both a house and a 
PC, so the arrival of the CPC was a breakthrough 
in home computing. It wasnt just a games 
machine. You could also program it using the 

Rod Lawton - he 's i t o n 
soma changes in his t ime. 
" I t were all f ie lds round 

Tronic yon Rod. 

ou.lt-n BASIC. And publishers started producing 
some quite good, serious software for the 
machine You really could set uo and run your 
owr bus ness us-r,g a CPC (yc-'d probably gc 
b'oke, o' course, b-t you couid do it). 

The next big thing 

But the 464 wasn't pe'fect. Tape-based software 
might be cheap to manufacture, but fs net 
hugely reliable, and it's slower tnan a sedated 
stegosaurus to load A~strad responded in May 
1995 wit" the CPC664 - a 464 wit^ a d«sk drive 
and a keyboard tnat d dr't look Uke it was made 
of lego IM. St;ll, only 64K of memcy. though... 

That memory imitation spe t the end of the 
664 just six months later. In August 1985. 
Amstrad confirmed that it was deader than the 
dodo, and was to be replaced by a new machine 
- the 6128. This had - gasp - a disk drive and 
128K of memory. 

Autumn 1985 was an exciting time. You could 
buy Protext or tape, disk or ROM and Technician 
Ted scored 82 per cent in Amstrad Action (that 
was at a time when getting two pixels to move 
simultaneously in the same direction was 
considered an achievement). 

Showbusiness 
By 1985 you actually had whole shows devoted 
to Amstrads! The autumn 85 event took place at 
London's Novotel. Sadly, though, there weren't 
too many games softies there. And, er, Amstrad 
didn't have a stand there either. Guess they were 
showing their level of support for the machine 
right from the start, then? 

Never mind - the CPC was getting loads of 
support from the games industry. In particular, 
one David Braben. author of the formidable Elite. 
Yes. the blockbusting Elite appeared that winter -
the game many reckon to be the finest ever 
written. A game where you can spend months and 

roaming 
^ ^ D t h r o u g h a 

universe 
populated by hostile 

wire-frame polygons and differently-cooured 
discs. Elite fans tell me it's a great game once 
you get into it. I tell them I'd have more luck 
getting into a phone box with Cyrii Sm th. 

Antiques Roadshow 
Tell you what, though Why don't they write 
games like Spmdizzy any more? More rooms 
than Buckingham Palace and harder than eating 
fned rice with chopsticks. Most people wouldn't 
live long enough to finish this game. If you bought 
this one in the spring of 1986 you're probably 
still playing it now. 

Tell you something else that came out at the 
same time - Mini Office 2. This formidable suite 
of programs cos! only £20, and included a word 
processor, a database, a spreadsheet, graphics 
capabilities, comms stuff, label printing 
facilities... and bugs. At least, the pre-pro version 
reviewed by AA did. But whata classic program. 
Look at how many CPC owners still use it. Quite. 

In fact lots of things have gone the same way 
as Mini Office 2. haven't they? How many of you 
remember the Graf sales Grafpad II graphics 
tablet? Or what about the Volex JU2000A 
teletext adaptor? And how about the old Protek 
1200 'acoustic coupler'? These were the days 
when home computers were 'the future', when 
your micro could act as the nerve centre of your 
entire life. When you could turn your CPC into a 
teetering edifice, consisting entirely of loose 
cables, wobbly connectors and little black boxes 
that creaked if you squeezed them too hard. 

Talking of creaky little black boxes, it was 
about this time (mid-1986) that Alan Sugar bought 
the littlest and creakiest of them all - the 
Spectrum. In fact, he bought out Sinclair. What an 
inspired move. Invent a computer better than your 
competitor's, then buy your competitor's. I never 
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quite understood that one. This prompted lots o' 
speculation that the CPC464 was for the chop. 
Yes. even back then, people were wondering how 
long the CPC had lelt to go -iapp-ly, the machine 
•ived on. ard the 'est s (p'e)histo'y. 

abounded about ^ ^ ^ ^ B H 
imminent 16-b't 
Amstrad. Maybe aM J B ^ P ^ ^ ^ f t j P P 
Anvga-compat ble ^ ^ J k ^ r w ' 
machine, or a rew ^ H ^ * ^(f 
format atogetrer' ^ ^ K j m m T j L 
Maybe ndeed. And / v f ' f a f l 
maybe p-gs right J J L ^ 
Hy. It turned o^t. o' ^ ^ / > 9 

course, to be the n 

doored Sinclair PC200. a ga~es-
orientated PC with no mere colours than a CPC 
r Mode 2 P t iU. Neeoless to say it went down 
like a eao ballccn. One t rat ^ad--'t been blown 
up properly n t~e first place. 

Doesn't t all seem a long t me ago? There's 
something else tKat seems sc -c-.g ago you're not 
sure ,t ever actually happened. A°d that's 
Amstrac Supposing tne CPC. Good gr ef. back in 
1988 they sti-l ran a CPC owrers* club It had an 
official magazine, a free technical support 
service, discounted software and a 24-nour 
order;ng service Or so it seeded. Amstrao were, 
in fact, in the process of hiving of* their CPC club 
to outsiders, ana this was just the start o? a 
slippery slope into oblivion, ending w>th the final 
oemise of Amstrad Computer User magaz-ne in 
1991. What a blow. 11 people returned 
disappointed from the.r newsagents that month 
(six of t^cse because it was shut). 

Never mine. If Amstrad were keen to unload 
the User Ciub. it didn't mean they 

were aoo-t to pac* m 
the CPC. Indeed, at 

fc^^Jr r e same time as r f launching the ill-fated 
PC20C m 1989. they 

unvened new CPC 
bund.es. As we I as your 

basic keyboard plus 
^ monitor set-up. you also 

got a TV tuner. 17 games of 
varying cuality. a joystick, a 
"workstation' (aesn) and - rather 
bizarrely - a clock radio. Maybe 
Amstrad had experienced some 

bad luck m the clock radio market..? 
They must have been doing okay elsewhere, 

though, oecause the company posted profits of 
over £90 million. But Alan Sugar was cautious 
about the future, given the (then) rise in DRAM 
prices. He should have been more worried about 
the (now) decrease in punters. 

That was also clearly a problem for 

C»4*M«t*r - tho 
pooplo responsible for 
unleashing Dizzy - line 
up for Hie firing squad. 

v n i j 1 m Djtdbdse's Computing, 
i I / • formerly cafled Computing 

A fH tf* Amstrjd. Database 
^ ™ gave it up as a bad job in the 

winter of 88. Most o1 its 
readers had given it up as a 
bad |ob long before then. 

But big news was m the pipeline. No. not tlx? 
CodeMasters CD games pack that we visited 
them to see and wrote a long article about, and 
which they never blooming well made - the gits 
(some things never change - Dave). No. it was 
the launch of the fabulous new GX4000 console 
and Plus machines. 

The golden years 

The nvdtc-late 8Cs were the C ^ ' s golden era. 
The so'tware houses were falling over themselves 
to produce ever more »nnovat,ve crallenging and 
daft software, while the peripherals 
manufacturers turned out RAM packs, speech 
synthesisers, graphics tablets, automatic plate-
warmers and anorak inte'faces by the biliion. 
Users need never leave their bedroon's again, 
and many of them didn't. 

Some of these plug- ns were a bit ambitious. 
Like the Vidi video digit ser. a device capable of 
takirg a reaMi'e image and turning it into 11 
different-coloured pixels. Great for multimedia. Or 
do I mean migraine? Ard what about the 
(mWamous Red Box? For the uninitiated this was a 
contro' system that plugged into your interface 
and could control, via other boxes, a host of 
mairs-ooerateo household items What a load of 
old twaddle. No. reaily. For heaven's sake. 

There were a ot of dodgy back-up devices, 
too. Things that could copy 
software <rom tape to disk. 
Things that could 
produce identical 
copies of Cisks. Things V H R 
that let you fiddle with ^ R x y 
disk data on a sector-by- ^ ^ ^ E 
sector level. What did people v f l j 
want this stuff for? To blag ^ B B 
games, of course, and other ^ ^ 
copy protected software. 

Now there're going to be howls of 
protest about this. We're going to get 
loads of letters from people who 
found legitimate uses for these 
copiers. I don't believe a word of it. You were all a 
lot of scheming skinflints, out to squeeze as much 
of your mate's tape-based games onto one of 
your disks as possible. We know 

There were good games around, too. Like 
Academy, for example (a bit like a planet-bound 
Elite, but without the objects made out of 
coathangers). and the stupidly good Sentinel. 
And. of course, there was Freescape. 

Now call me a stick-in-the-mud. Call me a 
moaning minme. Call me a raving pilchard... (o*. 
steady on - Dave). But Freescape. to me. 
speakmg personally, is. well, a bit dull. Well, 
flipping dull, actually. Duller than getting lost in a 
giant warehouse full of different-coloured boxes. 
And having to wear lead wellies at the same time. 
I'm sure many people got lots of pleasure from 
jerking slowly around a world full of polygons and 
dying suddenly after six hours. Not me. 

The 8-bit for Hie 90s 

Amstrad were clearly very serious. They hired 
designers who made the new machines look 
as if they really did belong m the latter half ot 
the 20th century, and they invited me and a 
posse of other, lesser, journalists over to a 
press launch m Pans. 

No expense was spared. We stayed in a top-
class hotel... we had dinner in the restaurant 
half-way up the Eiffel Tower., and two dozen 
brand new machines were set up and ready to 
run in the room next to the briefing ceremony. 

It's a pity there weren't more games running 
on them, that's all. You could count the console 
releases on the fingers of one hand. If you only 
had one finger, that is. Amstrad's new machines 
would have stood a good chance if the software 
and marketing support had been there. 

It didn't help that 1990 - the year the new 
machines were released - saw some fabulous 
CPC games released. Games which didn't need 
the console hardware, and cost half as much as 
console games. Remember these? - Operation 
Thunderbolt, Ghostbusters 2. Hard Dnviri, The 
Untouchables. Jack Nicklaus Go//. Chase HQ. 
Myth. Rainbow Islands. Castle Master. X-Out. £• 
Motion. Pipe Mania. Tumcan. Italia '90, 
Bloodwych, Kiax. Stunt Car Racer. Lords of 
Chaos. Rick Dangerous 2. Shadow of the Beast. 
Kick Off 2. Sim City. All released m a single year, 
and all utterly excellent. 

Carts weren't quite Hie 
success story Amstrad 
were hoping for. 

1 0 c o m p u t e r s t h e CPC 
is b e t t e r t h a n ( i n s o m e w a y ) 

1 The Spectrum Because it lasted longer. 
2 The ST Because it hasn't got joystick ports so hidden in its bowels you can't plug them in. 
3 The PC Because you don't need a degree in quantum physics just to switch it on. 
4 The Amiga Because It's longer. 
5 The Apple Macintosh Because you don't need 20 grand for the starter kit. and a qualified 
Apple consultant present every time you want to put a disc in the drive. 
6 The Archimedes Because it's had more than five games written for it in the last 20 years. 
7 The C64 Because a disc game on a CPC loads in under 15 minutes. 
8 The MSX What does MSX stand for. anyhow? 
9 The electron Cos games load occasionally. 
1 0 Jupiter Ace Because the CPC isn't a crap ZX81 clone that got legally blown out of the market for 
copyright reasons. What kind of nonce builds a machine that runs FORTH, anyway? 

The next big thing 
Never mmd. there were lots of other exciting 
things happening at the time. Rumours 
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CPC owners had never had it so good. The 
people who played games, anyway. The 
serious types weren't quite so thrilled. All the 
wonderful black boxes and fabulous widgets of 
the mic^80s were disappearing, and precious few 
manufacturers were coming up with anything 
new. The era of the CPC as a technological nerve-
centre was at an end. 

Lott Caves It a truly groat gam*, and we 
not |ust saying that b«<auie e n * of 

A i l ' s ex-writer 's 
was Hie author. 

couple of hundred. ^ - . ^ 
and they would have I \ # m I A 
been laughing. 4 ' - A v f * v v 

We were now \ 1 . X ' ? * 
entering a completely 
new era of CPC 1 1 
ownership; and the 1 1 
birth of the box-shifters l l m 
All those CPC 11 
peripherals made in I 
their millions years 1 
ago were being dredged 
up from dusty warehouse corners and flogged 
off at bargair prices. Meanwhi.e. in the games 
world, publishers were knocking out last year's 
full-price games as budget releases! It was the 
CPC's Indian summer. You Know autumn and 
winter are on their way. but for now you're just 
enjoying the late summer sun. 

The trouble was. it was beginning to look as if the 
CPC's era as the centre of anything was all but 
over. The serious wirehead techie types had 
pulled out of the market a while back, and now 
the major games publishers were doing the 
same. The CPC's relaunch had had almost no 
effect on the market whatsoever, and the 
GX4000 was shifting so badly there was talk of 
suppliers melting them down for the plastic. 

What was going wrong? With the CPC. nothing 
really, tfs just that by 1992 people had figured 
out that a £399 Amiga realty was quite good 
value compared to a 6128 at £399 . And the 
Amstrad's processing power and graphics 
abilities, while ahead of the field in 1985. were 
now starting to look a bit prehistoric. 

And in May 1992. the biggest dinosaur of 
all, Amstrad Computer User, finally bit the dust. 
Amstrad Action's oldest competitor was also its 
last... or was it? Born out of the ashes of ACU 
was CPC Attack!, hosted by Tank GirWookalike 
Amy and boasting a bright, new look. Alas it was 
a star quickly extinguished by the bucket of water 

The middle of Hie end 

1993 was a bad year for the CPC. The market 
had been tottering all through 1992 and now it 
collapsed around a die-hard core of CPC 
owners. All the game freaks who had kept the 
machine going into the 90s suddenly went off 
and bought Super Nmtendos and Mega Drives, 
and those that were left were only left because 
they didn't have two edge connectors to rub 
together - so you can imagine they weren't 
terribly active games buyers. 

The software industry deserted the CPC. All 
except US Gold, who kept promising to release 
Sfreef Fighter 2 on the CPC. We all hoped they 
would, because the CPC needed a big new game. 
But then again, maybe we all hoped they wouldn't, 
because if it took all of the SNES's speed and 
power - and a six-button joypad - to run it 
properly, what would the CPC make of it? It was 
the sort of thing you'd wake up in the middle of 
the night in a cold sweat about. 

But apart from the games fans, there were the 
serious users. They had stuck around since the 
beginning, convinced that the CPC was the 
only decent home computer ever made. Well, for 
its time it was. When the CPC was 
launched, people believed the key to the ^ ^ 
future was knowing how computers M 
worked. 10 years on. thafs proved ^ ^ B 
not to be true. The machines have 
got ever more powerful, allowing H H 
ever friendlier software - which 
means ttiat you now need to know far 
less about computers to use them than 
you did in 1984. 

But what the CPC did help to create 
was a computer-literate generation 
which went on to program the 
software of the 90s.That's a legacy of ^ ^ ^ E 
which to be proud. 

Rod's top 10 
CPC hates 

How much longer can the CPC go on? As long as 
people keep using it. is the simple answer to that 
little poser. The machine has already outlived its 
8-bit competitors - the Spectrum is well and truly 
dead and gone and the C64 is a games-only 
machine which noone is writing games for any 
more. The CPC still has lots of support. New 
serious products like the disc utility ParaDOS and 
the frontend system DBS are among the best 
utilities ever produced for the CPC: and Flufl 
proves that there are still boundaries to be 
pushed back as far a games are concerned. 

And here's one final fact to mull over. I used to 
write with Protext on the CPC. And right now I'm 
writing this feature with Nisus on the Macintosh. 
But it's not scrolling any faster, and the words 
don't read any better. The CPC may be a clonky 
old relic by today's standards, but it does the job. 

That's the CPC all over. 

OThe Amstrad Colour 
Personal Computer 

k might be coming to 
m the end of its life (and 

• it's not giving up 
I without a hell of a 
I fight), but it's been 

• quite a life. For 10 
W years it was the most 
f powerful, versatile and 

genuinely useful 8-bit machine in existence. Can ^ ^ ^ someone pass me the rfBk Kleenex'"? W 

1 3 . 5 Inch disk drives 
If I hear one more supplier droning on about the 
superiority of their drive I'll scream. 
2 AA17 
For some reason, every other reader call we 
got here at AA was about an item in issue 17 
that I knew nothing about. 
3 The Red Bex 
People used to ask me where to get it and I 
didn't even know what it was. 
4 Mode 0 graphics 
Not so much graphics as a selection of 
different-coloured paving slabs. 
5 Tape software 
The sort that gets 99 per cent of the way 
through loading and then crashes. 
6 ROM hexes 
They either didn't work or had to be held 
together with Sellotape™. 
7 Adam Peters' alarm clock 
He didn't have one. Or if he did it wont off at 
lunchtime. And then he ignored it. 
8 Adventures 
All of them. Without exception. 
9 The 4 6 4 keyboard 
Someone deliberately built it that way. I'd like to 
meet that man and shake him by the neck. 
1 O PD demos 
If I listed all my mates at the end of this feature 
in rod and yellow text on a pink background 
would you be impressed? 

Laser Squad 
rhe best game that's ever boon, or r 
be, written for any machine. 

SonHnol 
Eerie, terrifying, absorbing (bit of a 
there for Sontincl fans), and colossi 

Simple, yet brilliant. I still reckon I can 
beat anyone in the company. 
Q Lost Caves 
Ex-AA writer Adam Wartng's forgotton 
classic. Made Bouldcrdath look pitiful. 

Utui fsprit Turbo Challenge 
Great racing gamo. Everyono else 
thought It was too easy. Show-offs. 

K j Loop* 
I have played this tUJ the cows came home, 
could have got up tho stairs to tho office. 

I could 

Chilling, tactical, testing and varied. Oon't 
knock it until you've played it. 

Suporcar* 
Like Super Sprint with power-ups. Torrrfic 
• Pe wer To f r i t 
PO equivalent of the Game Boy two-player 
game. Stupidly addictivo and good. 

• SwlHhblado 
Why? Lots of nice detail and because i got 
further than anyone else. 



E X T R A TIME 

The Ultimate 
Games Experience 
is waiting to drop 

in on vou!*.. 
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IAR empirb 

A C R I M E 

KJC G a m e s is Europe's largest and 
most advanced computer moderated 

Play by Mail Games company. 
When you j o i n one of K J C a games, you 
enter a sophist icated and exci t ing live' 

env i ronment where you pitch your ski l ls,and 
your wi ts against many other REAL live 

opponen ts f rom al l over the UK and beyond. 
KJC o f fe rs a wide choice of games to suit 
al l tastes and interests. . . .Science F ic t ion . 

S p o r t s , A d v e n t u r e . Wargames .S t ree t C r ime 
& Fan tasy R o l e p l a y i n g are all possible in 

the un ique wor ld o f KJC games. 
and....with KJC you get... 

new Games being developed all the time... 
Colour Rule Books # Training Manuals... 

newsletters St Contact with other Flayers... 
plus Friendly Club atmosphere. 

Send now for the latest KJC Info and Free Tasters... 
Just complete the coupon helow... 

You II he glad you did I 
^ € - 1 

I name.. 

Address. I 
I 
I 

Fost Code I 
I 

KJC Gaines. Dcpt AA FreeposLThornton Clevdeys, 
Lancashire.UK. FYS 3BK. Td 0253 866345 Fax 0253 869960 

(Any Plus) 
S ( t a p e ) 
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Conlrgl die bol bconng ihrojgh 10 ocftso pcxiad ews 
(Tendingnccitaandcxflnctingitaipedak \ym<i 

)0»g9cws yypkes. and chalenning gamepkjy mc&e ivis on 
esMrtwl budgol buy, 

"Far dash: giaphics and gamepiay are some of tfw g<*r*» 
a/htonringttrtures89V • A m ^ Grta* ftwew 

(Any Plus) 

4 *iem*f*a In fe FUHand 
Zoom of hmtote scioning action and 
* inning graphics go lo mole tlib din 
const snirj is consols octton ixf hes 
<m* appeared on a Plus machine 
.soJd wtltngfy -Jt my cvai gfanrry for 
frJ one copy ol lliii gone IK) 

Wb also sell New Maxell & fx Software 3"discs. Phase phone or write for oar latest 
prices or to join our matting list. All prkes Include postage I parking. 

n ( 0 2 9 5 ) 1 
73 00 60 

CALL US <SH l l f i r AllOVfc N( MitKK AM) V W U . SkM> YOU Ot H 
LA l lCH'l t'UOIH t ;T ( ,UUK WHK II CON I A fNMIL t AILS f>| ff«»\> 

l < ) M I t i l l m.SrCIM ri(<M'i « I VI I'HK I .OWKVITKKT i 
SPECIAL OFFER - REQUEST YOUR GUIDE BEFORE 
THE END OF MAY 1994 w m o i WILL RECEIVE 
VOUCHERS ALLOWING YOU TO SAVE UP TO £20 

OFF THE PRODUCTS OF YOUR CHOICE! 
FOR INFORMATION ON H" If AT SOCHI ARI- ANIIMJPPl.lIvS VRK 

AYWI \HI K M I Of i< M»\ HR1 Ft RTHKR on in THIS ISSI I ! 

s T T 

Transported down into a seemingly deserted complex, your eight crew 
members, (each with their own special skills), have to locate and retrieve 
a Security Item and repair the five generators which power the complex. 
Without the power restored, your crew cannot transport back up. plus the 
fact that it is dark and you can't see the aliens which are attacking your 
people until you get close enough to see them with your suit lights. 
With many objects to use including Light-Sabres. Medi-Kits. Energy Pills. 
Trackers and Teleport Rings, this strategy game will keep you glued to 
your computer for days. And with a different map generated every game 
you can be sure of a new challenge every time. 

To order send a Cheque/PO for £4.99 Tape/£6.49 Disc mado payable to 
A Swlnbourne. to: CRYSTALX SOFTWARE. 11 VICARAGE VIEW. REDDITCH. 

WORCS B97 4RF. OVERSEAS ADO £1 



PERIPHERALS 
ROMBO ROMBOARD 

Now only £25.00 
Tli. moil widely »ied of oil Romboordi 8 
wcketi «och with on ofl/ofi iw.ich: htflh 8 <y 
low 8 ROM Joh 

16V RAMP OM 

3iB DUAL-MODE DRIVE 

DISCOUNTS 
20*~ wiii the DuolModo Diak l>ivo 

ROM iciftwara of £20 artd ovfr 
VIDEO DIGITISER 

Now only £65.00 

J.Y.KiliJL 
32k ol PAM'tboi If1* two «OM» 

with ROM locate. eoch I 
lik* o ROM e>»n 

vntll Ihe compute' 
(MtpOM i 

32k RAMROM - £14.95 

lift* [i >0 K ned oil 

Winner of the Bast Disk Drive 
award Anntrod Action 

The above jtatomont it untrue Amifrad Aclior novor 
presented wch on awotd. Don't bo deceived by any sud" 
ilatomenl whetovor you might tee i*. 

The No.l 31" disc drivo package around. 
Tho price includes all of those:* 

* MS800 on disc * MS800 on ROM * 22 Disk * 10 blank discs * Power supply * Carriage 
Our driwM do everyAap ihol ol oiKer drives do and o good deol 
morel Check t oti' 
MOM I Worki oi a comply olNrnaSve »o *>m normol Ami-rod 2nd dtwa (fDI|. itor.ng 190k on sock wde ol the Hiv 
MOOf 2 IuN. unimpeded ute with ROOOS. RAMDOS, H0MD05 and RQM005 XI. grong up » 800k per d<tc w\lho>A ttm need to w«» dn.e't c-ever tideiw** Full BOOk ute of MS800 |m» bet>w| 
OVKRAU 
Ultra qu«H ILAC mechonum con be uted Ol o 14Mb d"«» on otfer computori. tuper wnoll. teporoie pcrwer luppty mchided; lUek. itotdy -»<etal com You need to buy noting cite to u»e youi drive immediolety 1U>« i, o 20% dbcounf on ROMBO ROMfiOARO 111 a pu-tl.oted wdh 4i» ikn» 
Tl*t dr.W It not i-.mbl« at o 161 Ittdriwr 
Suitable ot o 161 Pkit I it drive with on mleifoce 
Thri drive it not tmtoble ot o 464 IU drive 
Suitable at a 464 ("Vji I a d»*e with on irJmlat, 

f yow computer model when ordering 

£79.95 
EPROM PROGRAMMER 

with ZIF socket .£35.00 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
with EJECT socket C30.00 »andl6kEP*OM , 5y ̂  j,,MS800 -h,ghcapactyd.sc system 

« pott EPROM or bytes ROM 
editing 5 

UTILITIES 
BONZO SUPER MEDDLER 13.95 
Superb tap* to disc JtQtiifK Vilify DeoU with mo\t for mi of protect iotti. Massive and »nct«o»t database of venfii'd tionilets, STAt I'onifori. 

RS-232 (dual-channel) 
with (offlmi software 

i PACE RS-232 
£ 3 9 . 9 5 

BONZO BUTZ 
Transfers a« lor mi of SftElXOCK _ ..M .. I I producing STAND ALONE ironi!©"! tofn« 3 - 5 ' I 0 f e t £ 7 5 0 - . daigbote of verified |»on»lefs, loclwdei 4 FOet 3,5* loci. 
odvtvaurei, 
BONZO S FLASHPACK 9.95 
Ovei 60 powerful oddilions to 6A5IC for u»e 

6.0 SAM I 

rnrr 
12.05 
5.VS 

10 k* 5 95 
. 30 lo» 20-00 79 S 

39 95 

L yovr own p-'ogcaae. progiomt i.e. Hoili Boj.c do«» 10' 1 prevent lor the program* to run 
BONZO'S BIG BATCH 
fast. Hemble DATABASf. iu 
PMDfCJC*. SOON aed SfRITI 
MAXIDOS 

9.95 
upvtb tOOlS Dt SIGNER 

13.95 
at CPC The motf comprnlinnv.Ye and ntf*:! dlu uhl.i.et All l̂ nciloni work with AMSDOS CPM. RAM DOS ond ROMOOS >crmo6 fvnctkmi mclvdr di»c/lil«i copy. ov>""He Jisci ipoedinp up occoiiei by tip to 50\ CAT Inckid̂ t •rated hlci Man files. hkrt, rfhc •dllo', 

hvmol. CAt Inbrmofw. W ûry formal. ».0 

5.00 

*oome Met, prinl CAT, 
Read Only. ReodWnH 

22DISK (Shareware) 
fid no* widiogt MSdOO llor Th CK to K to CPC W» 

cod* god wtlliiM 
VO With piUv |() 
PV oatmt WM liW. to lurn BASIC ond 

eocH id* of o 15' due moving n Mai <J HOO* focKvde Hoi in Workt wilK AMSDOS d.»c» 
• Ml of traoll liW. can did h (tielr ifneOc«m on tSe AAS$00 [ 

MMOOwh 
ROM F 

MS$00 formatt k> ywn progrom'i <i<ito c 
iMnlv be tolu* il'wqbl v. die PC fct 'iU 1 
libit* woni+fC 

ROMONOFF SWITCH C7.95 
j J j T i J g L M f f l j t t f r ^ ^ 

ROMi on 01 oil 01 needed II »i noI ogc for o 464 with an external disc dm 
• l a d n t a dot 

:",:. . wom s o f t w a r e 

: or ROM 

PftOTEXT £30.00 
PSOSPCU C25.00 
rRO\fRGf £25.00 
P0 GAMES £3.50 
6128 ROM £2500 

UTOPIA £2500 
MAXAM £3000 
MAXAM 1 5 £25.00 
VIDIROM £5.00 
MS800 £« 95 

28 BELMONT AVENUE 
BRADFORD BD12 0PA 

M A J O R C R E D I T 

C A R D S T A K E N 

D . I . Y . K I T S 
All kilt marled * leqviie alterolioni lo yOur 
compwier'i circuit board If you are not 
comfortable -11K |K,». don'l buy !»•«• k.l 
K"*i ihot ore not ilcfed at mochine ipecific work 
on o" mocWrHH 
All kitt are tupplied witN diagram! ond lull 
intlruclloni 
VIDfO DIOIIISIR 46.00 
Thii li the lull ROMBO VI0I and Include! 
everything you would retelve If you bought it 
teody mode 
32k RAMROM ...TBA 
SIOI SWnCH 3.00 |ahenjl>oti to your diic drive'i coble| 
A0BA SWITCH" 3.00 
3rd ORIVI SWITCH 7.50 
RomonoH SWITCH 4.30 
464-612S CONVIRSION" 45.00 
Ttiii ii tSe complete 6128 ĉ cull boo'd wh<h 
.rv lmJc. it* dec interlace ond *e 128k RAM The 
converts >» to recJoce iKe 464 ciavtl board with 
tKe 6128 one and It* retuh re o 6128 m o 464 
coie A due dine it alio needed 
6128 ROM- 25.00 
6128 Plu. TAPE locket' 18.00 
(include! the RtMOTE locllit»| 
464 (Hui DISC interface'... 30.00 
464 PI01 extre 64k RAM' 15.00 
W. will lit the lollowing km lor you d you tend 
youi Computer to ut 
6128 ROM 40.00 
6128 Plot TAW locket 30.00 
464 Piut DISC inleWoce...̂  45.00 
464 Hui extra 64k RAM 25.00 

AN pritet inthtdv carriage 
SAI for fuller dcto.lt of thete kits 

(0257) 
421915 

O . J . S O F T W A R E 
Fast Friendly Sendee 

(0257) 
421915 

ADVENTURES 

Avon Ivw* Murdoc) Couitdcnm to T GwaK^^iAdv) 
... Doom/H«orin Wef 

viuroocj to Doom ^ _ tMothiAc Kingdom of Homil law Oayt Doom/Ha MyrfVoWKovl Philotophet't QueV SpyvM#ch«< 

DISK £12 95 £I5M £12 95 
m1 £1595 £6 99 £12 95 £12 95 

£375 £8 50 

ARCADE Cass 
Alien Storm •ShOoncer lofKyvto BKM CapAon Planot Coptom Blood Ciico heot .,. Dittv Cryttol Kinodom DU Orog IN • RodUd 
GofeSk Gamei Incredible Shrink Sphere temmingi £12 95 I'ohlConidor M»dn<ght Re» • N«ghlbre«d. KRSQ3 North A South Paperboy I 
RSUU, 
Rock n Rol Rodbnd • Dbi Orog IB Spnerkol ......... ... . Slrider II . UN Squodron SuperCoJion £950 £3 75 

£9 50 

Teenqne Turtiet Tttus lfi» Fo* 

DISK £12 95 £4 99 £1295 £6 99 £4 99 
£1295 £9 99 £6 99 £6 99 
£699 £9 99 . £6 99 

£13.95 £12 95 . £6 99 £12 95 £6 99 £1295 £6 99 £6 99 £12.95 £6 99 £1295 
SPECIAL OFFER DISKS 

Bominjo B'M Monty Pvthon Monopoly , ... 
OH SKoio Wbrrior 

Skeoti 
iko Heot 

£4 99 £2.99 £2 99 £2 99 £499 £299 £4 99 

DISK COMPILATIONS 
ClASSIC 4 GAMES VtfJ05TOTDtfRS SOCCfR MANIA 
OUZY COUKnON OttZtE* ADVENT SUWRSIAR SCYMOOII DRf AM TEAM MANNA BAJtlEtA 

Drought!, Chen. Boclgommon (k<ige a . - r r ., r I, C.M.I.IJ. r 1 .1. monapw, jcidhiw, 
fMngrtf, fMngiWCup. Goj/o hVroie 5occ Scrabble. < 

ASSITTL COMPILATIONS 
Ditxy, roil food. Ir lilii«(J. F.Work) Orry Ponte. lC*slW. S/bocod, Yolk fcft. Rop.di Robocop. M/wood. WWiit, Stuntman. W i PI terminator II. 5<mp*oni WWf VAmdemania *ogl f»f Rwf H Reody. lop Col. M Kong fhooey 

DISK 
..C8 95 £12.93 C1595 Cass £8 50 C8 50 £1095 C6 W C4 99 

STRATEGY/SIMULATION 
CASS DISK 

Cluedo £6 99 
Coiouut 4.0 Bridge £3.75 X7 95 
Cofetiut 4 0 Chett £3.75 £7 95 
footbol AAonoger II £3 75 C6 99 
footbal Manoger II . E.|> Kit C9.99 
footbai Monoger III £4 99 £ 12.93 
f oolbal Monoger World Cvp £6 99 
Mwcpety £2 99. £2 99 
Sporftng Trlonglet . £3.75 £4.99 
WWd Clou Rugby £12 95 
W.Cup halo 90 |No» CPC .) £6 99 

ACCESSORIES 

AAAXMcue&Wedace £3495 
AM(Mou*e • AD» A/t . Mcv>eMot £54 95 

f01 2«d0«k Dm* £5995 
Algrmrt Kit fee Gane| £7.95 

CoueSi Lead fmfi KM Coon) £395 
Ouk !>•>« Oeorer 3* £5.95 
Dulu 3' MOMH 5 £1250 10. £23.95 
KboardE'tleodi 464 £$95.6128 £9 93 
>WdCj.tleod»464./6l2«. £995 
PrfctoCaUeCK £893 
hveeCobWCPC. £795 
êlckSpter £299 

64K Meroy E>pantion 464.... _ £44 95 

BUSINESS/UTILITIES 
DISK Arhanced Art Stxrdio 6128 £19 95 

M, Ail . AMX Momwi • M Moi £54 95 
Colowt Dump 3 (Col Set Ouetp] £15 95 
Oath Com 10 Typing Tut 6128 £20 95 
D E S ROM Venon £24 99 
DES OiK Vernon £14 99 
Oncology {Dttk Utility! £12.95 
Moiiircolr. 128 {128k) £27 95 
Moilarfie • |l?6l) £29.95 
Mlttodetign » DIP for 6128 £29,99 
Microdenĝ  • *MX Mouu. £59 99 
Mooey Monoger |.PCW) £24 95 
Ptoprml IPrint Enhancer) £15 99 
Prote.t CASS £16 95 £2195 
Proieal CM (6128) £5195 
ProipeW £2095 
fto»l>pe {Pilnt Enhancer) £23.95 
Totword 6128 £24,95 
TatSeel (Tor lotword) £20 95 
Xero< D.U Ueltiet £14.99 

JOYSTICKS 
CHEETAH Bug 
CHEETAH Moch I _., 
•CONIX Speed! ing 
KONIX Nwgotor 
OUlCMHOt Python I 
QUOC5HOT Python 1 M̂ roiwnch 
2IPSTICK Supe- Pro 
Gamm ̂ oddi 

£13 95 
£ II .95 
£1195 
£13.95 
.£'0 95 
Ell 95 
£14,95 
£8 95 

EDUCATION 
CASS 

fun School I Under 5 
fun School I 5-8 
fvn School I 8-12 
fun School H Undei 6 £3 99 
fwn School II 68 £3 99 
fi*n School II 8« . £3.99 
Fun School III Under S £1095. 
Fun School in 57 £1095 
Fun School IU 7-11 £1095 
I ur. School IV Under 3 £1095 
Fu* School IV eio.95 
FimSchoollV7.il £10.95 
Ploydoyi 3-8 £10.95 
Shoe PeopW 4-6 . £5 99 
left Ptoy vrtt, Wsrdt 4-0 £1295 
Fun wsk Wbrdt 7 £8.50 
Read Right Away I 5-8 £995 
Reod Right Awoy 7 69 . £9 95. 
Reod RigKi Away 3 7. , £995 
Better Spellmg 9* X895 
lett Ploy Numben 48 ... £1295 
Lett Play Money 4 8 £1295 
P/imary Matht 3-12 £2495 
Fun with Nurnbeit 7 ..£8.50 
lorget Motht 613 
Micro Mo+it 11* £24.95 
BeeerMiyht 12-16 £895 
Mega Mathi 15« £24 95 
French M tee tt II. 
German Matter 11. 
Sponith Tutor 11« 
Micro Engiith 8-Ad. 624 95 
The THtee Beo'i 5* (6I28| 
Five on Ireatute Itlond £9 50 
Oronny'i Gorden 610 {6128) 
Dragon VAxld 610 |6l28| 
Cionl Kilier Molht Adv 9-14 
Ani*nr Bock Quiz 6-11 
ADDITIONAL QU€SHON PACKS 
AiMimehc 6-11 
Spel«!g 6-11 

DISK 
£8 95 
£8 95 
£8 95 

£13 95 
£1395 
£13.95 
61395 
613 95 
£1395 

612.95 
611 95 
112 95 
61295 
612.95 
£1295 
612 95 
612.95 
£24 95 
£11 95 
61295 
62495 
612 95 
£74 95 
£1695 
£16 95 
£1695 
£24 95 
£1295 
£11 95 
61995 
£2395 
£1595 
£11 95 
£7 95 
£795 

PRINTERS 
AD printers luted below are tuitoWe for 

wirfi AMSTRAD CPC. ATARI ST, 
COMMOOORE AMIGA. ISM PC A 

COMPATBJIES 
When ordering please jtoln computer 

PANASONIC KXP1170 £144 95 
STAIIC100 9 Pei Mono/CoW £169 95 
(lnc Coloor/Mono Ribbon . Cotourdump 31 
STAI LC24-I00 24 Pm Mono £219 95 

Ajpticei mcKide coble A <jfl.vyy 
PRINTER RIBBONS 

Oc«ntey: 1 
DMP 2000/3000 £3 75 £3 95 £375 £373 £3 93 £375 £|9J £4 95 £11.95 
Other printer nbboni pleose phone 
RIBBON RE-INK. £12.95 
BUDGET CASSETTES £3.75 EACH 

DMP 2000/3000 CITIZEN 1200 tXTIO/llBO 
ICIO/2O/IOO IC2410/20/200 CKPI174. LCIO/ICOCoW IC300 Mono ICTCOCoknr 

2 1700 67 JO £700 £700 £/50 E7.00 £1750 £9 50 £2295 

5 
£16 25 £14 75 £16 25 £16 25 CI730 £16 75 

Chuckie Egg Continental C«r*u! Dxzy Mogldond Double Dragon II F15 Strike logle Golden A»e M, 1990 Molchdo, Oufun Egropa Ouatro Fontoilic Rick OoiHjerovt H Scooby 0c<j Soccer DoobU 2 Sieg ilie Slog Vienooe Turilet TrhnoOwi* Tuit<con II 

Cokiiw! Chen DixzyKvni Sno> DojjWe Dragon 
f 16 Combot Pilot Gonthlp Molchpolnt Myth Ouottro Cartoon Rick Dongerowt Rodv̂ it Seymoui WW.U Soccei Double 3 Strŵ oHlif TetlMatle> Turncon WWf WretlU 

lr Posts- List mMs t POSIAO*:- UNITtD KINOOOM, 
How to own:- acciss/visa m o t f u (0257) 421915 mon-»«i 8.30 -17.30 sat 8.30 • 12.30 >. MAKI cmiouis/po's rATAsu to OJ.SorTWARi. UNO TO O.J.SotTWAei, 273 Mossv Ua Road, WltOHIMtO TON, HB WlOAN, LANCS WN6 9»N ovie £5.00 post rail (oewts uno«« £5.00 ado 50e). WMN> ovirsias (Am) aoo £1.00 «R itim vo#twa«i (mtmint bank oka*t/cridtt caro) Piiasi went or phoni toe lahst tttti ust IAniwiipmoni/iax ooiuch nocmal hoobs) 



P U B L I C D O M A I N 

you can't review things 
fairly. There is certainly 
a distinct difference 
between everybody else 
and this country. 

Whereas they tend to be 
professional hackers and 

writers, the British users are just 
normal people." So this could be a 

problem of attitude, the British being too laid-
back (I somehow find that a little hard to believe). 

Some, like Matt Gullam. still see this scene as 
worthy (and why not?): "It is a bit sad. There's 
bound to be some sort of, 'we're British, we're 
besf attitude', but we try very hard on the British 
scene, and the rewards of our efforts are there 
for all to see." So maybe we're not all bad - we 
just do things our own way. 

What inter-continental battle would be 
complete without Keith Woods? "I wouldn't call it 
racism. Racism is definitely far too strong. The 
British have a different way of doing things to 
everywhere else in Europe and, as far as I can 
see. that just naturally bought them into conflict 
with everyone else in Europe. The Europeans 
don't like the idea of PO libraries. Personally, I 
don't like libraries either, and I'd prefer to see the 
British scene running the same way as the 
European scene. Their method is much more 
productive, and creates more software. 
Everybody swaps with each other. That sort of 
thing never happens in Britain - there's no real 
contact between people." 

So does this come down to a difference in the 
way the different scenes operate? Matt Gullam 

certainly thinks so. and a different 
distribution system 

Ask any PD librarian about why they're doing 
what they're doing, and they'll go off Into 
flights off ffantasy about PD keeping the CPC 
alive. Sceptical to the last, Simon Forrester 
challenges them to prove their case... 

These PO people really do think they're 
God's gift, don't they? Ifs quite surprising 
that although they all seem to have the 

common goal in mind of continuing to support 
the CPC with cheap new games, utilities and 
applications, they never quite seem to manage to 
get along as one scene. 

The philosophy behind PO is great - freely 
distributable software with no copyright 
restrictions to speak of that anyone can copy and 
pass on to other people without fear of a visit 
from the antnpiracy brigade. If the programs are 
good, and a lot of them are, then surely this can 
only be a good thing for the scene? In theory, yes. 

But there is a darker, less ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
constructive side to the CPC 
PO scene, and quite a lot 
needs to change before it can 
truly be of some help to a 
machine that desperately 
needs at the moment. 

There's a side to the scene that maybe you 
aren't aware of. such as the xenophobia between 
libraries across Europe, the bias in many writers 
on the subject, the profiteering of some librarians 
who're determined to squeeze as much as they 
can out of the market instead of truly supporting 
it, the freeloaders who're running libraries 
stocked with everyone else's software whilst 
contnbuting nothing, and the perhaps double 
standards of the commercial crossover we see 
so much of these days. 

So what's wrong 
with the PD scene? 
Let*s get down to the heart of the issue here -
there is a hell of a lot wrong with the PD scene at 
the moment. These problems haven't been 
caused by any one person with a particularly bad 
attitude, they're problems that have been slowly 
boiling over for quite a while now: 

• Xenophobia 
Quite a surprising little idea, isn't it? There have 
been several instances of certain European 
fanzines attempting to boycott" the British scene, 
restricting membership on the grounds of race, 

and stuffing 
uVd prefer to see the British scene their pages 

running the same way as the fu" rac,st, 
~ i ^ .... . - j L , . jokes, and the 
European scene. / new method is hke (the same 

much more productive. " Keith Hoods happens in 
Britain, by the 

way). It was definitely a subject that most of the 
people we talked to had opinions on. 

Firstly. Rob Buckley: "There's definitely a 
problem in that the continentals tend to look 
down on the British side, when the British side is 
obviously the strongest 
market. They also tend to 
get very upset if you say 
anything about them. As 

you have 



P U B L I C D O M A I N 
would explain why so 
little software makes it 
in a different country. 
Keith did suggest 
that maybe the lack 
of communication 
and cooperation on 

the British scene might 
be causing a problem. 

Richard Fairhurst 
sees the problem as 

basically judgmental: "People tend to see what 
one or two people do in a given country as 
indicative of everyone else in that country. It isn't 
really fair to judge Germany on the actions of 
(name scrubbed for humane reasons!" 

Adam Shade, put it slightly differently: 
"Basically I think the Germans and the French 
think they're better than everybody 
else, the English, French 
and Germans think 
they're better than 
the Irish, and then 
the Irish think 
they're better 
than everybody 
else. I don't think 
ifs a problem 
because at the end 
of the day everyone 
will realise who can do 
what and no matter who 
thinks who can do what everyone knows who can 
do what and will let them get on with it." You 
can't write stuff like this... 

need this and it's driving people out. which is 
sad. I try to be nice to everybody, but some 
people really do get on my nerves." So there are 
definitely some people out there with a dodgy 
attitude to this whole cooperation thing. 

Keith Woods sees cliques as ultimately self-
defeating: "I don't think it's a big problem -
those people have pretty much had their day at 
this stage. Most of them have completely lost 
contact with everything. The way I'm working 
Public Image is sending all the software to 
everyone so I can say in Public Image that you 
can get hold of the stuff from most libraries." 
So he's side-stepping the cliques that do 
manage to survive. 

Our techy guru Richard had an interesting 
point: "It mostly comes about because there are 
only so many people active m programming the 
CPC these days. There aren't enough active 
members." So the problem may be down to a 
simple lack of numbers... 

Ifs at this point in subjective time that 
Dave Muggeridge summed up the big 
problem with what's going on: "Ifs a big 
problem. If Amstrad Action ever went to 
the wall (God forbid - Ed). the big problem 
is that all that will be left are all these little 
fanzines. What needs to happen is that 

should all get together to form one focal 
point for the scene otherwise all the 

advertisers will go and they'll stop producing 
stuff for the CPC - it's that simple. If we don't do 
this then everyone will split up and go their own 
separate ways in their own little groups." 

So ifs pretty much agreed then - unless 

• Cliques 
But the animosity 
doesn't just exist on an 
international level. Even 
with Britain there are certain 
groups within the PD scene 
that just can't get along. 

First up, we'd better talk to Adam Shade, 
since he's been a member of pretty much every 
single British group at some point or another: 
"Ifs a problem but ifs not a problem. Because 
one person's not talking to the other, there's 
someone in the middle who's talking to both of 
them and stuff still gets passed around." 

Rob Buckley seemed cynical (what's new?): 
"Some of it I can understand - there are a lot of 
arguments going around and a lot of it you can 
understand but people just tend to argue for the 
sake of arguing. I've talked to people who've 
said, 'next time I see so-and-so I'm gonna do 
u: r ki 

"There should be some sort of together on this, 
system where you have to be some we re not going to 
sort of registered library and to h a v e a computer 

qualify for that you ve got to left to write PD for. 

ream certain standards. # Almost PD 
Adam Shade | f s a symptom of the general lack 

of togetherness in the PD scene according to 
some, but perfectly justifiable to others. What 
happens is something like this: when a 
programmer finishes a piece of software, they'll 
submit it to PD. but only allow some libraries to 
stock it. The idea was originally bought to the 
CPC by Richard Fairhurst, to stop certain 
libraries stocking his software. 

Rob Buckley: "I personally think it's a way of 
cutting out different people, which might not be a 
bad idea. I'm against kids starting things up then 
disappearing during the exams." 

Not everybody is so happy with 
the idea, though. Adam Shade: 

"I think ifs 



Who soys 
nobody 's writing gomes for the CPC 

anymore? PO programmers cortalnly are . 

different PO 
collection." (This 
system is known as 
bcenceware - Ed.) 

So Almost PD 
might not 
necessarily be a 
bad thing? But 
what about those 

'squeakies' that Matt 
mentioned? 

B L I C n ? 

• Sq... Small-timers 
By small-timers, Tm referring to the uncommitted 
librarians that both Rob Buckley and Matt Gullam 

pathetic. You have to draw the line and stop 
there when it comes to PO." 

Matt Gullam: "If s very good idea indeed 
because it keeps out , M l a n r x , speak of, who make money 
the little guys - the i f 1 w a s t o P D ™es from their actlvlt,eS| 

squeakies. as I call not make ltWUeV, / would be stocking their libraries from 
them. I'm sure Richard tying to \OU. " Matt Gullam o t h e r P e°P | e ' s collections, and 
Fairhurst would be most 
annoyed if squeakies were making money on his 
work when Richard didn't want them to, and 
wasn't making any himself. But in the end i fs up 
to the programmer." 

And Richard Fairhurst. unsurprisingly, fully 
defends the system; "Ifs very much standard on 
a lot of computers. It you look at 
a lot of PO software 
on other machines, 
such as the Amiga and 
the PC. you often need 
to contact the author of 
a program if you want 
to use it in a 

giving absolutely nothing back to 
the scene. Are they causing real damage? 

We'll start with the only positive comment on 
smalMimers from Richard Fairhurst: "There are so 
many going under, you dont see many about 
these days. Ifs a shame reaHy, because i fs always 

nice to see new people." Aah -
isn't that nice? 

Matt Gullam: They should 
definitely be discouraged. 
They're wasting their own 
time, and their customers' 
time. Customers would be 
far better off going to a 
more established library 
where the service is better, 
the range of software is 
better and everything's 
cheaper as well." 

Dave Muggeridge: 
"There are a lot of them 
at the moment that're 
lumping on the PO 
bandwagon by nicking 

Chances off 
survival? 

Somohow. tho pooplo on this scono manogo to 
co-operate enough to produce quite a lot of 

copier works, you can lay your hands on another 
20 that might suit your needs a little better. The 
serious software available far outnumbers the 
games, and is probably what draws 
programmers to PO in the first place. 
• GAMES - Tho quality of PO games varies 

• UTILITIES AND APPLICATIONS - Now this is a 
bit more liko i t The amount of serious software 
available through PD for your machine Is truly 
staggering - If you dont Uke the way your We 

different types of software. Exactly what 
potential does all this stuff have towards the 
survival of the CPC. though? 
• DEMOS - 1 don't think it's worth keeping secret 
the fact that I personally think demos are a dramatically, with some programmers releasing 

tholr software on PO because they know damned 
woll that no-ono would ever pay real monoy for It 
in a million years. Don't let this mislead you, 
though, as thore are some reolfy good titles out 
thore (Croco Magneto, for Instance, which was 
good enough to inspire the commercial release of 
Ball Bearing). You'll just have to look really hard, 
that's aH (or read Public Imago every month). 

pointless waste of time, and a load of tedious, 
repetitive, egotistical wibble, as I'm sure you've 
managed to work out my views before now. Let"s 
face it - no-one's going to keep hold of a 
machine because they like loading up thousands 
of identical programs with the same wibbty 
wobbly text. copied music and coloured bars 
running through the background, are they? 

But it's all 
such good 

I stuff! 
Okay, so the PO scene produces an 
awful lot of dross (now dont argue) 

^ but when it does churn out 
something half decent, you can bet Ifll 

roach a quality rarely seen in larger 
commercial releases. So what aro the 
differences between a professional 
programmer at US Gold and a teenager in their 
bedroom? Theso differences, after ail. are what 
have pushed the CPC ftrmly into the PO scene. 
• ITS A HOBBY. NOT A JOB. There's a great 
deal of difference betwoon someone finding 
they've got a couple of hours free in the 
evoning and sottling down to add some more 
to their very own game, and a fully-paid 
programmer knocking out a CPC version of a 
game because that's his job. clocking off at 
six and forgetting about the whole thing until 
the next morning. You can be pretty sure that 
someone who's writing a game because they 
realty want to do it is going to come up with 
something a thousand times more detailed 
and original than tholr commercial 
counterpart (well, In theory, anyway) 
• CONVERSION TIES. If a commercial 
programmer is doing a CPC version of. for 
example, Streer Fighter 2. they're restricted 
to producing a clone of the original on a less 
powerful machine. This means that animation, 
sounds and speed are all compromised to get 
the Job done. The only problem i t that if you 
take away the sounds, animation and speed, 
you've pretty much destroyed most console 
games anyway. The real problem comes 
when the programmer tries to make up for 
this by adding extra gameplay elements to 
the whole thing, but is restricted by the 
contents of the original game that he Is. after 
all, converting. A program originally written 
for the CPC. then, is obviously going to make 
better use of the CPC't capabilities. 
• NO MACHINE LOYALTY. This may sound a 
bit drastic, but it's not as Victorian as all that 
- commercial programmers lose out becauso 
wheroas they've got a working knowledge of 
the CPC as wen as the C64. Amiga. ST. PC 
and probably a console or two. a dedicated 
CPC nut will have a complete knowledge of 
the CPC. outside and in. To put It another 
way. could ZapTBaJJs have been written as 
well as it was if Elmar Kriegar hadn't already 
spent several years learning every little 
glitch, trick, or undocumented area of the 
machine he was working on? 
• INDUSTRIAL SCHEDULES. If you've been 
involved with the PO scene at any time (even 
as a customer), youll definitely have noticed 
the release dates of games sliding back to 
allow the programmer to put in some extra 
work on thetr masterpiece. In a commercial 
software schedule, this kind of elastic timing 
isnt really possible, as programmers are tied 
to duplication dates and. most of ad. release 
dates With an industry that only has a few 
major release periods of the year (Christmas 
being the main one), a set-back could mean 
missing a sales drive altogether, and probably 
forfeiting most of the profits because of it. 

M a y 1 9 9 4 AMSTRAD ACTION 



system where you have to be 
some sort of registered library and 
to qualify for that you've got to 
reach certain standards. If you get 
too many bad words you should be 
cut off until you can build your 
name back up again, This way. Joe 
Bloggs can't say, 'I'm a new library, 
give me your money,' and stop 
established libraries getting it. If someone's 
starting up. good luck to them, but there are too 
many people starting up then not being 
bothered, not returning discs, etc." 

So they all agree that there is a problem. Ifs just 
whether anything should be done about it - Rob 
Buckley: "It is a bit annoying that you do produce a 
bit of software and other people make 
the money out of it. but you 
have to accept that." 

Making money, eh? 

• C o m m e r c i a l i t y 
There are two sides to this one -
first, there's the issue of PD 
libraries making money. There are 
quite a lot of libraries that are said to 
be overcharging, and the original idea 
of PD was that it was supposed to be 
free. The other side to this concerns PD 
coders who decide to sell their work 
commercially. Can this be justified, or is it 
betraying the PD scene? 

Rob Buckley who, lefs face it, has made 
just such a transition, kicks off this round: "You 
don't see any profit. I've done it because nobody 
else is. If you know of anybody who 
does make any money from the CPC scene, Td 
like to talk to them." 

Try Matt Gullam; "If I was to say that PD does 
not make money. I would be lymg to you. PD does 
make money, but if you're a part-timer the amount 
of money that you make in relation to the amount 
of time you put into it if you're running it properly, 
collecting software, giving a good service is very, 
very small indeed. If you were doing it as a full-
time job you'd be a very rich man. I agree that 
everybody should have the best of everything and 
it should be free but if I'd written a program and it 
was very good, by donating it to PD ifs the 

librarians making the money not the 
programmer, so I 

can see their 
point. 
Everybody's 
got to start 
somewhere, and 

they're starting on 
the PD scene." 

Keith Woods: 1 
don't see it as a problem 

- I see it as a good thing. 
PD is heipng the CPC market by producing commercial 
stuff. You look to Soundtrakker and that sort of thng. 
They're the resiits of people who've started coding for 

PD and got good at it, dofig major 
projects that take them a tew months 

to do. After that length of time, if s 
only far that it should go 
commercial. There's 
MegaMasfers from Germany -
Odesoft spent months and 
months on H so ifs onty far 
he shodd see some 
money from 1" 

Richard feels the 
same way as most 

about profitable 
libraries, and 

backs up 
commercial 
sales to the 
hilt: "If you 

wanted to 

- V \»©- get into making 
<,v :.0oA °T money, you could find other 

ways, such as selling your stuff 
commercially. Ifs nice to do both, really. For 
example, Powerpage 128 couldn't go into PD 
totally because of all the work I've put into it 
recently - it wouldn't be fair on me." 

Adam Shade: "No libraries sfxxid cliarge more than 
50p per side. I don't thnk ibranes sixxid make much 
money, vtfich is why I set up a computer supples 
busriess to find the Itorary. As for people gong 
commercial its a shame because less goodquakty PD 
comes along, but ifs good because ifs sti supporting 
the CPC. ifs opened 143 more software houses which 
means more software can be written because there's 
more encouragement to wrte it The Mies they produce 
aren't expensive as the companies themselves have 
Icwer costs and as long as they keep the prices down, 
ifs not too bad." 

So tor the CPC, commercially releasing 
software is a good 

to the PD scene, though? If you look around the 
ads for PD libraries, you'll find quite a few of 
them charging a hell of a lot more than 50p per 
side (disc not included) - is this right? 

What to do? 
We can sit here and speculate about all the 
things that are wrong with the scene, but unless 
we sit down and take some decisive action on 
this, the PD scene is never going to be strong 
enough to support the CPC. 

Keith Woods has started up a scheme 
whereby he distributes every piece of software he 
reviews in AA to the major libraries in Britain. As 
far as we know, this is the only vaguely hopeful 
scheme underway. In classic British style, there is 
someone disagreement over the scheme. 

Matt Gullam: "I don't agree with Keith's idea. A 
lot of people have PD libraries that they like and 
they stick to. People can come across them by 
accident or recommendation or whatever, but they 
like what the library stands for. It Keith starts 
sending this stuff out, people would start writing 
letters saying 'can I have all the programs reviewed 
in the last AA.' or whatever, and they wouldn't 
expenence the wider range of software available." 

Adam Shade has a slightly different system 
for sending out PD: "There are too many 
nobodies with the same stuff, ordering from 
every library to stock theirs. The biggest 
problem is that you order one program, and 
everything else on the disc is rubbish. The way 
my system operates is with people picking and 
mixing their own programs." 

Rob Buckley: "We need to get a lot more 
commercial software on to the scene, such as 
the stuff that's on the covertapes - people need 
to persuade these companies to release the stuff 
that isn't available commercially anymore on to 
the PD scene. Nothing is commercially viable." 

Probably the most distressing aspect of this 
feature is that noone has any real idea or action 
plan as to how to knock the PD scene into shape. 
Once the right people start realising that their 
actions, methods and morals are damaging the 
scene they'll find it much easier to actively help 
the machine they're using. We all want to see the 
CPC live for a long time yet. and as things stand 
right now that's just not going to happen. 

If anybody out there reading this has any real 
ideas as to what we can actually do about all of 
this, we'd be more than happy to hear from you, 
just as we'd be prepared to spend as much time 

on this as is possible to 
actually try and get 
something 
done. We're 
waiting. 



w A t Y i f A f f . T H E F I W A L C L E A R A N C E ! 
When the MULTIFACE was launched in 1986, 
it was an outright winner. No one has ever 
come up with such a powerful, useful add-on. 
Labeled the ESSENTIAL CPC COMPANION, this 
MULTIpurpose interFACE proved to be an 
absolute Godsend for the Amstrad CPC users. 
Remember the first disk dnve on the CPC 464? 
Suddenly the loading took seconds rather than 
minutes from tapes. Except that there was not 
much to load - very little had originally been 
released on disks and there was no facility to 
transfer programs from tapes to disks. 

T H E S A V I O U R 
This is one area where the MULTIFACE saved 
everything - literally. The black magic box could 
stop anything any time and SAVE it to disk or 
tape. When the 6128 came with a built-in drive. 
H was left again to the MULTIFACE to do all the 
transferring - and to perform other miracles... 
So. in case you just came from Mars, what 
does a Mult i face do? First, it sits at the back 
of your CPC. its magic button always ready. 
Press it. and the MULTIFACE takes control! 

A C T I O N ! 
Once in action, it freezes everything and it 
displays its own menu. Being fully menu-driven 
and error-trapped, you'll probably never need 
the full manual that comes with the Muluface. 
Most operations are also entirely AUTOMATIC. 
so to SAVE a game once you stopped it. you 
lust name it. insert dish/tape, and press a key. 
You can then return and continue the program. 
If you get beaten later on. just reload from where 
you saved last and play |ust Irom there again! 
No need to go back to the start all the time Or 
even better, the Multiface allows you to P O K E 

I N F I N I T E L I V E S 
listed in this magazine and you'll never loose 
The Multiface comes with a built-in TOOLKIT 
that lets you inspect/alter/durnp the CPC RAM 
It also has its own 8K RAM and 8K ROM 
Many top programs were written with the aid 
ot the TOOLKIT and the extra 8K RAM And do 
you like the screen shots in this magazine? 
They are all produced using the MULTIFACE! 

When we announced earlier that we were to 
pull out of the 8-bit market, the surge of interest 
in the MULTIFACE was such, that we had to 
make many more. And not just the MULTIFACE • 
we also have the one and only disassembler. 

T H E I N S I D E R 
that lets you see and alter what happens any 
time anywhere inside a RUNNING CPC program. 
It comes on a dlsK and loads inside a multiface. 
Press the magic button and the INSIDER will di-
sassemble. find text/code, dump the cpcram 
to printer, etc. Get H at HALF-PRICE for £L25' 

L A S T C H A N C E ! 
As this goes to press, we still have enough 
stock of both the MULTIFACE and INSIDER 
This, however, is our final clearance and once 
these are sold, we will NOT make any more. 
The MULTIFACE is terrific value. In fact more 
for the customer than for the manufacturer... 
We will only accept orders when we can supply 
the goods and we give a full guarantee. Plus 
we still offer up to £10 OFFl mai l o rders ! 

You MUST NOT uso our product! to copy, reproduce or kifnngo m any wny whatsoever any copyright material without tho permission ol the 
copyright owner Wa do neither condone nor authoring m<njsgj>lj)urj)rodug^ 

I order a MULTIFACE 2 for CPC 464/6128 • £39.95 or for CPC • • £39.95 
R O D O S • £14.95 BLANK DISKS £2.95 INSIDER De+*-9s £7.95 

I enclose a cheque/PO/cash for £ or debit my Access/Visa No 

Name/address 

Ail prcm aft tliidy d̂ coootsd and 
«PP*y >o Ordmn lo 3t .ft. 1804 only. 

PLUS P&P: UK and Europe £2 Overseas £3 

Card Exp I I I 

0 8 1 - 2 0 0 8 8 7 0 S AA ROMANTIC ROBOT. 54 Deanscroft Ave. London NW9 8EN 0 24 hrs -

C O M P U T E R R E P A I R S 
• AMSTRAD AUTHORISED • 

Quality Assuredl 
• Fixed pr icc repairs o n many machines 
• Over 2500 square f oo t ensineer ins complex 
• Top quality technicians at your disposal 
• All w o r k war ran ted 
• Fast tu rnaround 
• Simply post or hand deliver your machine 

and w e wil l d o the rest 
• Col lect ion Service available 

Please supply evening and daytime telephone numbers 

Amstrad 464 
Amstrad 6128 

All monitors 

£29.00 
£33.00 (extra £25 if disk dnve 

needs complete 
replacement) • 

£15.00 Diagnostic charse 
plus quote 

Others P.O.A. 
/ Hctvorct ltd fCMTM WW tn 'ttw mm/tmt M n \ \ tf<» common mt bowl nmon*M nx** U,t ctmryt «cowt j 

Tel: 0582 491949 (4 lines) 
WTS Electronics Ltd, Chaul End Lane, Luton, Beds LU4 8EZ AA 

A M S T R A D 464 £24.00* 
A M S T R A D 6128 £28.00* 
(exc. disc drive replacement) 
MONITORS P.O.A 
PCW's P.O.A 
PC 's P.O.A 

I '(Postal repeim - please add £3.50) 
Established repairers tn the Trade/Education 

A m s t r a d - A m i ^ u - A c o r n - C o m m o d o r e - P C ' s e t c 
E r . ( K a t ' d IMH<») 

( I l i m l l c y E lec t ron i cs C o m p u t e r C a r e ) 
47-4«> R a i l w a y K o m i . L e i g h . I . unc i . W N 7 4 A A . Te l : <0«>42) 26 IK66 /672424 

• Quality repairs at unbeatable prices 
• Standard charges on most repairs 
• =FAST— Turnaround 
• Free technical support /advice/information on all 

repairs carried out 
• All repairs guaranteed 
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ight, you've 
got me doing 
this column 
now. so like it 
or lump it. But 

everyone who's quaking because they've 
read my Assembly Line 
series and made about as 
much sense of it as the 
final episode of The 
Prisoner need have no 
fears. I'll be gentle. 
Honest And anyway, the 
sooner I get you 
conversant in this BASIC 
stuff, the sooner you 
can get reading my 
equally superb machine 
code programming 
series. Okay? 

By the end of this 
spread, we're going 
to have written a 
program that 
displays times tables 
on the screen and 
introduces you to 
the concept of 
FOR/NEXT loops. 
Before we do that 
though, lef s have 
a quick recap of 
the command we 

want to use, being PRINT: 
PRINT 4 
If you've been reading the previous 

installments of this series, you'll already 
know that this command will PRINT the 
number 4 on the screen. You can type 

Filling you in 
Oops - it appears that we made a teensy bit 
of an oversight a few months ago. when sho 
drew rockets on the screen - 464 owners 
don't have the FILL command on their 
machines, which is why the programs didn't 
work for them. Sorry n'ail. 

it in now. pressing RETURN or ENTER 
to make the command work. If we 
wanted to display something other than 
a number, the command would be 
slightly different: 

PRINT "Kibble" 
As you'll see if you type in this 

command, the speech marks aren't 
displayed when the command is 
executed - they're there to tell the CPC 
that what has to be printed is text 
(words) and not maths. 

Was that 
maths? 
Sure, you could have 
used PRINT -4". but 
lefs compare the 
results of the 

following commands: 
PRINT "4*3" 
PRINT 4*3 
If you typed in both of these lines, 

you'll have realised the effect of speech 
marks - they tell the CPC to print 
everything that's between them. If we 
leave them out. the CPC works out the 
sum and prints the answer instead, 
which is seven. 

The reason you didn't notice this 
earlier, if you think about it, was 
because the answer to the sum '4' 
doing nothing is '4'. 

Follow 
the leader 
Before we write our 
big program, there 
are a few more 
things to learn. 
First, not everything 
to be printed on the 
same line has to be 
in the same PRINT 
command. Type 
in and run the 
following program: 
10 PRINT "Anstrad" 
20 PRINT "Action" 

The results are the 
words Amstrad Action 
printed on separate 

lines. Lefs add one single symbol to the 
very end of line 10. though: 

10 PRINT "Anstrad") 
Did you notice the';' on the end? 

We don't have to type in line 20 again 
because you've already done it once 
and ifs still in memory, incidentally. 
This time, you should see the two 
words printed on the same line. There 
isn't a space between the two words, 
but you can insert one of those by 
altering line 20: 
20 PRINT " Action" 

But what is actually happening 
here? Well, if you think about it, the 
PRINT command acts as a kind of 
typewriter - it displays the letters ifs 
told to and then takes great delight in 
pushing that little lever and sending the 
carriage whanging back to the 
beginning of the next line. In fact, we'll 
call that last part a carriage return. 
When we put a semi colon after the 
quotation marks, we're telling the PRINT 
command not to send the carriage 
back. Ifs as simple as that. 

This symbol also means we can 
string things together: 
PRINT "Six plus seven is";6*7 

I think you can see how easy our 
times tables program is going to be... 

The first 
I I program 

I This is it - we've got 
I what it takes to write 

a seven times tables 
program, as long as we 

remember that the CPC's multiplication 
symbol is a " ' 
10 PRINT "1 tines S is " ; l *S 
20 PRINT "2 tines 5 is";2*5 
30 PRINT "3 tines 5 is";3*S 
40 PRINT "4 tines 5 is";4*S 
50 PRINT "S tines S is";S«S 
60 PRINT "6 tines S is";6*S 
70 PRINT "7 tines 5 is";7*S 
80 PRINT "8 tines S is";8*S 
90 PRINT "9 tines S is";9*5 
100 PRINT "10 tines S is" j l0*S 
110 PRINT "11 tines 5 i s " ; l l *S 
120 PRINT "12 tines 5 is";12*5 

Ifs a bit long winded, isn't it? For all 
those who blindly type everything in as 
you go along without reading the whole 
article first, you've |ust learnt your 

IAD ACTION 



lesson - there is a 
much simpler way of 
doing this sort of thing 
with loops... oooos 

Loops 
Now don't deny it - 1 
know for a fact that 
Clur has introduced 
you to the GOTO command before. The 
idea is that if, on line 20 of a program, 
you wanted the CPC to carry on from 
line 70 instead of line 30. you'd use: 

20 GOTO 70 
And the CPC would jump to that line. 

So if we had the program: 
10 PRINT "Nibble" 
20 GOTO 10 
It would carry on printing forever. 

Bummer, eh? What if we wanted to print 
it. say, 12 times? 

10 FOR a=l TO 12 
20 PRINT "Nibble" 
30 NEXT a 
Oh ick - a complex fing. Let's take a 

look at line 10 a bit more closely - it's 
saying that FOR this loop, a will equal 
(=) all the numbers from 1 to 12. This 
means, as there are 12 numbers from 1 
to 12 inclusively, that we want this loop 
to go around 12 times. 

Line 30 is a bit simpler; it's telling 
the CPC that a should be increased to 
the NEXT number, which means going 
back to the FOR command on line 10. 

If all of this isn't making sense in 
your head right now don't worry too 
much - it's not vitally important that you 
know how this works straight away. 
Let's try something a bit more scary 
(you can tell he's getting into the swing 
of this - Dave): 

10 FOR a : l TO 12 
20 PRINT a 
30 NEXT a 
If you give this one a try, you'll find 

that the 
numbers from 
1 to 12 are 
displayed on 
screen, 
because 
these are 
the 
numbers 
that the 

"PRINT?" 
As a handy tip to speed up your work, 
you don't always have to use the PRINT 
command in full - H you typed: 

?S*3 
You'd get the answer as 8 just as 

you would if you'd have used the PRINT 
command in full. If you typed in a 
program line as: 

10 ?"Mibble" 
It would get automatically padded out as 

10 PRINT -Nibble-
Just thought you might like to know. 

variable a contained 
when the loop is 
repeated (thafs what the 
FOR/NEXT loops are all about as 
explained earlier). 

A g i a n t 
l e a p . . . 
Frcyn here on, we've 
pretty much got 
everything it takes to 
do this properly now -

all we're going to do is alter line 20 in 
the last program: 

20 PRINT a;Mtines 7 is";a*7 
Confused yet? Run the program, and 

you should be pleased. 

But I know 
my sevens! 
It is a bit of a 
problem, isn't it? Well, 
seeing as Clur so 
eloquently explained 

variables (letters that represent 
numbers), I think we can safely use 
another one: 

20 PRINT a;- t i«es- ;b;" is- ;a*b 
It does get a little difficult to follow, 

what with all the speech marks and semi 
colons, but what we're printing is the 
value a . the word 'tomes', the mystery 
value b . the word 'is*, then the result -
a * b . What's b, though? 

2b or not 2b... 
Okay, so ifs a rotten gag, but it 
illustrates a point. Actually it doesn't, 
but... em... Look - it was just a rotten 

gag. okay? Anyway, b is 
gc:ng to 

represent the 
number 
seven in ou' 

earlier vers-on, 
so that if we 
insert the line: 

5 b=7 
The program 

should run as it 
d.d. I? we want a 
different table, all 

we have to do is 

change the figure in line five, which is a 
lot easier than going through the 
program changing the thing by hand. 

There is another little method, 
though, which makes your program even 
better - you've used it already in an 
earlier installment, so let's give a big 
hand for the INPUT command... 

S INPUT b 
So now when you run your program, 

you'll be able to type in the table you 
want, and the CPC will do all the working 
out (and why not? Thafs what it was 
designed for). There are no limits, either 
- if you wanted your 3.487 tables, you 
could get them, as you could your 138s. 

Thafs what makes BASIC and 
computers in general so powerful - they 
just go ahead and do exactly what you 
tell them, no matter how complex the 
numbers are. or how long it takes. 

This is one of the main features of 
computers that makes them so useful -
they know numbers because thafs all 
they basically are, and they'll do 
whatever you tell them without asking 
any stupid questions. This may make me 
sound like a total sociopath, but it makes 
sense - computers are only any use to 
us because they don't think for 
themselves; they do exactly what we tell 
them to instead Over the future 
episodes of Basically BASIC, we'll be 
finding out just how far we can ^ 
push the CPC before it says, "no!" f y f 

FOR/NEXT 
m o n t h 

What do you want to learn? If there's an 
aspect of BASIC that's puzzling you. 
why not write in and let me know - wo 
might be able to help you out. and 
teach the mass BASIC learning 
population something at tho same 
time. If you do have a query, why not 
write on in to Basically BASIC at the 
usual address, and we might just bo 
able to help you out. Falling that, next 
month we'll be looking at making pretty 
patterns on the screen (how about a 
colour spread for that one. Dave?). 

M a y 1 9 9 4 A f V I S 
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NEW SERVICE - PRODUCT GUIDE HOTLINE 

I T ( 0 2 9 5 ) 7 3 0 0 6 0 
F O R I ) E T A I L S O F A G R E A T S P E C I A L O F F E R S E E O l - R 

O T H E R A D V E R T T O W A R D S f i l l F R O N T O F T H I S I S S U E ! 

m t w t w m * umirns s q f t w m k 
DucB.ur |464/6128) £12-45 
nod your with evisc utirvj this fait ora.*nJjcr 
Home At count i 1461/6128) . £14-95 
Handles ivcounli. s,ivlngs .md cnrdtt Girds 
Gcntf.it Ledger 6178 £29 95 
Simplified boofc fccopuvj for the v/n-UI tK/stncu 
Proprtnt U5.95 (ROM £24-95J Improve your PrrrttMt pnimirftJon 
Pmo PuWitbcr (I 28KJ ..£24-95 
ExcrNrmt Desk Top PubHslser given 85"H In 
AAIOO 
PICrfMO Art Ifurw on 64K CPCil--.£14-9S Powerful mi package wttti unique free r o u o o n 
M.^roOrvijn Pku/I28K) ,.. £29 95 
Fan Don Top Put* stung paduge 

£12 45 

Smrch out tfsose sprites wttti this excellent utility 
Kyouvngot I78K. get Grlppw' Amsv.vl 

Action 
Ail serious programs are supplied on 3 

stated above 

Mating Lht (464/6120) .....I • • 
Address m.in;»gement .v>d print ing n u d e simple 
Gr.iph M,tttcr (464/6128) £14-95 
Driptoyyour figures a i ohm. tviry. Una and more 
Stock Accounting 6128 £39-95 
Intcgr.rtrd stock contfol and Invoicing 
DE5 £14.95 (2 ROMS £24 951 
New Desktop Environment System - see A A I 0 2 
Pkturt? Oisct I <4 2 c.ich £12-45 
Oip MX for Page Pub* sher/Stop Piwj (please 
state) 
Smart PLUS £14.95 (TAPE £13-95) 
Take *dvMrt.*gc of your ' p k j l ' machines 
enhanced graphics capabilities w i th this superb 
MX package • all the normal feature) .ve also 
present 
ComwiMtor (I28K) £15-25 
The ult imate In programming utilities. excellent 
for both expert? and beginners alike 

disc unless o therwise 

PROGRAMMERS 
W E W I S H T O FURTHER EXPAND 
OUR RANGE O F SOFTWARE. IF 
Y O U V E WRITTEN A PROGRAM 
A N D W O U L D U K E US T O SELL FT 
FOR Y O U T H E N WRITE FOR 
DETAILS OF OUR EXCELLENT 
TERMS. SEND US A SAMPLE A N D 
W E LL CARRY O U T A FREE - N O 
O B U G A T I O N - EVALUAT ION 

u A H K l 

Fluff |MUS only) tS-95 £7-95 
Console style platformer utilising "plus graphics 
Featured last month. reviewing this (maybe) 
RaH Bc.ifir .. O 95 IS-95 
Guide your bull through thr m u e wtiilc avoiding 
the numerous h.uardi 
Justice I M S C4 9S 
Graphic .Ktvonturr > ttaHy good r«.iroole of 
what can be done when someone wi th real 
imagination Uts down to writ* an adventure' -
AA99 

M C K Y O U R O W N €1 W i 
ANY 7 

it GRtAf ANY 4 
A A ? ? ALL 6 

TAPE 3, V O W OltC 

m urn i U K T 
Hi Ki tlO rCF7D«tts £1 75 £7 95 £1395 £26-95 

3 F Bunded COBS EJ'95 £6 95 £12 95 
3 5 Ouft Dlsu £055 £7 95 £4 95 £9 45 
S2S Br.wJrt £065 £49$ IB 95 
S7S Buft Otscs £055 £745 13 95 £745 
rn rcu« 1065 £795 £495 £*95 is 

8 S 

3* Disc Head Cleaner U 95 
3.5' Disc Head Cleaner £3 95 

S 25' Disc Head Cleaner £3 95 

J7J-S" Otic Labels: 20 £0 45 50 CI 25 100 CI 95 
52S Onctabrfc 20 H M 5 50-UJ9S 1 0 0 - I M S 

9 I S S I f O R A U O i l 
10 J.576 3 capacity U b r * y Case CI .75 

40 3.5730 3 capacity LockaMc Box CS.45 
BO 3 . r / 6 0 r capacity locfcaNr Bo* C6.45 

50 5.25' capacity UxkabJe Box C4 45 
100 5 25 capacity Lockable Box C7.4S 

01k Head Cleaner - PLUS 
10 x r Maxell O i K i - f W 9 

10 x 3.5' Branded Discs-
10 x 5 25" Branded Disci - f 

1 1 0 X 1 1 O H M 
I'UuHl 
i r 
3 . r I 
$.25-

Html 
M M 

Otsa 
Ones 

mis 
Ki0Ui.fi <60 M ? . 
x40 ino.v/y, 
•401IJ74 XOOUVft 
x50 xlOO l J9 V5 

CJo.tV • r - Ctoi* your 14-strong fleet ready for batttf <• Promote yon \ 0 w n t t x y i v t M srannl 
M.tntis - Rescue the caved tenraformm wi th 3 CT.sft Save 3 arrrao from destroying each other 
P?P - Take part ai a game of intrrgaLntK tugxwar W. . - - H>u rmnl be lit to ccrxqucr snton 

Mouse 
C2.95 

moose Brn M.»t Mouse > House 
CI.95 

OUSTCOVfRS Keyboard Monitoi 
C3.9S C4.95 

amoMixAft 
CPC to PIUS Monftiw 

PLUS to CPC Monitor 
Joysttrt Splitter 

RS237 M 25 pin 

z cwx'tftMh *r 
CPC HAV to PIUS • S14-95 

QUALITY pRfNT l l? RIBBONS 
Mono Mcc Hand A: I - C2.4S 2 - U .95 5 - Cfl.95 10 - Clft 95 

StOf LCI0/20/100 Amstrad DMP7000/2160/3000/3160/400 Mono • Prtcr Band n I • (2 95 2 - C4.95 S-(10.95 I0 -CI9.9S 
Star i C700 Star LC24-IOQ/200 Citixrnl20D Swift 9/74 

Selkosha SPI900» Epson LX400/B00 L0400/570/800/870 Mono-Price Banc C I • U . 4 5 2 • CS 95 5 • 112.9$ 10 122 95 r J 1 

PanasonK KX-PI123/1170 Amstrad PCW85I2/B256/95I2 
Armtrad LQ3500 Manneinvann TaHy MTBO^l /8S/»6 Mu*tKolOur«d DU* 7 4 tAVf CI ith S 4 MVt I* 

Star LCI0/100 C0 9S LC200 - C9.9S LC24-200 - CI0.95 

s r r ^ A s 
* * mm w 100 *5« xtooo sZOOO A49« 1 for U4S 2 - lil l'V5 
II* 1 9.$" UinngPjpn CI.9S 16.94 £1044 £1/94 t. . 3-CI&95 
tua A4 Uixnj f,ipn UIS (S4S II79S U194 l«l H CPC to Printer lc.»rt 
J S" « 1.5" Adifrni Ijfcdi • MS 1544 C7 9J 117 91 119.9* UrVvrrwl rnntif 5Und 
CmourMi* Adtkvti UA«i] 1741 17.9S CI 1.91 £19.9S £14 91 A4 Copy HoWrr 

- AVJAMII* m MM. trC qrrtnci Jlior-rj Printer Dun Covrr 
NEW Product Guido available • Writ* or phono for yoora. Poitag* In BriUin li FITIf. O m u a : ploaie odd 2 0 S P I h i * m«k« cht^uac/poital orders (sorry 
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ssembly Li lie 
All the machine code disc routine-type commands you'll 
ever need (apart from the ones you really need but don't 
exist, but don't blame that on Simon - he just writes the 
articles, not the programming language). 

Inside ell hath no fury like a 
tape-deck user 
scorned, but I'm 

going to risk their wrath 
by devoting the entire 
two pages of 
Assembly Line 
this month to 
disc operations, 
such as copying, 
formatting and 
even verifying. 
Before we lump 
straight in at the 
deep end, we're 
to have a little re-cap on 
discs and the way they work with the CPC. 

We'll deal with data format discs, as they're 
the format that most people sbck with (you can 
fit 178k on them, as opposed to 169k with a 
system format disc). A data disc has 40 tracks, 
numbered from 0 to 39. Track 0 is the directory 

Thb Hare's 

incredibly 
simplified disc 

simple, in 
tact, that it's 

only got 
two tracks. 

This is the 
other one. 

Errors 
Though these routines are fairly self-contained, they don't 
compensate for any errors during operation (by displaying 
error messages or anything along those lines). If there is a 
problem, though, you'd be able to tell from within your 

program as the accumulator will not contain 
zero. Basically, when the routines 

L ^ A return. If they contain i f f (255), then 
something went wrong at 

. A * • m . A ; some point along the line 
So now you know. 

track, so we can't 
store any data on it 
if we want to use the 
disc as a normal 
AMSDOS filing 
device. The format 
for a directory track 
is exactly the same, 
though, so we don't 
really have to make 
too many special 
arrangements when 
we're dealing with it. 

We all have fun 
writing programs, 

don't we? So, that may not be exactly true, but 
this time you've got it real easy - Tm going to do 
them. One thing I'll stop doing this month is 
simplifying my examples, so if I can take a 
shortcut with anything, I will (within reason). 

One other point - these are not stand-alone 
programs, but routines. For the most part, all 

you'll have to do is call them and let 
them run their own way. 
Before we go any further, there's 
something else you need to know -
each of these routines requires a few 
lines of set-up code before ^ g j 
they'll run properly. Those lines 
look like this: 
.setup : ld a,Aff 

rs t 3,setnsg 
Id a,0 
rs t 3,setrty 
ret 

Finally, you'll notice that these routines use 
calls to the disc ROM. To get any of the 
programs in this article to work, you'll need to 
insert this little jumpblock anywhere in the listing 
where it won't interfere with the main program: 
.selfrn:du &cS81,7 
.setrty:du Ac603,7 
,secwrt:dw Ac64e#7 
. f rntrk:du 4cGS2,7 
.secred:du 6c666,7 
.set«sg:du 4ca72,7 

You'll also need to place a 512-byte buffer 
somewhere in memory, named BUFFER, for a 
few of the routines to work properly. 

Copying 
It seems like a good place to start, as well be 
able to recap last month's Assembly Line which 
dealt with sector reading and writing. Because 
we don't want to have to deal with loads of 
messages asking for disc swapping, we'll write 
an A to B copier, for people with two drives. Next 
month. Type-Ins will feature a full assembly 
language copier, with a hex loader for those who 
don't see the need to assemble it. 

This routine does sod all, really. As soon as 
you execute it. it goes its own sweet way and 
starts copying, only stopping to say it's finished 
or there's something wrong.' 
.copier:Id hl .buffer 

Id d,0 
Id b,4Q 

BIOS: Se l ec t f o r m u t - A c S S I 
This routine sets up the disc parameter block for 
accessing a certain format of disc without 

Firmware 

M a y 1 9 9 4 AMSTRAD ACTION 

During this spread, we've been using a lot of new 
firmware routines in the disc ROM. In case you 
were wondering exactly what they all did. here 
they are in detail: 

BIOS: Set m e s s a g e - & c a 7 2 
Turns AMSDOS error messages either on or off. a 
state indicated by the accumulator on entry. If A 
contains tOO error messages are enabled, but 
i f f will turn them off. On exit. HL and flags will 
corrupt, but all other registers are preserved. 

reading from it. If the disc is selected by 
AMSDOS normally, it will detect the format itself, 
but here we want to format a disc instead of 
reading from it. so we need to use this instruction 
beforo writing any now tracks. 

On entry. A contains either &c l (data format), 
&41 (system format), or &01 (IBM format). On 
exit. AF, BC, DE and HL corrupt. 

BIOS: W r i t e sec tor - A c 6 4 e 
This writes a sector to a disc. On entTy. HL 
contains the address of the data to be written to 
the disc. E contains the drive number (zero for A. 
one for B). D contains the track number and C 
contains the sector. 

On exit. If everything went okay, the carry flag 
is set. A contains 0 and HL is preserved. If there 

is set. A contains 0 and HL is preserved. If 
there was a problem, carry is not set. A contains 
an error status byte (forget it) and HL contains 
the address of the error status number. 

Whatever the weather, other flags corrupt, 
and all other registers are preserved. 

BIOS: B e a d sec tor - & c 6 6 6 
Reads in a sector from a disc. On entry. HL 
contains the address for the data to be placed in 
memory, E contains the drive number (zero for A. 
one for B). D contains the track number and C 
contains the sector. 

On exit, M everything went okay, the carry flag 
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Next month 
Thars all there's space for this month (Dave 
really is such a stinge with pages, you know). 
Next time, I'll be taking a good look at 
something a lot more applicable to 464 owners 
who'll be protesting outside the office by the 
time you're reading this - we're going to write a 
programming toolbox that'll help us with all sorts 
of horrible programming problems. 

In the meantime, you can do one of two 
things. First, you can write a single-drive copier 
and send it in for issue 106 - the winner will 
receive some stunning serious software. If you 
don't feel like doing that, you could send in any 
machine code programming hints, hps, routines, 
or just about anything else you feel is relevant to 
Home Assembly at the usual address - the best 
one each month will receive a cash prize 
(probably a measly fiver, 
knowing Dave). 

3 - Sector number 
4 - Log2 (sector size) -7 
The track number needs to be updated for every 

track, by tho way. On exit. W everything went 
according to plan, the carry nag will be set. A will 
contain zero and HI will be preserved, if 
things went wrong, carry will be false and A 
and HL will contain details of what went 
wrong Whatever, other flags corrupt 
but all other registers are preserved. 

,coplpa:push be 
Id c,4cl 
Id b,9 

.coplpb:Id e,0 
rst 3,secred 
jp nc,coperr 
Id e , l 
rs t 3,s*curt 
jp nc.coperr 
inc c 
djnz coplpb 
inc d 
pop be 
djnz coplpa 
Id a,0 
ret 

.coperr:ld a , i f f 
ret 

'1994 AMSTRAD ACTION 

was a problem, carry is not set. A contains an error 
status byte (forget it) and HL contains the 
address of the error status number. 

Whatever the weather, other flags corrupt, and all 
other registers are preserved. 

BIOS: Format track - ft<6 5 2 
Oh dear. This one's going to take quite a lot of 
explaining. All It does is format a track of a disc, but 
things could get a little difficult We ll start with the 
entry conditions. 

On entry. 0 contains the track number. E contains 
the drive number and HL contains the address of a 
header information table. This table is set out in an 
odd sort of fashion with each sector having four 
bytes: 

1 - Track number 
2 - Head number 

BIOS: Retries - ftc603 
This sets the number of retries a 
user is allowed before the 
operation is called off and an 
error returned On entry, the 
accumulator contains the number 
and on exit. A contains the old 
value for the retry count while HL and 
F (the nags) will corrupt. 

Formatting 
The odd thing about using separate driver 
routines is that all of these routines are pretty 

straightforward in the end. This routine is no 
different, as you just call it. and it formats the 
disc in drive A. Be very careful, though, as 

when I say it formats discs I really mean it -
don't call this routine with any disc in the 
drive other than the one you don't mind 

being completely wiped with no hope of 
retrieving any data at all. You have been 
warned, so don't come crying to me. 

.fornat.-ld a,4cl 
Id e,6 
rs t 3,selfrn 
Id hMrndat 
Id de,0 
Id b,4B 

. f rnlpa:cal l frnset 
rst 3 , fn i t rk 
jp nc,frnerr 
inc d 
djnz frnlpa 
Id a,8 
ret 

. f rnerr : ld a , I f f 
ret 

. frnset:push be 
Id b,9 

. f rnlpb: ld ( M M 
inc hi 
inc hi 
inc hi 
inc hi 
djnz frnlpb 
Id hl,frndat 
pop be 
ret 

.frndat:db 6,6,101,2 
db 8,8,4c6,2 
db 6,8,4c2,2 
db 6,8,4c7,2 
db 0,8,103,2 
db 0,0,&c8,2 
db 0,6,&c4,2 
db 6,0,ftc9,2 
db 8,8,lcS,2 

Verifying 
This routine simply reads in every sector on 
every track, making sure none of them are 
unreadable The 'making sure' bit is a bit of an 
exaggeration, as it just keeps reading sectors 
until there's an error. This is 
an easy solution to a more 
difficult problem, 
.ver i fy : Id hi,buffer 

Id de,6 
Id b,40 

,verlpa:push be 
Id c,4cl 
Id b,9 

.verIpbirst 3,secred 
jp nc,vererr 
inc c 
djnz verlpb 
inc d 
pop be 
djnz verlpa 
Id a,6 
ret 

.vererr:pop be 
Id a,Aff 
ret 
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Sinton falls miserably to come up with 
any new puns on ttve word BASIC in his 
roview o? a ne I 
BASIC package from Campurso 
sad he's even trying, really. 

kocrmners' auicfe So 

For several months now, we've been 
running a BASIC tutorial series in AA. 
But some people just can't wait from 

month to month to discover how to access the 
power of their CPC. Campursoft might have 
timed their latest release perfectly, then; a 
BASIC tutorial book accompanied by a disc full 
of examples so that you can learri what you 
want when you want. 

The book 
is designed 
for the total 
beginner to 
use - it starts 
with making a 
back up of the 
BASIC Idea 
disc, and goes 
onto the very 
first shills you'll 
need to get around the 
keyboard, and enter the 
simplest of programs. 
From then on. it's 
Captain Trojan all the 
way - by the end of it 
all. you'll be producing full 
animations, decent tunes, and complex 
mathematical operations. And whaf s more youH 
understand how you've done them. 

The truth of the matter is that as a BASIC 
tutorial guide, this book really has to be 
something really special to get a glowing review 
- I'm a firm believer in the ability of anyone to 
pick up this language by simply experimenting 
with the odd. archaic symbols and words they 
find in listings with the odd reference to the CPC 
manual. So any tutorial will have to either be 
extensive in its coverage of the language, or take 
a hands-on learning approach, making use of the 
fact that the reader has the mental ability 
to work 

iint*4! 

some things out 
for themselves. 
BASIC Idea has got 
the basic idea - it'd be 
almost impossible to fully detail every aspect of 
BASIC and so what the book can't tell you can be 
worked out with a bit of thought, a lot of 

patience, your manual and 
skills that the book can grve. 

Having said all that (in an 
incredibly roundabout way), 
there is still a lot that the 
book covers extensively -
the main emphasis seems 
to be on producing things 
to impress, which means 
not only will you have 

something 
| pleasing at the 
' end of your 

had work, but 
you'll have 
learnt a lot of 
techniques and 
routines you can 
use to knock out 
some pretty mean 
Type-Ins. 

' foil It 
>•0 pie 
of o bus 
' t o p ' . 

Still working... 
One thing we can clear up right now is that tins 
book is written for absolute beginners. As the 

title suggests, it covers the basics of the 
language and builds on that. This means that 
although what we're dealing with is potentially 
quite complex to a lot of people, you won't be 
thrown in at the deep end without a rubber ring. 
In fact, the style is really quite excellent -
nothing moves too fast, and plenty of 
explanation is given with every topic covered. 
Not only this, but the whole thing is structured in 
such a way that you're not Just trying to 
memorise several BASIC commands and what 
they do - you'll be using what you've learnt 
throughout the rest of the book and, by the time 
you've finished, should know quite a few 
particular commands, routines, and techniques 
like the back of your hand. 

But that's machine code! 
It threw me at first as well - we're happily 
trundling along learning all about palette 
switching, when out of the blue pops a sprite 
handling routine in machine code. The most 
obvious reaction to this would be to run away 
screaming, hoping that common bacteria would 
kill it before it had a chance to take over the 
planet. It's not quite as bad as it seems, though -
at no point are you expected to start thinking iri a 
second programming language, as Ifs all done 
for you, and presented in neat bundles for you to 
easily use. You could just think of this as a fairly 
successful attempt to prove that BASIC is easily 
powerful enough to suit anyone's needs with the 
subtle addition of the odd machine code routine 
here and there courtesy of Campursoft. Die 
point is, you'd be absolutely right. 

If you look on this month's covertape, you'll 
find the AA Toolbox, a set of extra commands to 
load into your machine and use to turbocharge 
your CPC. In many ways, this is what 

_ c i i 
Innermost 
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"This software's an education," said Dave. But was he 
talking Oxbridge, Playschool or Grange Hill? 

Knowledge is power, allegedly. So watch 
out when you give a kid an educational 
program - they'll be planning a 

household coup d'etat and demanding more 
pocket money before you know it. 

But I dont think you'd be in much danger giving 
your ftvo-year old Home Teacher. Sure they'd gain 

knowledge, and. consequently, power, but. hey. a 
pocket torch uses power, but you're not In much 
danger of getting overthrown by that Nope. Home 
Teacher should get them educated enough to be 
useful, but not so clever they become a danger. 

It's a homebrew package (io, not 
professionally written) designed, in conjunction 
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Campursott have done - sure, the stuff is 
machine code, but you don't have to step 
outside the cosy BASIC environment to use it. 

It's all on disc 
As well as the book, when you open your jiffy t 
something else should fall out - a disc, stuffec 
full of example listings, and bits from the book 
that were either too long or too boring to type 
yourself. This is extremely handy because whe 
you first receive the package, you can have a 
quick look through the disc and see just what 
youTf be getting up to in the many chapters to 
come. Looking through the disc personally, I'n 
impressed - you potentially clever lot 

Sum it up, Simon 
Tutorial books are never going to be a thrill-pdck 
ride - you buy them because you want to know 
what goes on inside your machine, and you wan 
be able to use that to your advantage. It's not a 
wild and crazy bme. no. Knowing this, it is drfftci 
to see how Campursoft managed to come up wi 
a tutorial that will not only hold your 
attention long enough to shove m 
information down your throat, but wtil ^ T j 
be friendly and straight* orward j | 
enough ttiat you'll want to swallow 

PRODUCT: Soft-Lok 
PRICE: £8.99 
AVAILABLE FROM: Campursoft. 16 Slatohold 
Street. Gallowgate. Glasgow. G31 1UA 
V 041 554 4735 

PRODUCT Home Teacher 
PRICE £5.99 on tape and disc 
AVAILABLE FROM Pathway Software. 9 Meeting 
House Lane. Balsall Common, West Midlands, Nr 
Coventry CV7 7FX 



How last can you type in an AA listing without any 
msitakes? Simon reckons he could do all this month's in 
under 30 minutes. Wnat to try and beat that? 

This month David Hall exposes two of his 
programs for the nation to laugh at. Well, 
we would laugh at them, but they're really 

quite amazing good, actually. In fact, if David 
doesn't mind sending any more of his stuff down 
from Manchester, he can do a comeback tour in 
a few months' time. 

Helloween 
Has anyone ever played 
the PD classic Croco 
Magneto? How about 
Radical's Ball Bearing? If 

| y o u have, you'll get the 
general idea behind Helloween, in which you play 
a pumpkin who's lost his candles, and needs a 
light. So guide the pumpkin round the levels 
collecting the candles, but avoid the spikes, as 
they hurt. 
GADJ 18•'•))>•HELLOHEEN•({{ 
LANH 20-'-directed by-David-HalI-<c)-0ct-'92 
LANE 30-'-for Anstrad-Action-Spookzine 
AALK 40-' 
IAPI S0-ENV-3,1,15,S,1S,-1,1:ENT'-1,4,3,2,4,-

3,1 
HALA 60-ENU-l,1,15,2,15,-1,34:sp=32088 
IAKE 78-DIN-grid<28,22):SPEED-INK-108,15 
OAPN 88•IF-PEEK(32888)=0-THEN-PRINT''Please-M 

ait«....":G0SUB-788 
HAII 90 NODE- 8:BORDER- 8'.RESTORE• 1120 
ACEN 188-INK-8,8:INK*1,14:INK-2,5:INK-3,2:INK 

•4,1:INK-5,6:INK-S,18:INK-7,15:INK-8,3,2 
6:INK-9,26:INK-18,25:INK-11,24:INK-12,19 
:INK•13,18:INK•14,9:INK•15,3 

JANL 118•PEN•15:PRINT-"DAVID•HALL•PRESENTS:" 
KALF 120PEN-S:LOCATE-2,2:PRINT*'H-EL-L-O-M-

EEN" 
IAJN 138-CALL'SP,2,18,2:PRINT:le:l:$c:8 
DDJC 140-PEN-6:PRINT-"It-is-Halloween-and-Pe 

rcy-puiipkinhas"-had-his'supply-0f""c 
andles-stolen (he•needs-then-to••sea 
re-off-horrible*-ghosts-and-witches)" 

EDPI 158•PEN - 7:PRINT•*-Hithout•the•candIesPer 
cy-will-be-unableto-keep-hinself-lit-all 
• Halloween-night-,-thus-allowing-the-gho 
uls-to-take -over -the-world* • 

ECEK 168-PEN*ll:PRINT*'-Help*Percyto-grab*al 
1 • 18-candles-(-)--on-all-3-levels,but-av 
oid- the * spikes*(*)as*these-are-fatal!' 

CBLG 178-PEN*13:PRINT-'Playusing-Up-a-DownCu 
rsors*or-Joystick" 

IAPD 180-CALL-sp,3,17,19:CALL-sp,4,19,21 
JAHK 198-PEN-1:PRINT-'SPACE/FIRE-TO-START!'; 
KADE 28O-IF-INKEY(4?)O0-AND-INKEY(76)O0-IHE 

N*288 
LACA 218*CLS:PEN-2:LOCATE•1,24:PRINT•"LEVEL:• 

•••SC:-
HAKO 228•LOCATE -1,25:PRINT•"CANDLES:'; 
FAJN 230-PEN-4:PRINT" " 
HADP 248• PEN - 9:LOCATE•14,24:PRINT•sc; 
KANE 2SO-LOCAIE-7,24:PRINI-le:ca:0:READ-levl 
IACB 260-PEN-l:LOCATE-l,23:PRINT-levl 
CACJ 270-a=l:b:l 
FAPD 28O-fl:0:READ-infol 
HANH 298-FOR-loop:l-TO-LEN(infof) 
JAPN 300-byte:VAL("4"*NIDt(info$,loop,l)) 
KAPH 310-IF-byte>?-IHEN-byte=byte-8:flri 
NACP 320-IF-byte:2-THEN-grid(a,b):0:px=a:py:b 

iCOTO•350 
NAF0 330-IF-byte=6*THEN-grid(a,b):0:ex:a:ey:b 

iCOTO-358 
KAC0 340-grid(a,b):byt*:CALL-sp,byte,a,b 
CAFA 358-a:ail:IF*a<21*THEN-378 
LAIJ 368-a:l:b:bU:IF'b=23-THEN-xl=l:bck:0:C0 

TO-398 
HABI 378*IT*fl:l*THEN-flr0:COTO-348 
EAHC 388-NEXT:C0T0-288 
NALA 390-tx:px:ty:py:yl:8:a:grid(j>x»xl,py) 
0AEP 408 - IF • a=l - THEN -xU-xl :CALL • ABCA7: SOUND • 

4,2800,8,0,3,1,8:G0T0-420 
DA0J 410-tx=tx«xl 
NALN 428•IF * <INKEY(72)=0-OR•INKEV(8)=0)•AND-p 

y)l*THEN-yl=-l 
NACN 430-IF*(INKEY(73):0-OR-lNKEY(2)=0)*AND-p 

y(21-THEN-yl=l 
CADC 448-a:grid(tx,py«yl) 
CAPN 458-IF*a01*THEN-ty=ty»yl 
IAEK 468•IF *px=tx- AND-pyrty- THEN - 500 
LAHE 478-CALL-sp,bck,px,py:CALL*sp,2,tx,ty 
KAFL 480-px:tx:py:ty:bck=grid(px,py) 
IACI 490-ON-bck*C0T0*5OO,500,518,570,500,600 
JAHD 500•FOR•pause:1 - TO•22.NEXT:C0T0•390 
HAKK 518-sc=sc*10:PEN•3:LOCATE•14,24 
HAPK 520-PRINT*sc:SOUND-1,50,0,0,3,1,0 
CAAP S38bck:8:grid(px,py):8 
HAJH S48-ca:ca»l:CALL-sp,3,ca«9,25 
NAJF 550IF-ca:10-THEN-grid(ex,ey):6:CALL-sp, 

6,ex,ey 
CAJK 560-GOTO-500 
HAKN 578-SOUND-4,8,8,8,l,8,12:LOCATE-2,ll 
HAKL 580-PEN-9:PRINT-"C-AN-E'"-0*V-E-R" 
JAPC 590•FOR -pauserl- TO - 6800:NEXT:GOTO•90 
HAJL 600•SPEED - INK - 5,5:sc=sc»1e*100 
FAFF 610-SOUND-4,20,500,0,1,1,0 
JAKC 620•PEN•9:LOCATE•14,24:PRINT•sc;:PEN • 8 
JACN 630 -LOCATE•3,10:PRINT -"LEVEL-COMPLETED•• 
JAED 640-LOCATE-4,12:PRINT-'COWABUNCA-NAN I ' 
HABH 650-FOR-paused-TO-7000:NEXT 
HANG 660 -le=le*l:IF-Ie(4-THEN-SPEED-INK-100,1 

5:G0I0-210 
LACJ 670•PEN•1:LOCATE•3,16:PRINT *"CONGRATULAT 

IONS!' 
LAON 680•PEN - 2:LOCATE - 2,17:PRINT -"HALLOWEEN -1 

S-OVER!" 
LAPL 690-PEN-3.'LOCATE-2,18:PRINT•"...UNTIL-NE 

XI-YEAR" 
FAHI 700-a(l)=20:a(2)=14:a(3):2 
HAND 718-a(4)=a(l):F0R*loop=l*T0*3 
LAIL 720-a(loop)ra(loop+1):INK-loop,a(loop) 
DADN 730-NEXT-loop 
KAKI 740 - IF -S0(4)<128•THEN•SOUND-4,RND«400,80 

,0,1,1,0 
HAOA 750•FOR-pause=l•TO•38:NEXT 
KAEF 760 - IF -INKEY<76)<)0•AND -INKEY<47)<>0- THE 

N • 710 

GAAH 778•SPEED-INK-188,15:GOTO-98 
EANK 788-SYMBOL-AFTER-32 
IANG 798•FOR•1oop=HINEN•TO -HINEN»1888 
L ABN 880 - POKE•1oop,PEEK(1oop)•AND•PEEK(loop)/ 

2 
KALJ 818-NEXT•loop:HEH0RV-31999:store=sp 
HANF 82fl-F0R*loopl:l*I0*21:su«:8 
GAGA 838-READ-codef,total 
HAEB 848•FOR -1oop2=l•TO•24 - STEP - 2 
KAEG 850-value=VAL("l">MIDI(codel,Ioop2,2)) 
LANO 868-POKE-store,value:sun:sun*value 
JAHD 878*store=store»l:NEXT*loop2 
HANC 880-IE-sun:total-THEN-900 
KAOO 890•PRINT•'Error:Iine"860«1oopl«18:END 
GANB 900-NEXT-loopl:RETURN 
HADN 910-DATA-DD4604112O0021157D1910FD,817 
IAKF 920•DATA•E5DD460221ACBE1E041910FD,1246 
IAND 930-DATA•1E5ODD460O191OFDD1OEO8E5,1155 
HALN 940•DATA-86041A77231310FAE13E0884,902 
IAJF 950•DATA•670D20EFC98CCC28C84C9820,1288 
HAEL 968-DATA•84CC38200C00000000984884,776 
HAON 978•DATA•4C 30400CCC30044C98000000,684 
HAKO 980-DATA-000015OOOOSOF8FCOOF05656,1013 
IAEJ 990-DATA-A8A15203A8F4F4FCA8A9A9A9,1997 
HAFN 1000 - DATA•A8A1O303A85456S6O0OOO0OO,759 
HAHJ 1818-DATA-000041000882418882824108,585 
IACD 1628-DATA-828241008282410082A8FCA8,1368 
HAJK 1838-DAIA-A854S4546OOQO606OO82418O,615 
IAPD 1040•DATA•82456F6F001S8A9F66C7004S,1007 
IAEA 1850-DATA-82158A9F00456F6F00824100,934 
HANI 1060-DATA-821020300030003020302020,466 
HAEH 1070-DATA-2OOOOOOOOO2O2O2O1O0O3O2O,224 
HAOH 1080-DATA-302010202080000000018383,167 
HAAL 1898 - DATA-00S252S2O25252520252S2S2,742 
HANK 1188-DATA-825252528252525282525252,744 
HAKD 1118-DATA-0203O3O3O2OOOOOOOOOOOOOO,13 
HAIN 1120-DATA -"NORNAN•BATES-H02•ERE" 
IAFJ 1130•DATA•99999999991480ddd580184948d 
JAAE 1140-DATA-dddd8849380dddd805041999999 
IA IB 1150-DATA-18d591303888O418d5019999189 
IADO 1160•DATA•891O98ddd58885890d58d51d888 
IACO 1170-DATA-09dS8O2ddS88O6198888ddd8918 
HANN 1180-DATA•830999388494O3O9999903819O9 
IALC 1190-DATA-99999904958045051dS38859d81 
IAHB 1200 - DATA-5054050180d9d503505105048d5 
IAOF 1210-DATA-9d501d585018d59d80505105880 
HAJP 1220-DATA-d95801SflS3OS01884948045051d 
FAIJ 1230-DATA-5488419999999999 
HAJA 1240•DATA *'*•FREDDY'S•REVENGE" 
IAJI 1250-DATA-d99999999d59601810101dd9598 
IABH 1280-DATA-8840480dd91c81858038dS39380 
IACA 1270 - DATA - 581010184991ccl81515188S419 
JAGC 1280-DATA•999915999910dd88dd58898dd0d 
HAJP 1290-DATA-dd8809430141514151410149188 
HANN 1388-DATA-8ddS88388194181415141014181 
JAFB 1310-DATA-4988ddd80d58S988d5888d0d984 
JAHG 1320-DATA-30d5888dd9Oc4OddO99999cc48d 
IACF 1330•DATA•980280988859188889318ddd54O 
IAAF 1340-DATA*391319189999910915948ddd580 
FAEF 1350-DATA-395d99999999d 
IABB 1360-DATA-"JASON-VOORHEES*LIVES" 
HAGN 1370-DATA-999910019999148384105188839 
HABN 1380-DATA-0d4801051509991059901051588 
HAFP 1390-DAIA-049OSO1801O5999509Odl4d1051 
HANO 1400-DATA-488d90dl0101051059991014180 
HANN 1410-DATA-10515880498010dl0S999SO9053 
IACH 1420-DATA•101599c480594598d8380dd9054 
IAKN 1430-DATA-10d3d4dddS905O101599999593d 
IAHA 1440-DATA•lO251818cO101SdlOdlO5145O3O 
HAPH 1450-DATA-1094O51O101O51851O1098518O1 
HABI 1460-DATA-051OS1351O90531O451051O5961 
HAAN 1470-DATA-09459O1O1051OS99O94501c4105 
IANI 1480 - DATA•10d8890dlc410S140dd31999910 
DACH 1490•DATA•519999 

Meteor Storm 3 

There are some things 
man is not meant to 
do in a reader 
program. Probably 
the first and most 

important thing is not 

M a y 1 9 9 4 AMSTRAD ACTION 
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to put parallax scrolling and massive sprites in 
your game, as ifs not possible. Damn - Dave's 
managed it. Just thing of this as an obstacle 
race, guiding your ship around asteroids with 
cursor keys. 
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XAHB 18-
AAJK 28-
NACH 30-
CAMB 40-
AftMK SO' 
KACP 68-
KAOJ 70• 
KAJF 88-
IABE 98-
AAIN 188 
DAPI 110 
CABE 120 
CANH 130 
CAKC 140 
CAME 158 
DAAB 168 
DAPA 170 
CAPB 180 
HACL 190 
CAAN 200 
EAEB 210 
FAPF 228 
CAHH 230 
CABA 240 
HAPA 250 
KAPF 280 
GAON 270 
FAJ0 288 
FAOK 230 
DA0P 308 
HAPB 310 
LANA 320 
BANI 330 
EABA 340 
FAJN 350 
CAEH 360 
PAK8 370 
DA0B 380 
BAOJ 390 
CAJB 400 
EAHC 410' 
GALB 420 
DAHN 438 
DAPE 440 
DANB 450 
DAOH 460' 
PALE 470 
FADK 480' 
FABA 490' 
PAHB 500' 
DAPH 510-
EANJ 528< 
CAII 538-
BAAP S4G' 
FACH 5S8-
EACC SSO 
CAEI 570 
CAAP 580-
PAMF 590' 
PAPL 600' 
PALK 610' 
PANJ 620' 
EAEL 630' 
BAIO 640' 
EACH 856' 

•METEOR-STORM.III".<C>-October-1998 

•a-computer-progran'by-David-Hall 
• for ANSTRAO-ACTION 

•"HEY!•YO•RADICAL!",said•Leonardo 
•"RIGHT-ON-DUDE I",Raphael-replied 
•"Oh-shut-up-and-go-to'sleep!" 

•••••Nuw»}j' Shouted 

NENORY-9999 
INK'0,0 
PAPER-8 
NOPE-8 
INK-7,1 
INX'12,6,15 
INK'14,26,0 
PEN-12 
PRINT-'Please-uait....." 
BORDER-8 
store=160OO 
FOR-loopl=l•TO•80 
sm4 
REAPcodel,total 
FOR-loop2:l'TO'24'STEP-2 
galue:UAL<"4"*IDKcodei,loop2,2)> 
POXE-store,value 
sun^sun*value 
store=store*l 
NEXT*loop2 
IF'sun=total•TNEH•340 
PRINT • "Error - ii»! line ••j990Moopl«18 
END 
NEXT-loopl 
af(l):"»'KeR-SpLaT'*" 
al(2):"You-«ade-it-
col(l)=12 
col<2)=14 
CLS 
PEN 11 
MINDOM'15,19,2,4 
PRINT-"SPACEST0RN-3" 
PLOT-444,334,3 
DRAHR-164,0 
DRAUR-8.52 
DRANR-164,8 
DRAW-0,-52 
FOR-loop:16'T0'294 
NOUE-496,loop,8 
PRANR'60,0 
NEXT*loop 
WINDOW-17,17,8,20 
PAPER'8 
PEN-4 
PRINT'"" "DISTANCE" 
WIND0W1,20,1,2S 
PAPER '0 
CALL-16000 
LOCATE-2,17 
brPEEK(40000) 
PEN'COKb) 
PRINT-aKb) 
WHILE-INXEYIO"" 
MEND 
WHILE-INXEYIO" 

BAKO 660-WEND 
CACL 678-GOTO-390 
IAIC 688 - DATA CDFF3E2114CS22384A212601,1008 
IADC 690-DATA'224B46AF32409C21B888061E,1013 
IAJC 788•DATA•36O0231OFBCDB93ECD463FCP,1351 
IAIH 718-DATA'CE3FCD8148CD9E40CPC0403A,1485 
IAHH 728•DATA•409CFE0828E7C3A7BC3E08CD,1578 
IAND 738•DATA'1EBB2O1D3E01CP1EBB28OB3A,872 
IACF 748•PATA•384AFE2B28043C32384AEP5B,1039 
HALO 750•PATA•384A21E050062C180A3A384A,739 
IACE 768•PATA•FE0028EE3P18E8C5P5011000,1276 
IADD 770-DATA-EDBOD13EO8825730O6EBO15O,1279 
IACF 780•DATA•C889EBC110E9C921D840DP21,1646 
IAHF 790•DATA•204E16OOCDOB3FO6BO7EE6AA,1119 
IAKF 800•DATA•4F1F81DD7700DP7710DD237E,1317 
IACF 81O'DATA'E65S4F1781DD776ODD7710DD,1463 
HAEN 820-DATA-2323147AFEO82OO81110OODP,768 
IAOC 838-DATA-231D20FB1BD3C9ED5F47AF3C,1413 
IAXH 840•DATA B928FB18FAC9214F46347EFE,1557 
HAIK 850•DATA O42O2B360ODD215O46110400,558 
IAEG 868•DATA -AFDDBE8128Q4DD1918F70ESO,1242 
IACF 878•DATA'CD3B3FDD7780DD3681C00E03,1152 
I ft IF 880-DATA'CD3B3FDD7702DD360301DD21,1282 
IAJC 898-DATA-58468643C5DD66817CFE8828,1162 
IAFD 900•PATA•27DP6E007EFE1820023600DD,1075 
IAKF 910•DATA'7E83DD460280FEC7301BDD77,1418 
IALI 920'DATA'03CPBF3FPD7481PD7580AFBE,1583 
HAHL 930•DATA•20023610118400DD19C118C8,780 
IAKD 940-DATA C9DD36818818F13E888467FE,1301 
HANP 950•DAIA-CO30041150C01910F2C9214D,1127 
IAXC 968-DATA-46347EFE2AC8368811F4812A,1894 
IANA 970-DATA'4B462B224B467CFE00200A7P,912 
IAFE 980 DATA'FE1220053E0232489CCDC0BB,1227 
IAAF 990 - DATA•AFCDDEBB113488210000C3F9,1335 
IAEE 18OO'PATA'BB21B888347EFE27202236OO,1131 
IACN 1010•PATA•DD21B688AFD923DD23DD23DD,1736 
IAKH 1020•DATA'BEO12OF5DD36O1CO0E28CD3B,1254 
IABH 1030 - DATA•3FDD7700DD360201DD21B988,1256 
IAFX 1040-DATA-OE03AFDDBE0128SCDD6601DD,1281 
1APG 1050•DATA•6EOODD7EO2FE30388BO603CP,1042 
IAIX 1868•DATA•BF3FDD7401PD75O8DD7EO2C6,1477 
IAEI 1878-DATA-83DD7782FE38381FD638FE9A,1404 
IAPI 1888•DATA -380CFEC8300F3EF9DD960247,1340 
IAJA 1090•DATA•1802062F21F04D1816DD3601,7S1 
HACO 1108-DATA-001819DD460221E04D111088,789 
IANH 1118-DATA•3E3O9O193D20FCDD56O1DD5E,1247 
IAII 1120-DATA-OOCDE73EDD23DD23DD23OD20,1311 
IAFJ 1130-DATA'95C92A384ACD29BC2323E5CP,1460 
IAJH 1140-DATA -B040E1062DCDBF3F060C3E11,1072 
IACE 1150'DATA BE3O8S3EO132409C231OF5C9,1073 
IABL 1160-DATA•3EO4CDADBCFE80PO21CE4OC3,1720 
HAHP 1170•PATA•AABC04000000001C0F087D80,S30 
HAHN 1180•PATA•OOOOO4OEOF288OOOOOO40COD,102 
IAKB 1190•DATA•1E3C28GOOOOCOCOEOF3C3COO,383 
IACC 1200-DATA-8OOCOD8D1E3C3COOO50COEOF,234 
IAAF 1210'DATA'0F3C3C28040E0F0F1E3C3CA8,541 
IAJG 1228•DATA'ODODOD1E2D3C7C7COEOE0F2D,510 
IAAJ 1238-DATA•1E3C3CFC0F0F0F1E3C3C7C7C,845 
IAIJ 1240•DATA•IE1E1E2D3C3CBCFC2D2P2P3C,890 
IABO 12S0•PATA'3C3C7CFC3C3C3C3C3C3CBCFC,1296 
IAHL 1260-PATA•3C3C3C3C3C7C7CFC3C3C3C3C,1040 
IAEO 1270•PATA•3C3CFCFC3C3C3C3C3C7C7CFC,1424 
IAPN 1280•PATA•3C3C3C3C3CBCFCFC143C3C7C,1256 
JAPB 1290•PATA-7C7CFCA8143CBCBCBCFCFCA8,1984 
IACN I3OO'DATA'OO7C7C7C7CFCFCOOO0FCFCFC,1756 
IAFN 1310•DATA•FCFCFC000054FCFCFCFCA800,2016 
HAIO 1320 -DATA•000054FCFCA8800000000045,825 
HANL 1330-DATA'88088OOOOOO8459A6488OOO8,595 
HAIO 1340-DATA-O0OO9A9A646400GOO04530CF,832 
IAHF 1350•DATA-CC3888OOQ04SSSCECE9888OO.1258 
IAKP 1360•DATA•88CFCFCCCFCCCC0000CFCF98,1799 
IAEL 1370•DATA•6 5CCCC0OO0C FC F 98 6 SCCCC00,1584 
IAHO 1380•DATA•00C FCFCCCFCCCC00004SCFCE,1715 
IAIL 1390•DATA'CECC880GOO45CFCFCCCC880O,1573 
IANG 1400•DATA OOOOCFCFCCCC0000888845CF,1898 
HAJL 1418•DATA•CC8800000000004588000000,545 
IAGC 1420-DATA•O0380OCFCC0O3OOOOOCF45CE,989 
IAXO 1430 DATA-CE88CC0OO0CFCFCECECCCCO8,1780 
IALX 1440•DATA•0OCF8ACECE44CCOOOOCFOOCE,1442 
IAGI 1450•DATA-CE00CCOG00CF00CECE0QCC0O,1233 
IAKB 1460-DATA-O0CFOQCFCC00CCOO0O0O004S,891 
HANH 1470-DATA-880000000000000000000000,136 

Typing listings 
H you've never typed in a listing 
from AA before, then reading 

B this following blurb is a 
M REALLY GOOD IDEA. 
M • Basically, all you need to do is 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ type in exactly what we print 

EXCEPT the first four letters in each line. 
• The ftrst four letters are a code which work in 
conjunction with our unique and utterly 
excellent TypeChecker program below. 
• Only press RETURN when you get to the end 
of a command line. If a command line goes on 
to two lines do not press RETURN at the break 
in the line. Your lines on screen should break in 
exactly the same place as they do in the mag. 

TypeChecker 
This is a program that enables you to check 
whether you have typod AA listings in correctly. 
Type it in, then SAVE it for future use. So, when 
you want to type in an AA listing, and you want 
to double check that you got it right: 
• Load up TypeChecker. 
• Type NEW. 
• Type in the listing of your choice. 
• When you've finished type LIST. 
• At the end of every lino a highlighted code 
will appear. It should correspond with tho code 
printed in front of the same line in AA. If it 
doesn't you have typed in that line incorrectly. 

PANL 10•'•TypeChecker•«1.0••«B»•Sieon-Forrest 
er-- 'D*cl992 

NAOJ 20'' 'For* Anstrad-Act ion'"Public-Dona in 
DANX 30 NEN0RY'49FFF 
CAJX 40'csunr8 
CANE 50•FOR•addr =1A888•TO•AA85B 
DAKJ 60'READ'byte! 
GAJB 70bgte:UAL("«"+bytel) 
FACF 80-POKE'addr,byte 
GAFB 90'csun:csua+byte 
DALK 108-NEXT*addr 
OACI 110-IF'esu«042ADD'THEN-PRINT-"Checksum • 

Error":END 
LAHE 11S'POXE'!A001,PEEK'(!BBSB):POXE'AA082IP 

EEX'(IBBSC) 
XAHI 120 - POKE-ABB5A,IC3:POKE ABB5B,13:POKE-IB 

BSC,AAO 
HACN 130•PRINT'"TvpeChecker-Ul.O-Installed":E 

HD 
NABC 140DAIA'CF,FE,93,FE,0A,CA,00,A0,F5,CS,D 

5,E5,FE,0D,CA,22 
LACJ 150DATA'A8,5F,16,OO,2A,5A,AO,19,22,5A,A 

8,E1,D1,C1,F1,C3 
LAFJ 160'DATA00, A0,3E,20,CP,00,A0,3E,18,CP,0 

0,A0,2A,5A,A0,7C 
LADI 178-DATA-CD,45,AO,7D,CD,45,AO,3Ei18,CP,8 

8,AO,21,08,00,22 
LACN 180'PATA'SA,AO,C3,1B,AO,F5,E6,OF,C6,41,C 

D,00,A0,F1,E6,F0 
XAJC 198-DATA*1F,IF,IF,IF,C6,41,CD,00,AO,C9,0 

0,00,END 

Turning TypeChecker off (it is automatically 
initialised when you RUN tho program above) 
and back on again is quite simple: 

POKE IBB5B.0 To turn it off 
POKE IBB5B, 3 To turn it back on again 

TypeChecker was an Amst rad Action 
presentation brought to you in association with 
Hairy Happening Productions Ltd. 
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Forcefield 
By David Hall 

Cruising along in your spaceship on your way 
home to Earth - after a long mission in a far off 
galaxy - you take your eyes off the windscreen 
for just a minute and fumble around beside your 
seat for another tape. You always knew that this 
stupid habit was bound to get you into trouble 
some day, but never in your wildest dreams did 
you think that when you looked back up again, 
you'd be faced with the 

Wel l , W% m FD 

blank, and ifs impossible to move any of the 
blocks onto a blank spot. So if you inadvertently 
destroy some blocks in the middle of a line, you'll 
usually find that you've completely separated two 
matching blocks, and you'll have to start again. 

Clever level design means that ifs difficult to 
prevent this problem, so you'll need to give 
careful consideration to every move. But, you're 
constantly being hurried along by an imposing 
time limit. This gives the gameplay a nice 
balance, as it forces you to take risks. 

Overall, ifs not a bad little 
puzzler. It will keep you happy 
for a while, at least until the 
next in the unstoppable Row ot 
puzzle games is released. 

When H comes to the stars, you ask Patrick Moore. When 
it comes to plants, you ask David Bellamy. When it comes 
to Blake's Seven, you ask a psychiatrist. When it comes 
to Public Domain software, you ask Keith Woods. 

French coder and fanzine editor, 
Dominique Liard. 

Cubulux"s concept is refreshingly 
easy to get to grips with, which is no 
bad thing, as all the instructions for 
it are in French. All you have to do is 
match up blocks of the same colour 
to make them disappear. Simple. 

Er. no. actually. The game might begin that 
way, but you'll soon find that you can't move 
blocks around the playing area, you can only 
swap their positions. Half the screen is always 
A U § k MOT tmhtm - f y n 

p f e r t f * ' 

Cubulux 2 
By Dominique Uard 

People involved in the CPC PD scene are really 
quiet, thinking types, you know. Don't listen to all 
the talk about drink, fornication and wild, wild 
parties that you read about in demos - it's all 
just a front No, there's nothing a scener likes 
better than to spend hours on end straining the 
old grey matter, with the aid of his trusty CPC 
and a decent puzzle game. And. as if to prove 
this point, here's yet another puzzler from the 

$m • W F I TFCU M M tk*m? to H • 
p M M ? f v re t y » • « _ _ 

most feared obstacle known to space travellers -
the mythoiogical Forcefield of Death. 

You panic. No-one has ever encountered the 
Forcefield and lived to tell the tale, and you don't 
fancy your chances o' being the first, especially 
since you've only got five bombs left on board. At 
least, though, they're of the particularly endurable 
bouncing variety; as the 100 ayers of the 
forcefieid are made up of many different squares, 
each of which have to be destroyed separately. 

You gather yourself together, take a few deep 
r , _ breaths, and 

launch your first bomb. Using your special 
controller, you guide its movements as it bounces 
quickly from one square to another, destroying 
each one it touches. Once you've started the 
process, you have no opportunity to slow it down, 
so with sweat rolling down your forehead, you 
concentrate on your formidable task. 

Your biggest problem is the gaps left in the 
forcefield from the many unsuccessful attempts 
to destroy it. You can't afford to let any of your 
five valuable bombs disappear through these 
gaps into the vast, u m 
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tape games to disc, as the standard multiface 
files don't work with many such 
drives. For them, it's an 
absolute must. j l • j f 

ThU ' l l bo o puxxle then. 
Who's churning 'om out? 

empty masses of space. But all I 
too quickly, you find that such 
wastage becomes inevitable ^ ^ I 
{sounds like a metaphor for m^ I 
modern life - Dave). fcq I 

Just a few layers into the L 
forcefield and you start to get ^ ^ | J 
really desperate. You've only i B ^ f f 
just begun, but you can already 
see your chance of survival slipping away at 
an alarming rate. Brief glimmers of hope 
appear in the form of extra bombs and 
squares that slow your bombs down to a 
more manageable pace ('Holy Moses' as 
opposed to 'fwaaargh'). You also notice that 
one part of the myth about the disastrous 
consequences of dropping bombs off 
the edge of the forcefield no 
longer seems to hold true. ^ ^ f i ^ U S / 
But the odds remain stacked J / a 
against you - because there are * 

also a 
few booby-trapped squares, and 
devices which speed your bombs up or 
confuse your controls. 

As you watch your very last, precious He 
slip away with the last cf your bombs 
disappearing slowly into the d stance, you 
remark dryly to yoursel* that you can easily 
see why no-one has ever ~anaged to break 

the forcefield's 100 layers. Indeed, you'a 
\ be surprised if aryone managed more 
than 10. C'est la mort. 

P U B L I C D O M A I N 

Fraggle 
MOPS up 

Fragile of AK5PS is a name that should be 
familiar to you. as he is the man 
responsible for many of the Public Domain's 
mos*i Twular games, among them Pun nix, 
Jumpmania and Cmy Snake. A 21 year-old 
German. Fraggle lists his norvCPC hobbies 
as playing badminton, mountain biking and 
listening to mw»c. So *r>at nave he and 
WOPS been getting _© to recently? We 

Do you think that you will ever leave 
the CPC? 
I'm sorry to say ft. :>.- r :tv? r,ex! 
months I intend buying an Archimedes 
However. I think I'll still do things on the 
CPC too, as I love this computer 

M a y 1 9 9 4 

decided to fnd Jut.. 

When was |MOPS formed, and why? 
MOPS was formed a short time after 
1993*s Cebit Party (in Hanover - Dave). The 
idea came from GWM and Face Hugger. We 
decided that it woukJ be best ft it wash : as 
big as groups like BENG!. and that the 
members should live reasonably near to 
each other Everybody tried to think of a 
name, and Jaysott came up wtth MOvmg 
Pixels, wfach we all i *cd There was no 
major reason for forming the group. It was 
really just for fun! 

Do you ever find it difficult to come up 
*rtfi new game concepts? 
No, not realty. Most of my game concepts 
are borrowed The <iea f c Atomic was 
W B l f r o m a 16-bc game. Atomtncr, 
Lofsoc from Popcorrr, and Puzznix from 

Tut's Pyramid 
By Phil Coombs 

The pyramids of ancient Egypt are one of 
the seven wonders of the world But how 
were these huge structures erected 

Apparently. if Pful Coombs is to 
be believed, they were slapped together 
by a little Wokey called Mohamed But how did 
|tist one rnan transport all those heavy rocks? 

On his magic flying carpet, of course! That's 
not to say that Mohamed*s task was an easy 
one. No. Mohamed took his art serwusJy. and 
like any good artist, he had to have the best of 
materials. He needed to find six fine, big. stone 
building blocks with which to build his pyramid, 
on foundations that were already laid in the 
Valley of the Kings. He needed to do & quickly 
too, as the old Pharaoh was knocking at death's 
door, and if Mohamed wanted to remain m the 
land of the living, he had to fulfil the terms ol his 
contract - which said that the pyramid had to 
be finished In time for tlte Pharaoh's passing. 

Unfortunately, the 53-screen wortd which 
Mohamed inhabited was also home to all manner 
of nasties bent oh making his life difficult, some 

" " Tut, ton ol Tsk, 
d«f«ndar of B«|oosus, on hl i mum's rug. 

ot which were to prove impossible to avoid, Mis 
path was also olocked by many doors, wtuch 
<etjuired certain objects to open them. Ottfcn, 
poor old MohamM had difficulty m making sense 
of the association between certain doors and 
objects, but Uteq maybe he was just getting too 
oki for this game. Perhaps it was tos advanced 
years that also accounted for the alarming rale 
at which he dehydrated in the desert sun, 
causing hmi to drop in on some energy-
reptanishmg oases at regular intervals, 

In the end, MptiammJ round his task an 
impossible one He also found it tiresome and 
repetitive, wtuch gave him little encouragement 
to try harder So it probably wasn't Mohamed 
that built the great pyramid of King Tut after all. 
Or was it? It I were you. rd leave the mystery 
mtact Trying to fmd but isn't worth the effort... 

J PC. The reason I coded Puiznix was 
because I ordered i copy of Puzzntc, but 
never received rt - so I decided to code a 
version of my own. 

Which of your own games would you 
say 1s youij best? 
My best g.i ne? They are all a bttJe bit 
lame! (Come don't be so modest' -
Keith.) Okay, okay, I think Jumpmania is 
my best game technically. Puzzmx has the 
ffiffftMltetwcett Oai'f Snake has 
the greatest AlayabAly .despite the tact 
that it took mle the least tcr» to code -
lust two weeks). 

What productions have you and MOPS 
got in the pipeline? 
Well, our next release x rne MOPS 
Demo. In the last few months I have learnt 
Assembler, which I used to code my first 
two demo parts. The demo will also include 
parts from Fara Hugger. Jaysoft Ablaze 
and.lASD. 

Anti-Multiface 
By/ Manllrii J Bond) ot Magjosoft 

What this program does is, as the title suggests, 
get around the need to have your multiface 
plugged in when you're reloading material saved 
with the multiface. 

It does this by creating a new file for loading 
the data into memory. It works perfectly, up to a 
point. That point is 64k. as it won't work with 
anything that was saved in 128k format. 

This program is most useful for people 
who've bought a high capacity drive without a 
side-switch and would like to transfer all their old 



Oo-er, missus, the adventure column goes X - c e r t i f i c a t e as Debby Howard takes a peep 
at a game that gets the euphemisms flowing. Don't say you haven't been warned. 

h ]«][:»I *»TiiMliT:g:!' I'i=1II I i-WiL'] 
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W h e r e to go 
If you're looking for new and re-released 

adventures, drop these people a line 
(enclosing an SAE) for their latest stock lists. 

Adventure Workshop. 36 Grasmere Road. 
Royton. Oldham. Lancashire. OL2 6SR. 

Amstrad Adventure Solution Service, 10 
Overton Road. Abbey Wood. London, SE2. 

WoW Software, 78 Radipole Lane, 
Weymouth. Dorset. DT4 9RS. 

Lords & Ladies o f A d v e n t u r e 
If you're stuck on one of the games 
listed below, the person listed next to it 
will be willing to give you a hand 
(because they've already completed It, 
y'see). If you write to them please 
remember to enclose an SAE with your 
enquiry and DONT ask for a full 
solution, as you'll probably be 
disappointed. If you want to become a 
Lord or Lady please write in with a list of 
the games you've completes 

• Most Amstrad Adventures - The 
legendary Joan Pancott 
-a (0305) 784155 from 1pm to 10pm. 

• Adult 2, Boredom, Can I Cheat 
Death?, Doomlords 1-3, Dungeon, 
Escape, Firestone, Jason & The 
Argonauts, River, Spacy, Tizpan, 

Welladay - Stuart Mainland. 2 Douglas Road, 
Coytton, Ayr. KA6 6JJ. 

• Avon, Forest At I ^ I H ^ ^ I 
World's End, Hollywood 
Hyjinx, Kobyashi Naru, ^^^HH M 
Mordon's Quest. % <(' 
Scapeghost - Angela k t t . g L ' J y ̂ f f 
Allum, 22 Point Royal. 
Bracknell. RG12 7HH. >5 \ ^ 

e Knightmare, Kobyashi 
Naru, Rebel Planet, 
Who's Afraid a The 
Balrog? - Ross Younger, 
3 Cammo Parkway, 
Edinburgh. EH4 8EP. 

•o Mm Lords. 

Cluepot 
Continuing from last month, here are a 
few more hints for Five On A Treasure 
Island, courtesy of Stephen Bosco. 

Five On A 
Treasure Island 

1 7 Get spade, ignore onion. 
1 8 Go back to Julian and company. 
1 9 Go north, west, north. Ignore the dark 
and just type GET TORCH then go south. 
2 0 East. up. then go to the spare room and 
examine the bed. get matches. 
2 1 Go to the aunt and uncle's bedroom and 
get the batteries. 
2 2 Go down. 
2 3 Go to uncle Quentin's study and out 
through the french windows; you can 
examine and read the books if you want. 
2 4 Go to the shed and get the rope. 
2 5 Go out of the cottage and then go 
south to the beach. 
2 6 When you get to the fisherman's place, 
Aff will be waiting. 
2 7 Talk to Alf and he will get Timmy. 
2 8 Become George and enter the boat. 
2 9 Row boat until you get to Kirren Island. 
3 0 Pull boat up to the top. 
3 1 Go to middle of the island. 
3 2 Eat cake then get crumbs. 
To be continued... 
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Q. What's large, hairy, difficult to 
understand, and lurks scarily 

around the AA offices every 
month? A. Richard Fairhurst's 
Techy forum column (we lied 

about the hairy bit) 

That's motoring 
I have recently bought K/ax, 
Seymour Goes To Hollywood 

RSX of the month 
This month's entry for your toolbox is a simple 
command callod IPUTKEY. It harnesses a featuro 
of the Amstrad which you cant normally access 
from BASIC - tho ability to pretend that you've 
pressed a key (you can only use it once before 
you read a key again, mind you). 

10 MEMORY 49FFF 
20 FOR n:AAOOO TO IA026 
30 READ i t ; POKE n,UAL(" l "^ l ) 
40 NEXT nt CALL AAOOO 
50 DATA 21,09,AO,O1,OD,AO,C3,D1 
60 DATA BC,00,00,00,00,12,AO,C3 
70 DATA 19,AO,50,55,54,4B,45,D9 
80 DATA 00,DD,6E,00,DD,66,01,23 
90 DATA 5E,23,56,1A,C3,0C,BB 

I found this very useful recently while writing a 
database. I tostod for keys being pressed with 
INKEYS (CTRL-S to save. CTRL-L to load, that sort 
of thing), and if the key was a character botween 

HI 've lost my key 

Is there any way to bypass 
the Press any key' bit when 
you want to load a program 
from tape? I want to create a 

loader program (with picture), then load the 
main program from this without having to 
press the key to start the tape again (I'm 
using BASIC). 
R Hotchkiss. Telford 

Simple: you put an exclamation 
mark at the start of the program 
name. So, instead of 
RUN"GAMfc ". you would use 
RUNfGAME" R ichard 

* a r a i i m v 

and your Exolon covcrtape for my 464 Plus. 
The problem is th.it after the program has 
loaded, the cassette motor keeps running, 
only stopping at the end of the tape. This 

docs not seem to affect the 
^ j j ^ ^ running of the latter two 

•x-tipster 
1 M you want to do a JP (BC) or 

a JP (DE). just use the stack: typo 
in PUSH BC: RET for BC and PUSH 

DE: RET for DE 
2 A quick way to clear the screen is to disable 
interrupts, re-align the stack pointer to &0000, 
and keep pushing zoros to tho stack. Don't forget 
to re-align tho stack pointer and to enable 
interrupts afterwards. 
3 Don't use SET b.A. but instead OR n. in which n 
contains the bits to be set. Similarly, don't use 
RES b.A. use AND n. In which n is the complement 
of the byte which contains the bits to be set. 
4 To find tho value of tho program counter (PC 
register), type CALL ftndpc. which is this very 
simple subroutine: 
ftndpc: pop h i ; jp (h i ) 

games, but in K/ax. every 
time a tile falls off the conveyor, the solenoid 
for the cassette motor clicks on and off 
repeatedly. I have returned the tapes and the 
replacements havo been exactly the same. 

Do you think this is a software fault, or 
perhaps a fault in my computer (most tapes 
load okay on every attempt), or are these 
tapes incompatible with the Plus? Is thero 
any kind of POKE - Multiface or otherwise -
that will switch off the solenoid, and will it 
damage my computer to run a game with 
the solenoid constantly "on"? 
Colin W.ildron, Glasgow 

There's nothing wiong with 
leaving the cas^itte motor on 
during a gaiue; it won't hurt your 

P ^ B H g >>llis 3,1 11 c o u l ( 1 b c a P l u s 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ incompatibility problem, but it's 
not ikm* In worry .iImhiI. The K/ax problem is 
more worrying I! m;ght be an intriguing use of 
Hie motor as a sound effect generator, but it 
sounds iikwe iirve a far less interesting case of 
I'In*, iim uinp.jtibility (the design of the chip used 
to turn tin- tape motor on and off is one of the 
more swgificant differences between the CPC 
.md Hie jjfus machines). 

It's not a good idea to let the motor click on 
•ind off like this. It could overheat, leaving you 
with a nasty repair bill You could give up on K/ax 
altogether (don't - it's too wonderful a game to 
ever stop playing, and I wish a plague on Richard 
for ever suggesting you should do such a 
horrible thing - Swnon). or ask a friendly 
electronic repairman to modify the Forwecliofl to 
the motor relay so that it stay on permanently 
(they could even wire in j h.indy little switt h for 
you to operate). Richard 

5 For those of you who want an 
arcsine and an arccosine function to go 

with tho BASIC arctangent function, they aro: 
10 DEF nb$n(sin*):ATN(swe/SGR(l-sine*siw)) 
20 DEF FNacs(cosine):ATN(SQR(l-cosine» 
cosint)/cosine) 
Adrian Lybaek, Canada 

Free transfer 
Do other readers roalise that any games which 
load in blocks can be transferred to disc using the 
JL-Copy program (covertape 22 from AA88)? Did 
you know that it is possible to load a binary Ale of 
no more than 22k into Dovpac? I have found it 
vory useful for finding Multiface pokos. 

Also. I am able to offer help with some BASIC 
probloms, so I would be most grateful if you could 
print my address 
Car/ Thomas. 3 Monmouth Way. Barry. South 
Glamorgan CF62 9AE 

T E C H Y F O R U M 

Serial: part 1 
Is it possible to transfer filos from the Psion 
to the 6128 and vice versa? 
Alan Robinson, Brough 

The Psion i-^nt actually PC 
(oiiiiutible, but it can be 
< unnected to one using the 
universal standard for linking 
computers, RS232 (as in the 

Spitting Image song of the same name). This 
basically means that you can link two computers 
with a cable which allows you to send data from 
one to the other. Most PCs have an RS232 
interlace built m. The CPC doesn't, but vou can 
buy one from Siren Software (£29 99, 061 7?4 
7572) or Avatar (£39.95, 0774 602180) 

fhe one thing you will need to clieck is that 
the Psion can send its word processor files m 
ASCU format which simply means |>ure text, % 
with no embellishments such as bold and italics. 
Its del. n ilt is to send Nil (Rich lext I or mat), 
which is a standard used in the PC and 
Macintosh world for transferring fiios with such 
mlormation intact; unfortunately^no CPC 
programs support it Ctieck your manual before 
you splash out on a serial interface, though - you 
don't want to waste yoiu money. Richard 

M . i y I •• '».! A M S T M A O A C T I O N 
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Serial: part 2 

1 I was very pleased to see 
Mastercalc on the cover tape. 
But when I load it in from 
disc (it was transferred using 

the tape-to-disc utility supplied), I get the 
message. 'Is the serial interface to be 
used?' Is this my computer playing up. or is 
it something I am doing? 
2 I recently purchased a second-hand 
Protek modem. Is there any way of 
connecting it to the Siren Software serial 
interface I also own? 
3 Can you recommend a good (and fairly 
cheap) modem, as the Protek cannot be 
used for auto-dialling? 
4 How far apart can I put computers when 
connected by an RS232 interface? I have 
been told it is about three metres. 
Gary Firth. Halifax 

1 When the disc version of 
Mastercalc loads, the first thing 
it does is set up all the ROMs 

f ^ S a connected to your system; 
Protext. Utopia and any disc 

operating system fitted, for example. There's a 
ROM inside your serial interface, and dunng its 
set-up process, it asks you whether you will want 
to use its full set of facilities, hence the prompt. 
Reply N. because you don't need serial interface 
facilities from within a spreadsheet (if the 
program doesn't work, try disconnecting your 
serial interface). 
2 It depends on what sort of connector the 
Protek has. Theoretically, it should be RS232 of 
some kind (see the previous 
letter), but the 

i f • • kh «f 
h t y f c t w r f , f M . 

A and Z, tho 
program had to 
jump straight into 
the field editing 
mode, as this was 
tho character to be 
put in tho field. 

Problom: the A-Z key had already been 
read, and so the consequent INPUT command 
wouldn't pick it up. Solution: use this command 
to pretend tho key had boon pressed again. 
The syntax is elementary; if aS contains the 
character you want to put back, uso 
IPUTKEY.QaS. Enjoy. 

By the way, if you've got any toolbox 
routines, you can sond them along to Forum or, 
if they'd be of value to those learning assembly, 
you could send them to Assembly Line. 

connector may vary. It will probably be a 25-pin 
(count them!) D-plug; in other words, the top is 
slightly wider than the bottom (or vice h 
versa). If this is the case, you need a I ' j 
standard RS232 computer to modem I I 
cable, which your local computer shop FA* 
should be able to supply MA 
3 Cheap in modem terms means around j S 
£80. Check out Micro Mart and the big fat [ f i j 
PC magazines for adverts; ifs well worth H I 
it. because the money you spend on a | | | 
fast (2400 baud) modem will be saved in 
terms of the shorter time you have to H 
spend connected. 
4 That's about right, yes. Much more and you 
might start having problems. R ichard 

r J 

Then we've 
got the paddle j 

If your CPC's got you in a technical jam or a 
programming pickle. Techy Forum is here to 
help you out. Send your questions or tips to: 
Technical Forum. Amstrad Action. Future 
Publishing. 30 Monmouth Street. Bath. Avon 
BA1 2BW. You know it makes sense. 

£ 

^

A question 
of questions 

I'm writing a multiple-choice 
question and answer 
program to help with a 'rules 

test' that I have to endure at work. 
I have made the program pick the 

questions at random, but the trouble is that 
sometimes K picks the same questions 
three or four times. I thought my prayers 
had been answered when I bought AA98, as 
I noticed a letter in Techy Forum entitled 
$64,000 Question that seemed to mirror my 
own problem. Not being a very experienced 
or knowledgeable programmer, though, I 
was completely stumped by the gaps in 
lines 210 and 220: 

210 IF at(a):? THEN 200 
220 nl=al(a): at<a)=? 
Please could you fill the gaps for me? I 

know they're for when a blank string Is 
picked, but I don't understand how it works. 
Also. I would like to eventually have about 
300 questions, and, on running the 
program. I would like it to pick 40 
questions at random. Is there a way of 
scrambling the questions so that they are 
not always in the same order? 

Is there any way I could go back to 
the questions I got wrong when the quiz 

is finished, so that I can look them up? I 
realise I am probably asking the impossible, 
but any help would be deeply appreciated. 
Chris Efthimiou. Milton Keynes The gaps in lines 210 and 220 

are meant to be empty strings. 
The program has to first of all 

N ^ B M r e a d , h e Questions into an array 
! ^ (a$). and then pick a question 

number at random (a). Once ifs read the 

wskm 
question, it blanks it out from the array, by 
changing it to a blank - this is what a$(a)="" 
does. In future, If it tnes to pick this question 
again, line 210 will notice that ifs a blank, and go 
back to pick another one. 

Picking 40 out of 300 questions is easy. Just 
read 300 questions into the array a$ (probably 
from DATA statements), and then pick 40 
random questions out of it using a loop such as: 

S00 FOR n=l TO 40 
S10 a:INI(RND*300Hi 
520 ...deal with the question here 
990 NEXT n 
You'll probably want to put in the piece of 

BASIC that avoids repeated questions at around 
line 520. 

To jumble up the multiple-choice answers, 
just swap random answers around a couple of 
times. If there are four choices - r$(l) to r$(4) -
this will do the trick: 

600 FOR n=l TO 10 
610 a=INT(RND*4)*li b=INT(RND«4)*l 
620 i !=rf(a>: r t (a)=r t (b) : r ! ( b )= i l 
630 NEXT A 
If you're working like this, youH need to store 

the correct answer as a stnng first of all, not a 
number, because which number goes with which 
string will get mixed up when you shuffle the 
questions around. 

Finally, the best way to remember which 
questions you got wrong would be to define an 
array - call it wrongS - and. every time you 
make a mistake, get the program to put the 
question in the array. You can then go back at 
the end and. on the basis of this array, print out 
all the questions which you got wrong Here's 
how you could do it: 

100 incorrect:*) "No urong answers so far" 
700 incorrect:incorrect»l "One nore wrong 
answer 
710 urongl(incorrect)=nl "Store the 
question 
1000 PRINT "You got these questions 
uronq:M V 



variable 'a'. You'll also need a variable cline, to 
store the current line of the program you're 
writing; start at 1000, say, and add 10 after 
each line. You can then output a DATA line of b 
bytes to an open file using the following: 

200 PRINII9, STRf(cline); • DATA " j 
210 FOR n=l TO b 
220 PRINTI9,"«";HEXI<PEEK<a*n-l)); 
230 IF n<b THEN PRINI»9,V; ELSE 
PRINTI9 
240 NEXT n 
250 cline=cline*10 

2 The basic principle of a sprite is that you read 
bytes from an area in memory and write them to 
the appropriate screen address. I could waste 
space by explaining exactly how to code a sprite 
routine, but instead I'll just refer you to Simon's 
recent article on exactly this subject in AA101. 
3 There's a special graphics mode known as 
XOR mode. This has the huge advantage that if 
you draw an object on the screen, drawing it 
again in the same place will erase it. To enter 
XOR mode. PRINT CHR$(23);CHRS(1); to turn it 
off, PRINT CHR$(23);CHR$(0);. 
4a You can't. The accumulator can only hold 
one number at a time. If you need to store more 
numbers than this, put them in a variables area 
somewhere in your program. 
4 b You need to open a file before you can do 
anything with it in machine code. To open a file 
for loading, load B with the length of the 
filename. HL with its address and DE with the 
address of a 2k area of memory that you won't 
mind getting messed up - the computer needs it 
to store data between getting it from the disc 
drive and you asking for i t Then CALL &BC77. 
Opening files for saving is the same, but you 
should CALL &8C8C instead. 

You can then read a byte in one at a time 
using CALL &BC80 (the byte is returned in the 
accumulator), or write the value A using CALL 
&BC95. If there's a problem with this (eg. the end 
of the file was reached), carry is false on return. 
Alternatively, if you load HL with an address. 
CALL &BC83 loads the whole file into memory 
from that address (the equivalent for saving 
memory is &BC98; HL must contain the start 
address, DE the length of the area in bytes, BC 
an entry address - this isn't essential - and A the 
file type, usually 2 for binary). Note that you can't 

mix &BC80 and &BC83, or &BC95 and &BC98. 
Finally, to close the file, use CALL &BC7A for 

an input file (loading) or &BC8F for an output file. 
4« More firmware calls - CALL &BB09 scans 
the keyboard to see if a key is pressed. If one is, 
carry is true and its ASCII value is in the 
accumulator. If not. carry is false, so you can 
skip to a bit of the program using jp nc.label. If 
you use CALL &B806, the computer waits 
around until a key is pressed, and then returns 
its value in the accumulator. 
4 d It depends how they've been connected to 
the computer. If you're using an input/output port 
connected to the expansion port, it should have 
come with appropriate instructions. If you're 
using the printer port, you can send the 
character in A to the port using CALL &BD31. 
4e Vector graphics are horribly difficult and 
complicated, and require oodles of programming 
skill and probably at least A-level Maths. Stick to 
something simpler unbl you're a more 
experienced programmer. 
5 There's one available, called Overscan 
(imaginatively enough), from a PD library near 
you R ichard 

^

U p g r a d i n g 

again 

I am thinking of upgrading 
my 464 Plus and would like 
to ask: 

1 Does a 64k RAM pack enlarge the range 
of software available? 
2 Is it more advisable to buy a 3-inch or 
3.5-inch disc drive, and can you 
recommend one? 
3 Can you recommend a cheap printer? 
4 What does a 40025 upgrade ROM do? 
5 Do you need a Wave Widget to connect 
these to my Plus machine? 
Stuart Neill, Belfast 

1010 FOR n=l TO incorrect 
1020 PRINT w r o n g f ( n ) ^ 
1030 NEXT n 

Hope this helps' R ichard 

How do I store the 
hexadecimal bytes of a 
certain section of the screen 

memory in BASIC DATA statements, so that 
1 can load tand save them with disc? 
2 How do I create graphics such as sprites 
in machine code? If I used a sprite designer 
to create the sprites, how would I use them 
in machine code (the sprite designer is 
written by me in BASIC)? 
3 If I want to write an art package, how do I 
clear the cursor? 
2 How do I do the following in machine code? 

a Store more than one number or value 
in the accumulator? 

b Load a file from tape or disc, like they 
do in multi-load games? ^ d 

C Check inputs from the joystick or the 
keyboard, and if there were no inputs, get the 
program to move onto the next command? 

d Operate five radio-controlled servo 
motors? The power will come from a power 
supply, and they are connected to the 
computer via an umbilical cord. 

e Make vector graphics? 
5 Do you know of a machine code 
overscan loader for use in BASIC programs? 
Kevin Long, Cumbria 

PI First of all, lefs check that 
you understand how screen 
memory works. Ttogtop-most 
pixel line of the streen is stored 
in 80 bytes, fr am &COOO. The 

next one down starts at &C8§0, and the 
progression then goes &DQOO. &D800, &E000. 
&E800, &F000, &F800. &C050. &C850.. and 
so on. Things change when the screen is 
scrolled, but we woof worry about that 

So. for question one. first of all you need to 
find the screen address of 

. _ i I I LLQ each line that you uttnt'to 

1 Yes - you can then run a 
wider range of games, and 

K n i f l ^ ^ l many more serious packages. 
B f l g p j ^ p H Remember, you don't need a 
^ B ^ ^ ^ ® RAM pack for a 464 Plus, as ft 
can be upgraded internally; we published a 
project recently to do exactly what you want 
(AA90 - back issues plugging Ed), or you can 
send your computer to Avatar or BTL for them to 
do it for you if you're a bit nervy about opening 
up your machine. 
2 it depends what you want to do. Commercial 
games and many utilities are only available on 3-
inch disc, but 3.5-inch discs are cheaper and you 

can get PD on them just as easily. It might 
• j be best to buy 3-inch first and then 

save for a second 3.5-inch drive. 
^ i t 3 We've always liked the Star LC 

s e r , e s ~ c u r r e n t c h e a P 
' o o j incarnation is the LC-20 - but the 

Cibzen ABC is a good new printer. 
4 Ifs for CPC 464 owners, so that 

^ H f l their machine has all the extra 
r t f c f commands of a 6128. The 464 Plus 

does anyway, so you don't need one. 
5 You'd need one for a RAM pack, 

^ J but not for anything else Richard ^ 

' 1 With issue 96 you gave I You need to write a short loader program to 
[v J ^ ^ ^ ^ L away a program called do this. Say that you want to load a picture called 

Sr * '^pf Screen Designer on the SCREEN from the tape and then run 
I . , ft c v. covertape. the next program, called GAME: 

^ When you save your 10 NODE 1 5 T " * 
* p i c t u r e and load it in 20 LOAD "!SCREEN",10000 

again, it stops after it loads 38 RUN "'GAME" 
in. Is there any way to keep loading and 2 QUCK.BOO is a collection of 
run another program after it? instruments which you can use in I 
2 With issue 92 you gave away your own tunes, to save you the 
BooTracker. There is a ftieon the tape hassle of designing them yourself, j 
called QUICK.BOO. When you try to load It It doesn't actually play a tune or J * 
into BooTracker it does nothing. Why is it anything like that R i cha rd j J W ] 
there and what does It do? „ 
David Cash, County Antrim l . • UJ» prabi* V ^ 
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have been 
content to 

wander past 
the same 

Fluffs levels has a 
distinct, unique feel to it. In the 

classic platform game style, there's an 
icy level, an industrial metallic zone and all the 
other clichgd zones, but we can't hold that 
against it - you're no more slippy on ice than you 
are on metal, so ifs nothing to Knock marks off 
(or put marks on) for - they're just graphics to 
liven up the levels a bit. 

New improved Fluff 
Fluff herself handles quite well (there aren't many 
times you can get away with saying 'she handles 
quite welT. but Fve managed well so far). As 
opposed to the preview version we saw. the new 
improved Fluff is fairfy heavy, and doesn't have the 
reluctance to get up to speed that she used to -
she's stiH got inertia, but it complements the game 
instead of getting m the way. 

The bad guys are all very straightforward, 
usually moving in a set pattern within a 
predefined area, so they're fairly easy to kill, 
using Fluff's spinning abilities to mash up even 
the hardest of pterodactyls. 

So Fluff tourneys through 12 scary, hostile 
levels, rescuing her four kiddies who repetitively 
run off at the start of each one. Level one should 
have been a quest for a playpen, and level two 
should have rewarded her with a padlock. We 
wouldn't need to play through the other 10.01 
course, such technology isn't available to our pink 
fluffy thing, and so she's destined to roam 10 more 
dangerous, torturous levels, rescuing her kids. 

The levels aren't all the same, though - there 
are the distinctive differences; some have 

Okay, we admit it We were hedging our I really have no idea what "churlish' means, so HI 

bets last month in the preview. We summarise; he decided that though the gameplay 
wanted to say we liked the game, but gets bogged down occasionally with programming 

we went out of our way to nit-ptck. just in case techniques, this is only what the consoles have 
what Radical finally produced didnt live up to the been doing for years, so that's okay, 
promise of the preview version of the game we Clur recognised an obvious potential in the 
saw All that's behind us now. though, as the long- game, but still worried 
awaited Fluff comes , B • tMmS\ I about a few elements 
under the reviewer's « - U f l l B & b ^ U a ^ ^ S V, that might get on her 
hammer over the next nerves when playing it. 

The game is all * picky little sod) had a 
about a pmk ball of fluff I f i l m I few reservations about 
called, funnily enough, . the movement of Huff, 
Fluff, who's trying to j / ^ * # g | p p and the smoothness of 
rescue her four children. . some of the Pluvonly. horizontal m * \ 1 animations The sequel 
scroller and ifs been ^ B B * S M H L m L t 0 t h e , a b u , o u s E l , t e ' 
billed (by the author) as b l l > . W B , P . «««'• namely Frontier. 
having the best gameplay t«.t »••!»• f l w H ** " (available on the PC 
ever on the CPC Ifs here and Amiga right now) is suffering the same 
things get difficult for Ffufi. If a game is going for a problem - its gameplay goes deeper than any 
title like, "best gameplay ever', ifd be wise to steer other game ever, but rt was presented about as 
clear of such extensively explored genres such as well as the Brit Awards. I then went into the 
the platform game. Still, there hasn't been a realms of propeller head comments, and picked 
perfect platform game yet (though Prehistonk on the programming. I feel sort of guilty for this 
came close), so Ifs still m with a chance. really, as apparently Rob Buckley then went and 

reprogrammed a largish chunk of the game. Has 
The power of the press It done him any good? 
In last month's preview. Clur. Dave and I afl had a When you first pick up the joystick and start 
chance to comment on what we thought of the playing. you'H notice immediately the attention to 
game so far Dave was, m his own words, churlish, detail. Whereas many other platformers would 

r "who* the »»•" «"» l» - one of her kiddie* 
then?" *oo»owh®». ond ho look* pleased to to* Ms mum. 



teteports. while others automatically scroll whether 
you like it or not But they all have the basic 
elements of Fluff - platforms, kiddies and lots of 

mould of most games for the CPC, Fluff is actually 
incredibly good fun. Ifs not faithful to any arcade 
ongmal, a poor second to a 16-txt version, or a 
classic game dragged from the mists of time. Ifs 
a platform game, and it's fun. Thafs all. 

Ifs incredibly lush to look at - everything is 
beautifully drawn, the scrollmg's smooth, the 
animation is wonderful (and Rob Buckley claims 
ifll be even better by the time it goes on sale), 
and things move too fast rather than too slowly. 

Acid sounds 
One part of the game thafs been added since we 
last saw it (other than ten of the levels) is the 
sound. There are no individual sound effects for 
either Fluff or the bad guys. 

Level three ' ' 
I « • « • ! complete 

" r t f r f t l o n icy 
than to normal musical i ! ! , f 0 r f ® , ! f a n d 

frozen h l ^ ^ M 
form, but ifs a decent * 
enough tune that thumps ^ v ^ P l 
jway m the background. f ^ E . ^ ^ J f c f t 

1 ^ 
with the preview version 
was speed - the game 
either ran too fast to cope with, or 
too slow to tolerate. The final version has definitely 
overcome this problem. There's no slowdown 
when the screen gets cluttered, and there's no 

boring wart for your little pink valkyne to get 

New material 
Whon programmers start going into the realms 
of pink balls of fluff, it has to moan that they're 
getting short of material to write games about. If 
anyone's thinking of writing a platform game, 
they might like to consider a few of tho following: 
© Sam Spade, the environmental game - "I 
really dig the earth, man" 
• Colander, in which tho player has to wash 
vegetables within a certain time limit, tho 
penalty being having to wash the damned thing 
aftorwards {sounds like you speak from bitter 
experience - Dave). 
• Mad Woman With Dog. In which you, playing 
the dog, have to jump on someone and tear their 
throat out with your teeth within the allotted time 
limit, that being the time it takes for the woman 
saying, "he just wants to play, you know". 
• Pro Tourist Sim. In which you havo to guide 
your character through the crowdod levels of a 
beautiful, historic city, stopping at exactly the 
right moment to make the people behind you 
panic, try to avoid bumping into you. and fall 
out into tho road. 

• 

• 1 1 
• 
• 
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Tbo lift* are often Hie only way you 
can roach certain parts o l Hie levels. 

S g ^ ^ j T ^ — r - up to speed. 
The level are 

; -there are secret 
. passages in 
» abundance on later 
| levels, along with 

conveyor belts, lakes 
with secrets in their 

of other goodies which 
I won't spoil by telling you about. One reason for 
making each level so different is to give the player 
a sense that they're getting somewhere: 

guises isnt going to cut i t Fluff doesn't even try to 
pull a fast one - every level has some 
distinguishing features. 

The waif is over 
My kingdom for a verdict. There are a few reasons 
why Tm loathe to give Fluff higher than, ooh-90 
per cent. First, there's a slight problem with the 
difficulty curve, because the second level sticks 
out as being too tncky. considering that level three 

A poor liHto worm, about to impale 
hiaisaH on Hie spike* (or vUa versa). 

s been done before, 
re's no real hook or 
an its speed and 

ftsvc fluff sofne powers wchjÎ  ti8vc ^ivcn 
tt»e game that extra spark of personality. 

And ifs a shame the game's Plus only, but 
thafs one of the reasons ifs so damned good; if 
the game had been written to run on all machines, 
it wouldn't run as fast or as well - it's Plus only, 

So Fluff is an impressive piece of coding that 

¥ i R D I € T 
FLUFF • RADICAL SOFTWARE 

081 8S6 8 4 0 2 • £TBA 

GRAPHICS 
It looks incredibly impressive -
great artwork, superb animation. 

SONICS 
No sound effects but a relatively 
thumping theme tune. 

GRAB FACTOR 
Doesn't so much grab you as push 
your face through tho monitor... 

S T A Y I N O P O W H R 
...And the odds are you won't pull 
It out again too soon. 

If you want well-drawn graphics, take a 
look a l that tree. Craftsmanship, Hi at Is. 
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f t 

On your marks, got sot, gol Loo I 
healthy specimens from Hio physical 
of tho soma of tho bast and worst CPC 

In an A-Z 
slmulatl 

( D o m a r k ) 
First class pool sim with all the rules and 
features ol the real thing The game is unique in 
that you don't control a cue of any kind; instead, 
you manoeuvre the table to the line that you wish 
the ball to take Once you have 
grasped the gameplay however, you 
arc confronted with an excellent 
game made even better by its 
budget price. 80% 

4 Most Super 
vpoirts (Alternative) 

Possibly the worst compilation of 
any sort ever with two bad 
games (Cricket International, 
Championship Sprint), one of the 
worst games ever on any 
format in any parallel dimension 
(Kentucky Racing) and one that 
doesn't load at all (US Basket 
Master). Avoid like Noel's House Party. 25% 

Gomes ( K i x x ) California 
Fun, fun. fun in the sun, sun. sun goes the song 
and this game has plenty of both. Take part in 
four events (foot bagging, surfing, roller skating 
and BMX freestyle) and try to earn loadsa points. 
Some of the events are wickedly hard so don't 
expect to pick it up straight away. Good value, 
though, as each event is a game in itself, 67% 

base HQ (Ocean) 
Maniac Porsche driving antics here, m what has 
to be the most graphically stunning and playable 
driving game ever on the CPC. Coupled with the 
novel feature of ramming the baddies into 
surrender, this one will certainly have you burning 
the midnight oil. 90% 

Continental Circus 
(Mastertronic) 
Now this is (even) more like it. Dnve your 
Formula 1 racing car around eight different 
tracks around the world, whilst trying to keep 
your car up with the rest in order to qualify. 
Excellent graphics but the gameplay is what 
makes this one really shine. Number one for 
driving fans 92% 

Daley Thompson's 
Decatliaion ( O c e a n ) 
This one was one of the first to appear of its kind 
on the CPC. and in its day. it kicked butt. You 

M a v 19Q4 A 

have to control Daley in all 10 of the Decathalon 
events (pole vaulting, swimming, javelin, running 
at various distances, something with weights 
and, er, some other things) and apart from the 
control method - waggling the Joystick until you 
either give yourself a hernia or the joystick 

breaks - it was, and still is. a 
good jaunt. 74% 

Hard Drivin' 
(Domarlc) 
Sports car frolics abound as 
you do your best to loop the 
loop and avoid crashing in 
this stunt track game with 
Freescape graphics The 
whole thing is very playable 
although the graphics look a bit 
dull at tomes. 75% 

Hi wn zrr a (Loriciel) 
Take control of a snow-bike in a race against 
time set in the snowy wastes of the Arctic. The 
bike is very easy to control, and there's a great 
feeling of speed. All in all. a good one for the 
collection. 73% 

International 3D Tennis 
(Palace) 
Amazingly real tennis sim where the players look 
like a pile of triangles, but don't let that put you 
off All the usual tennis features are here, but a 
kind of 'aftertouch' helps you to dip the ball away 
from your opponent at inopportune moments. 
Worth every penny. 81% 

j f e i m ' 9 0 (Virgin) 
Side-view soccer that pushes Italy 1990 close for 
the top spot of side view footie games. Average 
graphics but half-decent gameplay make this a 
must for any fan of this kind of game. 81% 

Italy 1 9 9 0 (Swper Sim Pock) 
Most soccer pundits viewed this as the ultimate soccer game of all tome, 
but does it cut it with the best of them now? Why. 
golly hatstands it certainly does, and what's I j y ^ m m » 
more, for a game that's four years old, nothing I H m f g m A 
has ever really come close to it. Hair-raising y ^ J 
overhead/side view action which is made even 
more enjoyable by the excellent graphics and 
smooth scrolling. Not to be missed, and a — 
bargain on this particular compilation. 89% 

©K rkklkays (Accolade) 
Easily the best golf sim around today, it offers 
great graphics and gameplay, and the in-game 
controls are a pleasure to use. Definitely one for 
the connoisseur. 89% 

Janadhir Khan Squash 
(Gremlin) 
Slowish rendition of the closed court classic with 
average graphics, average 
sound and average 
gameplay. Average 
really. 
Yawn. 70% 

K < i n n y 

Dal r̂  ill 
Soccer 
Match 
(Impressions) 
Oh, dear. Oh, dearie 
me. KDSM is a sid* 
view affair where you 
get the chance to play 
as the red team 
(Liverpool) or as the blue team (user definable). 

The game never 
impresses as the 
players on both sides 
are near identical 

colours 
(quite a 
feat when 
they play in 
different 
coloured 
shirts but 
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Lineker Collection (Kixx) 
This is a collection of four games, three 
being proper 'foobe' games and the other 
being a pointless joystick-waggling, sit up 
and press-up training session. Apart from 
that, the games are pretty good with 
Lineker's Hot Shot being the bargain of 
this overhead-view footie pack. 73% 

Manchester United 
Europe ( K H s a l l s ) 
'Ooh ah, Cantona. ooh ah, Cantona." goes 
the chant for the non-Man Utd supporters 
among us. and its definitely an, "ooh ah' for 
Man Utd Europe with its excellent overhead 
graphics and slick gameplay. You get the 
chance to play in any of the competitions in 
Europe currently operating, and 
this adds a lot more ,. 
variety to an already \8jfl fifc 
brilliant game. A \ iW' 
Shame about the ^ 
treble, though 73% * \ ^ j ? 

Triple failuros - hah! * 

And now wo come to awards timo folks, and 
aftor a photo finish, hero are fho results... 

Gold Medal 
Italy 1990 - This ono was no 
competition really. If you don't already 
have it, what are you playing at?. 
Silver Meda l 
International 3D Tennis - You'll need 

1 time to get to grips with this ono but 
| persevere, we promise you. it's well 
I worth the effort. 
I Bronx© Medal 
I Jack Nlcklaus Golf - Brilliant. 

> innovative, addictive. Got It. now. 

believe me it's true), and coupled with the awful 
Spectrum-style graphics, this one is to missed at 
all costs. 33% 

K ( A n c o ) 
An overhead soccer game that seemed to be the 
bees knees at the time, but fortunately, many 
better games have appeared since then. Still 
very fast, though, and one to pick up if you find it 
on a compilation. 78% 

I0kk Off* (Anco) 
Anco decided to put all of the glitches in KOl's 

graphics right in Kick Ofi 

i — - * . J * twcK>layer 
B ^ ^ . J ^ B p - ^ f f mode. 

J ** Definitely one 
\ . . r of th<* better 

» C ^ L t • J ( football stms 
~ around. 86% 

(Gremlin) 
Excellent action in l 3 l | l 
one-player mode, but 
the game comes into 
its own with the 
amazing split-screen 
two-player option. Battle ^r 
it out with a mate or an 
imaginary friend in the 
ultimate competitive racing game on the CPC at 
the moment. Amazing stuff. 93% 

counts. All the usual tennis sU 
present, though, making this 

all bad offering. 86% 

(Ubi SoH\ S 
Brilliant graphics make this one of the better 
tennis sims available. Perhaps not as playable as 
International 30 Tennis, but this one feels a 
whole lot more realistic to play. Good one for the 
would be Lendls and Beckers among you 72% 

(Kixx) 
This compilation consists of Summer Games. 

Summer Games 2, 
I j l M f f t l The Games -

V The Games - Winter 

Games All of these 
^ i f g w contain accurate 

renditions of all the 
^ events in the summer 

v m and winter Olympics. 
On the whole the 

t^^KK^^w/ games are quite good 
but prepare for more 
than one or two 
horrors among them. 
For sheer quantity, you 
can't fault this. 63% 

Qucvttro Power 
( C o d e m a s t e r s ) 
Value-packed action once again as the Codies 
team up Twin Turbo V8 (very good scrolling 
racer), Pro Powerboat Sim (good beatthe<lock-
and baddies racer), ATV Sim (reviewed 
elsewhere) and Moto X (good motorbike scroller 
- can anybody get past the first obstacle?) on yet 
another four-game pack. As with all the Quaftro 
packs, value for money abounds. You won't be 
disappointed here 81% 

Qwtstteo Roeers 
( C o d e m a s t e r s ) 
Another super value pack featuring 8MX 2 Sim 
(BMX obstacle racing), Championship Jet Ski 

W i • ( C o d e M a s t e r s ) 
Mountain Bike 500 aims 
to cash in on the craze of 

the 90s and fails spectacularly Onfrcolour, 
Spectrum-style graphics and a horrendous 
control method destines this game to holding up 
rickety tables everywhere. 43% 

( E n c o r e ) 
Whilst playing as well as Pro 

%j| Tennis or International 3D 
E H Tennis, you tend to teel let 

down somewhat by the 
B W awful Spectrum graphics 
f l H in this game. The 
S y f r gameplay doesn't 

m suffer, though, and 
frStl that's what really 

Worst of tho worst time now. so ploase no 
lottors saying that those are tho bost sport 
games over, okay...? 

Woorftn Spoon 
Trevor Brooking WCG - Footy management 

at Hs worst with nothing to 
distinguish this from a BASIC 
program. Dire. 

W Mountain Hikp >00 - Absolutely 
W hopoless gamoplay and graphics 

V, mako this award woll deserved. 
Tollot Roll Spoon 

v Konny DalgUth SM - Nothing at all 
C^j f worthy of discussion hero. Bin it. 
tf} < Thon burn it. Then stab it. Then eat 

it. Just never, ever play it. Ever. 

M«w 1 99* A M S T R A D 



S P O R T S R E V I E W 

1 The Highland Games 
2 Jack Charlton's Fly Fishing 
3 Curling 
•t Tho Graham Taylor Football 
Mis-Management Sim. 
5 Tho Pro Coronation Stroot Dominoes 
Simulator (from CodoMastcrs, natch) 
6 Synchronised swimming 
7 Comeback - tho Official Frank Bruno 
Boxing Sim (In which all the opponents are 
overweight and incredibly easy to bea f j 
V Tho Take That Shoot ing Gallery 
9 International Barebacked Camel Racing 
1 0 Nigel ManseWt World Championship 

World Class Leaderboard 
(*pyx) 
Excellent gameplay makes up for the pretty poor 
graphics in this offering, The game is very easy 
to get into, and it also has a host of playing 
styles to test your expertise. Could do with more 
than just four courses, though. 76% 

World Class Rugby 
(Audiogenic) 
WCR is one heck of a playable game All 
the rules of the oddly-shaped balls club are 
included, and the playing speed of the 
game can only be likened to Kick Off 2 on 
acid. Some may find the rules and whatnot 
a bit 
daunting, 
but if you 
persevere 
with it. 
a whole 
lot of fun 
will entail. 
87% 

Wacky Darts (Codemasters) 
Like all computer dart games, this one features a 
floating hand that is always on the move across 
the board. Your job is to stop the hand in the right 
place so that it throws the dart where you want it 
to go (treble 20 usually until you get to the 
doubles). This game vanes on Jocky Wilson in 
that it has various funny comic interludes. 
Good value because it's available on the f l T I w 
Quattro Fantastic pack 85% ^ 

Baseball 
(Hit Squad) 
A quite simply stunning 
baseball sim that 
strangely seems to 
be the sequel to a 
game that never 
existed. Even if you j 
don't think you like ' 
baseball, or 
sports sims, 
check this one 
out 90% 

W W F (Ocean) 
Anotfier fine conversion here with its massive sprites 
and ultra slick animation. Get to fight (or be) Hulk 
Hogan, British Bulldog or the Ultimate Warrior. A lot 
of moves are available, and it doesn't take long to 

master the more important ones. The game gets 
infinitely better in two-player mode with the action 

getting a bit too physical m places. 90% 

(water circuit racing), ATV Simulator (dirt bike 
stunt racing) and BMX Freestyle (BMX racing 
again). All of these are quite playable, although 
none really shine. 67% 

Quottro Skills (Codemasters) 
Yet another ingeniously^iamed pack of four 
games containing Pro Skateboard Sim (average 
ride around the course game with the exciting 
twist that you're on a skateboard). International 
Rugby Sim (quite good rendition of the sport, if 
not a bit hard to control). 11 A Side Soccer Sim 
(slow-moving overhead jobbie, with more rules 
than you can shake a stick at) and Pro Tennis 
Sim (easy to pick up. but unfortunately, even 
easier to put down). As usual, for the budget 
price, who cares about one bad game? 78% 

(Codemasters) 
Grand Prix Sim. Pro Ski Sim, Pro Snooker Sim 
and BMX Sim are all included on this excellent 
value-for-money pack. None of the games are 
outstanding, but all warrant an average rating of 
70 per cent. Give it a whirl 70% 

amount of 
time it takes 
the crane to 
get you back 
on course 
after you've 
fallen off. but 
ifs a top 
game nonetheless and should be a part of the 
collection of any self-respecting speed freak 
among you. 96% 

Supertrux Publisher (illta) 
'Breaker Breaker, one niner. there's a bear on 
your tail.' is one of the things that you might think 
better of saying out loud while playing this game. 
You take control of a juggernaut and you have to 
dodge, ram and out speed all manner of 
obstacles and other computer cars in order to 
reach the end of the race. Detailed backdrops 
help the gameplay, and the control of the 
juggernaut is superb. One to look out for 63% 

Toyota Cellca GT (Gremlin) 
This game gives you an inside the cockpit view, 
with a decent 'hands-on wheel' steering system 
that adds a bit of realism to an otherwise poor 

game. The handling is atrocious and 
you'll find yourselves, 

more often than 
not, taking a trip 
down the 

embankment. 
Don't bother 79% 

Rad Ramp Racer 
(Mastertronic) 
Take control of either a skateboard or a BMX and 
use your chosen implement to hurtle over a 
series of jumps and ramps to try and secure 
points. The more showy the jump, the better the 
points. It also features a split-screen two-player 
mode that enliances the gameplay. Decent 
graphics and sound bring this game to a slightly-
better than-average-buUiot-so^nuch-as-you'd-
noticeunlessyoowere-conducting-saentific-
bench-tests rating. 58% 

(Ubi Soft) 
Ice hockey fans are welkatered for here in this 
futuristic sim. All the features of the real game 
(punching, fighting, blatant fouls) are present and 
the graphics are just as good. One to get. 80% 

Stunt Car Racer 
(Microstyle) 
A wild rollercoaster trip in a sand buggy 
around a nightmare stunt course. The 
innovative 3D graphics make this game shine 
out from the rest Control is excellent and the 
races are well contested, while not being too 
hard to complete There's a slight niggle with the 

Trevor 
Brooking'* 
World Cup 

i 'Oii 'V 
(Challenge) 

Excruciating, extremely 
boring text-only (it sounds 
bad already, doesn't it?) 
management game with 
no redeeming features to 
mention. So I won't. A 
right load of old tat. Even 
text adventure fans 
rightly loathe it with 
vehemence 40% 

1 0 spor ts sims 
t h e w o r l d is 

w a i t i n g f o r— 
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CHUCKIE EGG 2 

G A M E S T I P S 

OLUE AND USSA 

LORDS OF CHAOS 

game you should go up to the flashing light and 
get as close to it as you can. 

When the light is green, shoot it to reveal an 
extra life. Repeat this on each light and then kill 
yourself at the next baddie. 

Repeat the whole sequence again for as 
many lives as you could possibly want. 

Multiface Poke 
67C2,xx xx=Num Of Lives 

Marauder 
Stepping up on the rostrum now is the lovely 
Chris Parker from Edgefield in Norfolk, with 
what he describes as a 'great cheat' for 
Hewson's Marauder. 

Chns suggests that at the beginning of the 

BBDD 5- 'This-wonderfu l -Lords-of-Chaos-Wizard-

designer 

OAML 6- 'was-wr i t ten-by-Dav id-Hood-(Disc*vers i 

on) 
BAIF 10•NODE • 2 

EALH 20-DIN-spe l l t (46) 

CANL 30-C0SUB•180 

CAHO 40-C0SUB•1430 

JANA 50-nana:M000;1 eve 1:A4001:aj>-A402F 

IACL 60•stan:J4031:con:A4032:con:«4033 

FAPP 70-defen:*4O34:iir=4403S 

BAPP 80-MODE*£ 

EACJ 90 • PRINT-"E-Ed i t " 

EALH 100-PRINT-"L —Load" 

EACP 110•PRIHT•"S•-•S* 

CAAE 120 PRINT 

FAJN 130-INPUT*"Choose*;al 

CAPC 14O-IF-al:"e"-THENGOTO-440 

CAHD 150IFa«=M-THEHG0T0-280 

CAAE 160-IF-al:"s"-THEN-COTO'36O 

CAFK 170-COTO-130 

DANN 180-KEH0RY-43FFF 

FALC 190-DATA-21,00,80,0e,CI,16 

CAFE 2QO-DATA-01,le.OO,df,Od,bf 

FAJC 210DATA'c9,3c,c0,O7,OO 

FAAH 220 • FOR-xUBFOO • TO•IBE10 

CABP 230 READ-al:P0KE-x,VAL("r*al> 

BAFP 240-NEXT 

CAHJ 250'RETURN 

BAPP 260''LOAD 

BALJ 270 CLS 

DAEC 280-C0SUB-1450 

HAIC 290•INPUT•"Nunber";track 

FAPX 30O' t rack: t rack*19 

M. M . I •. 
Always glad to be of service, your beloved AA 
once again helps out a gamer in distress. Arthur 
Scott of Ince in Wigan wrote in with a heart-
rending plea for any pokes for that age-old 
platformer. Chuckie Egg 2. He goes on to 
suggest that this is perhaps one game that has 
beaten the poking minds of AA over the years. 

Well, fear no more, Arthur, you can now 
have as many lives as you want with this poke 
dedicated to you. 
HA0B 100>'Chuckie-E99-2-Cheat 

I ABC 110»'Uritt*n»B(j>Lee'Rouane 

CAEN 120- 'For -Ar thur 'Sco t t 

IAPC 130 • 'Pick-A-Choose-tiers ion 

AANN 140 

IACK 150-DATA-21,1F,BF,U,00,01,CD,11,BF,3E,FF 

IAPJ 16O'DATA'32,C2,67,CD,C0,8S,06,OD,DS,CD,77 

IAP0 170-DATA-BC,E1,CD,83,BC,CD,7A,BC,C9,43,48 

IAAD 180'DATA'5S,43,4B,49,45,20,4S,47,4?,2O,32 

IAED 190•DATA•20,43,48,55,43,4B,49,45,20,45,47 

IANB 200-DATA-47,20,32,20,28,40,43,52,20,46,45 

IAPA 210'DATA-42,20,39,34,29,20,20,39,34,29,20 

CAPN 220-DATALCR 

EAFF 230*chk:0:x:«BFOO 

JAPE 240•READ•aI:IF - aI:"LCR"•THEN•270•ELSE•250 

GABD 250-atVAL("«"*al) :P0KE'X,a 

HAJN 260'X=X*11chk=chk*a sCOTO•240 

HAJI 270• IF • chkOi lASD • THEN C0I0• 350 

FAPH 288•CALL• ABC02:NODE•1:CLS 

DACL 29O-addr=*BF0A 

KAIL 300-INPUT"Huft«0f 'L ives-<NAX'25S)'? '" , l iv 

IACC 310'IF*l iv<0'OR'Iiv>25S-THEN-300 

FAJC 320-nuAl :HEXI( l iv ,2) 

HAJA 330• POKE-addr,UALC4"»nunl) 

DABA 340-CALL-4BF00 

KANN 350-PRINT•"Data-Error 'Old'Bean-.. .N ;END 

All you Ollie & Lissa fans can now rejoice, 
thanks to David Cash from Lame in County 
Antrim. If you find that the levels in this game 
are just too hard, then follow David's advice by 
holding down the keys Z and SHIR whilst 
playing the game, to skip a level. 

David also informs us that if you find 
yourself missing an earlier level, then holding 
the keys X, C, U, B, N, U, < and SHIR will 
enable you to decrease levels. Cheers for those 
David, keep em coming lad. 

We've got a real treat now for all those Lords 
Of Chaos tans out there, and judging by the 
massive amount of letters we receive every 
month about this game, there are hundreds and 
hundreds of you. 

What better to tickle your fancy than an 
excellent, comprehensive wizard designer, 
courtesy of David Hood. Let's all give David a 
round of applause for the work that has gone 
into this little lot... 



Effect 
Infinite oxygen 

Infinite lives 
Removes ghosts 

Infinite lives 
Stops clock 

Game 
Everyone's A Welly 
Xarq 
Aftermath 
Xc el 

IMVTHOS 

G A M E S T I P S 

UN SQUADRON 
Here we gowith an an-purpose flaying guide for 
t h ^ graqhlylly-stunnflg blast- emup, UAU 
Sqoadron R (Rambo?. Raspberry?) Hotchkiss of 
Wooos>de in Telford reveals a l l -

Level 1: rating - easy 
Even beginners will find tfc&Jeve auite s moie. 
Blast everything that moves. The tanks and small 
launchers only need cannon fire, but beware of 
attack from above, and helicopters - they blend 
into the scenery well. Use your special weapon fen 
the launcher at the end. Shoot the missile turret 
and not the vehicle it's attached to. The mam 
weapons are missiles and the homing rocket. 
Shoot the rocke^nd avoid the missiles. 

Level 2: rating - quite easy 
As on the first leveL-shoot anything that moves, but 
beware of aircraft that come from behind you. 
Keep left and centre. The four green bombers 
before the stealth can be shot wth homing _ 
missiles, but cannon fire does the «ob just as wen. 
The stealth bomber, however, can't be shot with 
homing missiles, as the n&aiiKbriefing 
oefore you star^ The rrcssfes home Won the small 
decoys that tfie bomber f * l s behind. Tne tnck is 
to start fir.ng b e ^ e it even appears. The last 
gree« bomber appears at the bottom, then you 

know that the stealth bomber willl be arriving at the 
top^o wait nght at t ie top almost out of sight anc 
keep youn^nnon oiasttag. The bomber wit fly 

<rto me stream of fire Guide your cannon fire 
v.-.thlhi bomber and it will blow up. If it fires, take 
evasive action. The missiles can trap you in a 
scatter of decoys which also sap your energy. 

Level 3: rating - tricky 
Keep low and keeo finng. Watch out for mines if 
you're high up. as they're can't be destroyed. And 
watch out for the blue planes coming from behind 
- they fire loads of bullets and have no mercy. Use 
anv special weapons, and wheiyte second set of 
mines come on. the fortress is^t far'away. Just 
pop up and start firing every last weapon you've 
got. The turrets aren t a big threat, but keep on 
nailing them wgft your special weapon until they 
c You tin go right across ana turn 
around - don t panic. m ^ — r T ~ r f T " ! 
though, as you just ! \ n M ] U 
going m for another PS'W. - U | | U i j u ' 
sweep. Two sweeps is $ . l u a S 
IgiaRy enough. Hint V " ^ . 
use your special weapon Jcapc 
when two or more I V , 
turrets have scrolled into 1 J r .f 
view, then release the 1 * V s * 
weapon m streams until it 1 „ _ Wa l ' —- a1l pilot* " " decides to destruct. A* n r c * 

Level 4* rating - very tricky 
This level will make short work pf you if you don't 
watch your tall: Enemies sneak up behind and their 
bullets flow like water. Use special weapon? 

with continuous fire, but the bombs-do the jgd 
f&ste/. Watch out for small QQDCBBff and 
helicopters because they blend into, the scenery. 
When the enemies stop coming, get to the top left 
and wait for the blue land launcher to apoear. then 
go to work with the bombs. You'll see flashing red 
squares that indicate a Nt - a«m for these. The big 
gun is the m o s f l S W T O i t ? M B 
the whole kifn'boodle goes KABLOOEY. 

Level 5: 
rating - difficult 
Don't go too low because the 
iag$ed./ocks will make short 
work of you. Shoot everything 

I and watch out for attacks from 
1 the rear. If possible buy the 
I l&way gun. it takes care of all 
1 rear attacks. The tall 
•1 rrxHintasis can be shot and 
J destroyed. The big planes 
3 that come up from the 

FAJB 700 PRIHT"PEEK<co«) 
CADB 710 PRINI-"?..Defence"; 
FAON 728•PRINT*PEEK(defen) 
KALG 738 PRINT-"8.'Magical-resistance"; 
EANL 748'PRINT-PEEK(w) 
EAON 7SO-PRIHT-,,9. •Exit" 
CAKE 780 PRINT 
FAAL 770*INPUT'"Choose";b 
JAPN 788-ON-b-GOSUB-818,840,878,980,938,968,9 

98,1020 
EAAF 790•IF <b=9•THEN-460 
CA0K 800-GOTO-580 
CANC 818-INPUT-"Nana•(1-258)";a 

Don't panic if you're new to listings. There's a 
full explanation of how to type in the darned 
things and what the four-letter codes at the 
beginning of each line mean in the Type-Ins 
section which starts on page 28. 

Relatively few Multiface Pokes this month, but dont worry bocause 
bouncing back with a vengeance next Issue. Peter Curgenven Is our lone 
poker this month If you want to impreia tho nation with your poking prowess. 

Format Poke, Address 
Tape 81 El 
Disc 2BE4.C9 
Tape 8AB2.FF 
Tape 33A4.00 

4C2A.00 

Effect 
Infinite lives 

Infinite weapons 
Infinite ammo 

Infinite shuttles 
Stops timer 

ir L L L c I I L 

Future Publishing. 30 Monmouth Street, Bat 
something big (but then again, moybo not). 

• M i Action, " ' T T J " 
BA1 2BW. K could tho ctart of 

Game Format Poke. Addross 
3DC Tape 290E.OO 
Dragons Tape 6465,00 
Haunted Hedges Tape 8727,00 
Subterranean Stryker Tape 7036.30 
Captain America Tape 9020,30 

DAAA 
BAFP 
CAJH 
CAPA 
fiBHA 

JAKA 
EAOP 
MAP 
FAJF 
DAAA 
CAIH 
CAFA 
PACO 

338-CALL-ABF80 
340*14=1 
350-GOTO-80 
380-'SAVE 
370'IF.ld:0-THEN-PRINT• 
CALL•ABB18:GOTO•50• 
380-
390'IF-alOV'IHEN'8O 
400'POKE'ABF0D,13F 
410'POKE ABF06,track 
420-CALL'IBF00 
430-GOTO-80 
440-'EDIT 
4S0•IF -ld:0•THEN•PRINT• 

'Nothing-loaded" 

Ht 

"Nothing-loaded": 

CALL'ABB18:GOIO'SO 
BANJ 460-CLS 
DACN 478-CLEAR-INPUT 
CAK0 488•PRINT•"C•--Character" 
FAB0 498-PRlNT-"S--'Spells" 
EACP 500• PRINT• "E—Exit" 
CADG 518-PRINT-
FANN S20•INPUT-"Choose";al 
GACA 538-IF'al:Me"-IHEN-GCI0-80 
GACD 540•IF-al:"c"-THEN-GOTO-580 
GAAH 550•IF-al="s"'THEN-GOTO-1050 
CALK 560-GOTO-520 
DAAH 578-'CHARACTER 
BAPJ 588-CLS 
EACO 598'PRINT•"1.-Nana"; 
FAGH 680-PRINT'PEEK(eana) 
FALF 610-PRINT-"2,-Level"; 
FADP 620-PRINT'PEEK<ievel) 
IABI 630-PRINT-"3.-Action-points"; 
EA0K 840-PRINT-PEEK(ap) 
GACD 6S0-PRINT-"4.-Staaina"; 
FAEJ 660-PRINT-PEEK(stan) 
IAPH 6?0-PRINI."S.-Constitution"; 
FABC 888-PRINT-PEEK(con) 
FAFN 698-PRINT-"6.-Conbat"; 



Poking the multifface way 
1 Make sure you've got a Multiface plugged Into 
the back of your CPC - It helps. 
2 Load the game as normal. 
3 Press the RED button on the Multiface. 
4 Press T for tool. 
5 Press to select the code. 
6 Press 'H' for hexadecimal input. 

7 Press SPACE for input 
8 Type In the address (ie. 3A7C). 
9 Typo in tho POKE (ie. A7). 
1 O Press RETURN. 
1 1 If there's more than one poke go back to seven. 
1 2 Press ESC to get back to the menu. 
1 3 Press R to return to the game. 

RAGON,PIXIE 
1330 DATA -DMARF,GOBLIN,TROLL,GIANI,CENTA 
UR,UNICORN 
1340-DATA-PEGASAS,GRYPHON,ELEPHANI.GORIL 
LA,LION,BEAR 
1350-DATA'CROCODILE,CIANT*BAT,HARPV,CIAN 
T-SPIDER,ZOMBIE 
1360•DATA•GHOST,VANPIRE,SPECTRE,DEMON,ST 
RENCTH-POTION 
1370-DATA-P0TECTI0N-P0II0N,INUISIBILIIY-
POTION,SPEED-POTION 
1380•DATA•FLYING•POTION,SUPER•POTION.HEA 
LING-POTION 
1390 DATA-MAGIC-FLAME,G00EY-BLOB,TANGLE-
UINE,FLOOD 
1400 DATA-ENCHANT,SUBVERSION.CURSE.MAGIC 
•ATTACK 
1410'DATA'NAGIC-BOLT,MAGIC'LIGHTNING,TEL 
EP0RT,MAGIC-EYE 
1420'DATA'NAGIC*SHIELD 
1430'F0R'n:l'T0'45:READ'Spelll(n):NEXT:R 
ETURN 
1440-'Directory 
14S0-PRINT-"Please-insert-disc-in-drive• 
and-press-any-key!" 
1460'CALL >ABB18 
1478 CALL ABF00 
1480'k=A8033 
14 90•FOR•n=i•TO•28 
1500-PRINT-n; 
lS10-F0R-x:l-T0-12 
1520•arPEEK<k) 
1538•PRINT-CHRS <a>; 
1540 k :k* l 
1550-NEXT 
1560-PRINT"-" 
1570-NEXT 
1S80'P0XE4BF02,A40 
1590-RETURN 

bottom of the scr tricky because they fly 
k ^ and attacking them from behind is risky. The 
16-way gun is useful here, either that or Greg m , 
Bates and his faithful A-IO. The big helicopter-like 
bonder is easy to destroy providing you steer 
clear of its bullets. Ignore the bit m the briefing 
about the fighter itjs carrymg - it never appears.: -

Level 6: rating -
extremely'difficult 
Rear attacks, vertical attacks and attacks from 
above are common. When the blue planes come 
from the bottom by the rocks, drop a couple of 
bombs and fire your cannons at 'em. The 
launchers are the most deadly in this level as they 
fire when you come past the rocks leaving you 
imited room to dodge. When the mam cave splits 
into three take the the top or bottom route. If you 
choose the middle, watch out for rear attacks. 
Keep firing and destroying until the caves form 
into one again. Two missile grids need bombing, 
then it's on to the launcher (as in level four). 

Level 7: rating - difficult 
If possible buy homing missiles and a shield. Use 
the homing weapons on the ground targets and 
shoot everything on screen. When the B-52's 
flock in use homing missiles. Watch out for Blue 
planes. After the streams of B-52s, the big 
bomber arrives. If you choose to use the homing 

EADD 820-POKE-nana,a 
CAD 830-RETURN 
CAGE 840-INPUT-"Level-<l-3)";a 
EABL 850-POKE-level,a 
CA0J 860 RETURN 
IAKG 870-INPUT-"Action-points";a 
DANG 880-P0KE'«p,a 
CABK 890-RETURN 
GAGB 900-INPUT-"Stanwa"ja 
EALE 910'P0KE-stan,a 
CALJ 920 RETURN 
IAPF 930•INPUT•"Const i tut ion";a 
DAJN 940-POKE-con,a 
CAOJ 950-RETURN 
FAFK 960- INPUT•"Conbaf;i 
DALN 970-POKE-con,a 
CABK 980-RETURN 
FAMP 990'INPUT-"Defence";a 
EAPL 1000-P0KE'defen,a 
CACM 1010 RETURN 
KACH 1020 INPUT-"Magical-resistance",-a 
DAPJ 1038•POKE-nr,a 
CAFM 1040-RETURN 
CAA0 1050-'SPELLS 
BAJN 1050-CLS 
CAPH lO70-n:44OO2 
BAIL 1088 *a=l 
DABF 1090-LOCATE-1,2 

missile then get right beAd it, as it's equipped 
with aimissile jammer .-.nich cause your homers 
to fly nght across the scfeen,otherwise! The two 
Mirage fighters escorting the bomber aren t a 

.major threat as they have no weapons. 

Level 8: rating - difficult 
The three boats fire missiles and when you re 
already surrounded by blue fighters ifs almost 
"impossible to get out without losing energy. 
After constant attack from the air a big surprise 
is waiting. Drop six bombs on it and watch it 
blow. The battleship, however, needs more 
attention. Bomb the guns and everything that 
flashes red. After the first two guns keep the 
cannon on the ship to blow it up. 

Level 9: voting - hard 
If you have enough money, buy Big Boys. The 
things on the rails need four Big Boy bombs 
before they destruct. If you don'Lkill them quickly 
they'll fire deadly missiles. When 
the mines appear, keep low but not 
too low. Shoot the launchers and 
bomb the train launcher. The big 
gun at the end is a problem but if 
you leave your plane between the 
missiles* firmg hne youH be able 
to shoot undisturbed until the 
whole thing blows up. 

Level 1 Or r a t i n g — dr f f icultish 
Time to do battle with the flying fortress. First, 
shoot the top-most engine then the scroll will take 
you up and right along the back of the aircraft. 
Two huge guns fire at you but your special —> 
weapon will be enough to destroy them. Further 
right small launchers fire at you; they take some 
destroying. At the front of the fortress more guns 
and launchers are hidden in some tight places so 
use your cannon on these. Beneath the plane 
flying left, a small and a large gun fire at you. The 
smaller one is difficult to hit but the larger one 
destructs when the special weapon is fired. 

When you're coming underneath the plane on 
your way back'to where you started, fly to your 
left otherwise you'll be crushed. Finally, blow up 
the remaining launchers and engines, and then the 
last battle is against the centre circle thmgie that 
fires at you with missiles. This is not a problem if 
you have a special weapon left, in which case you 
return home the conquering hero. 

G A M E S T I P S 

FAPB 
DAJE 
GAFP 

DALE 
FAEM 
DANG 
FAKC 
FAIC 
FAGC 
FAEC 
FAJB 
FAHB 
FAFB 
FADB 
EAB0 
DANA 
MANN 

NABB 

NAMN 

0AHD 

GAHE 
DAHA 
NAGC 

1100'PRINT-"E-Exit" 
1110'LOCATE<1,1 
1120-PRINT-" 

i 

1130-L0CATE-1,1 
U40PRINT'Spelll(a)j 
1150<d=PEEK(n) 
1160-IF-d:l88-THEN-x=8 
1170-IF d:177-THEN-x=7 
U60-IF'd:466'THEN'X:6 
119Q-IF'd:4SS'THEN'X=S 
1200•IF-d =444 - THEN-x=4 
1210-IF-d=433-THEN-x=3 
1220-IF'd:122THEN'X=2 
1230-IF'd=lll'THEN-x:l 
1240'IF'd=*8-THEN-x=8 
1258-PRINT-X 
126O'IF-INKEY(0)^-ANDa>l'THEN-ara-l:n: 

iCOTO-1118• 
1278•IF•INKEV<2)=0-AND•a<45•THEN a=a»l:n 
=n»l:GOIO'1110' 
1280•IF•INKEY(8):Q•AND-d>l'THEN-d:d-17:P 
0KE-n,d:G0T0-1110 
1290•IF•INKEY(1)=0'AND-d<A88-THEN-d:d*17 
:P0KE-n,d:G0T0'1118 
1300•IF•INKEV < 58)=0•THEN•460 
1310-GOTO*1260 
1320•DATA•GOLD•DRAGON,GREEN•DRAGON,RED•D 
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NANF 

NAAN 

0AFH 

0A0F 

ABNC 

NAJL 

NAEN 

NAPG 

0A0E 

FALF 
NADC 

EAFM 
DBAH 

DAKD 
DAGD 
CAJI 
EAGB 
D AMI' 
EAXB 
DAHG 
EAEI 
CAJF 
CAKC 
CANN 
CAMC 
EADA 
CAPM 



Bargains galore and much, much more in the CPC second-hand 
superstore. Or, in other words, here are the small ads... 

For sa le 

Home-crown machine code games from tfratejjy to 
StoOMmtct Good cap i i r t mxl tfayahiey £2 9 9 p k » d t h 
or £4 99 For rtotnoOoo wind SAl to K e w Hcywood, 18 
Setter A v w Banbury, Qu» OA 16 /OW 
Amttred CPC464 computer jyeen vawrn morator 
joyttek. users manual and garnet y g c l i O T e l 0353 
8 6 1 7 2 8 I M 
Amttrad CJ>C 6128 ccku monitor. dnh dnw. mirutl. 
many unmet mtJudr* Street fighter. Nigef M.r GP. 
Joyttck. home accounts. clp art, tyttem cVvfc* and mugs 
1100 t̂ 03»J4M17. 
Anutrad CPC4G4 «*th cctour mower. DO»->c*Ne meg--
itUMacc ditk and tape *rftwariOl«"*>. Goodcondftm ari l 
wahal manuals 1150 ono Man 061 797840? 
Amttred CPC6128 - i th n u m . * M t 70 games. 40 tftty 
C 0 « r * m and 20 other program M garnet t raad and r 
mr t ccndbon, ow» 30 mags $450 ano Tel 0746 834295 
Amstrad 6128 <ii* <Tvr, cotour mortfty, joytbth, game-
• i t Star LC2410 p r r t n Al vgc and *K t i200> Cal Cokn or 
Joyce- 0621 859706 t i w i l 
Amttrad CPC464. colour mentor. p y i t K i w w 10 
garnet and garnet tack. 4 AA % with tapet. menu* £ ISO 
1H 0384 891833 ISal A Soi nrf> Oehwm 47pml 
16 Classic | « n f i tot sale r t iuOny Wabal. «VOnd»rt>oy. 
f-er«W> frrddy Only 125 nc P.P (UK onf,l Carolr* -
0222628208 
Amitrad 464 - i th mon* r . d i h d i w and « * » £200 of 
ioftwwe lor r * t £1501 conwh* totang T i t 0243 
543292 
Amatrad 6128* . tape upgrade. cokxa mnoaor. 60 garnet 
on tawAtoh. St«aftal Ptotex. Procopy. Lochtmdi. loystxh 
and mora £200 Second 0 0 3 5 dart |»tf 150 MtoMga* -
0652653631 
464 with 6128 chlp.cW.t>Mr.fWil!'!.».».64h RAM 0CP 
Studio. htotc Machr*. 200 game* AA magi 6106. hivJm 
r m n e b«x*.v Ba i«a^£ l000warV i t / 6128»O ' iw l£320 ' 
Chm Beach-0789 470686 

f*ne S«I< Gam. Gear ,;arr<- « Sol*. Ort-R . kJ H,.ley 
Wart. Gc*. a< boxed, v*c md « * i nitiuchont xnt £12 e x h 
ono f a t 061 969 1847 after 4pm 
Amtt red DMP2160 prnter fine mwuall wtn Brc*«o l ead 
Also DMP 200, 4 urwted ifcbcm. AA complete cheat 
coleceon booh. Maitertrcnc Matter Chett tape and t o n * 
gun*> Phone G f f iM on 0762 331054 . 
CPC6128. cotour monitor tape dm*. pyitlch »gWper 
0»«r 30 AA't (An tapet. many o r « r j i games and t f x r f 
P»o K»ai*rnng boo« v £280 9 * lot! Trt: 0354 740882 after 

Amttrad CPC464 64k, om 200 ( r r / ^ Iw i r f i Mucfcon 
HMk. T2 and Predalot Wonti about £450 wtf accept £3211 
Oean -0543418494 
Joyattck C h ^ u h Bog, bo»ed and u v w d £8 U iA lac i 
tx»ed. marud. fM 2 montht old. bargwi at £2Q Amttrad 
TV Tuner w«convert cc4our monrtir r t o TV £18 !P .P£2 
T«t 0376519360 
CPC6128 COW r i t r ad r tAd rw Honrtxi. wth Rodw. 
<3232. Joytbrt. Soft 968. o m t s . magi, boefct utMtet 
and »p»» d W t . £350 Ring 0296 630250 tor Oetafe Aho a 
DMP2000 when Nat a t>«*on Kg but t « i «or t t 
Amttrad boned, gretm monitor GT65. «ound 20 r d tA 
garnet worth about £60. b i t £J0 tor a quick utHSUdrtfcrd 
iirea. T« 0483 233392 «ft« 5 30wit 
MuMaca a£15. SoierfauWrondtk £ i a laige tetecton trf 
odwr goodei g a r « on tape and <*•>. ttuN. AA mags 
uttWrV Write tu 0«»«J Plan. 54 fore S i BuckiatDngb. S 
Devon (Sura* rot ._. Nab- ) 
CPC6128 colour CPC464 »npno. OW2000 pnttef AT I 
inoduialor, Prom P»oKiainmi» Rnm Board, catsette cabto, 
Sortl58f«mware Speciftcabcn. So«157 B m c S|*c6caton. 
Mm OKc*. OevPac. bookt Often rnfled on Karri Tw 
0734 734143 (WcAa^tunl 
CPC hardware 'tofTwat* tcr u t e RS232 f tnmMP 
gsadet, ROW-, boofct, tyttem (ktXv tenout Mllware and 
gamm. Send SAC lo J Carter, 4 CaMcma Garden-. UWe 
Amertca. PSmoutti l \ 3 6SZ 
CPC464 tttour monitor, lA^tnce II, Ron>Board, vndi 
Prf i tnt and Waiwn I 5. Stereo amplihr* with tpeaiieri, 
py t txk , appro> 1 0 0 I W - . 195 muct, bookt includr^ Soft 
968 fto tpMf OtlerV Strve - 0367 244517 

Advanced programming booh on r r 464 £5 Alto lot </ 
garnet vralatle from Oee S « v . 57 K^r* Rd PartAeWt, 
AWŵwnpiĉ . lV/2 2B8 
Amttrad CPC664, ootour nontdr, RomSoard, i rMted 
6 )28 ROM. M a u r i on ROM. r«r>ware manual MatterlUe. 
Moo te r * * , varouti garnet and boohs. £1306 Tet 0704 
565828 lwu«ipe»t> 
Amttrad CPC464 J J 6 S wro t nv«-( AA r r j « i £95 
Tel.0525861115 
I wtB M i l Batman GhojR.u-.!«», OouUe Dragon, the Reat 
Ghoubut tm c w t r o acVmtixB and Joe BUde I {no covert 
I c r t A t i l e * t i l a»CPC464*0 r lw* iwapan ,2 to» 
Mociwafcer. tf any 3 tor TtninderbinK 0m»t be m good 
condtonl. Tet 0723863815. 
Many game* ( i t c t and r.ass«np\ vome r j g a w * - Send 
warita Ir.t or SSAC tor M It t Renontbto pncei lor v.vwd 
Mlet S « L m « . 2 9 Pnoi't HattMck nxu i 
Boddngton, Morthmtt, 1 COW 
MuMace Two. £25 (Hit P&P AMX Uouie »x j Stoo Ptet t 
£40pUtP4P TheInwJar£5phrtPAP 3 0 3 « h d n c t £ 3 0 
taut PAI'. I igt* Gut p ta 10 garnet £25 ohn PAP Tet 0302 
864730 
Star LC24-10 ?4 p n prmlr- r peilect boned condHon 
£100 (An PAP lei 0302 864730 

New DmontJoni laru«* ol t o w t l<ton dedr. Jted to 
» onTVandwteVn f<n aecond rv«* vend 60p anO 
ttamped nddtt t tod envelope to 15 I tmley OrW. Wrentwm. 
CJw/J LL13 9QH 
Ptoatc tend PO on tap«/tttc tor tapo PO/ttoh PD 
respectnely to l « w r Owberr Ovibcee. IWtwodhy. Oevon 
EX22 TLA for d t h VOs ne*v» ic s n n d a d K ami an SAC to 
the van* addrett. 
Want to buy a new computer IB ' then weH pay you 
tor you thought! Want to hurra more' Send tor a free 
broe fv r NooMgabcn KA. 16l*rwWai9ng Street. 
Inadgate. Conoett Co Dtrhim 
Irrpro gr jphn inert TO) Nkrtr. you to ngvove ff* p x h e t ot 
y o u Amttad and trmst bordtr t Send £ 1 5 0 aid 
dsc/tap* to A Pajoe, 89 WoMstwntptfln Rood. Cddud. 
WoKiTrtumpton. WV8 FL 

USER GROUPS 

WACa, ttw UK t mot ! populjr CPC (tub To l>"J Out wtwl i 
f m to olte< tend • 29p tt.wro to- WACtt 7 Bruowood 
Grew HaKjyOen. Deeude, Q* ,dCM5 3JA 
Newt Another World a new tkve/me covt*rg s m x n w d 
TO. ftee PO. Send X I 30 phn dac (tot SA£ to 35 
Marlbceougti Vww. Cov*. FarroorougK Hantt 0U14 9»A 
U * e cheguevTOt payable to R Awry. 
Wanted PD/>lomet>rew. Shareware uittw.ire k f <<••--« « 
A/wdw Worhl Alvo wanted lanrmen for review Sond 
f f C r w i V t a u l r w to revews to Aoott«< Wcrtd. 35 
Mailbcrough >Sew. Ccve. TaniborougK Hantt. CU14 9<A 

- ^ • ^ B B H H n n r 
SERVICES 

Clip Art. i ct i ut iingra' drug ^ to add pfô iuorutu- !0 
yCMwork Send War* tormattitd One and SAErtrt 50p to 10 
MeadRoad. ChêJle Kane. Cheadto. Cheth»e SK8 6£J 
Cotour Map of Auf Wledaraetten Monty Juttterrftwo 
25p stamps or tend SML tor tot of oognal tape gamei tor 

to Arcela A*/T«. 22 Port Royal. Brachnoefl R0I2 7HM. 
CPC Trehhmg. flew famine often iwrwt. letteri and 
covotax Chetjuetto SASarxfu tvfude 3«hdrtc tcr 
covtnktc 0rty£1.50 Greul gamot on covridrtc Ordettto 
17 Cromer Road. London SW17 9JN 
An A-Z of game* jnd gratfxt for tale. Profiammec 
Utmgi and tome from 1986 to 1994 C.CWTAand 
Amttrad Acoon Send SAE to Chm tor kit 188Cotcheu» 
Road Leytoa lendon 110 081 556 6919. 
15p per dtoc per tide. TNrftngut Pow«» PO now charge 
only ISpper telecton. Order a caUbgue rcw1 Send SAE to 
fecturdWal .manure SamMray. Noea*.*; OM 200 

Contact* wanted Viy age. MX or country lo exchange tip-, 
and garnet on the 4t>4 Caiv t to arty, Cor tKt Dawd Doddt 
49 HftW-utoan Rood. BlKhheiWi. Londco S£3 8MR Ail 
repfyt a n w r n l 
Software wanted for new P0 Ifcrary • can t»' anytttng from 
adventure garnet to itwot emupv SmJ to 8 Satfiderv 138 
Wnodbrtdge Road t iw i c f i P4 2NS Can be f a « or « i c 
ArmMie: a new armtiad lartone. Revratd AA99 Only £1 
f t me t I and 2 avatable r t m Ptaie Jonathan on 0663 
744663 tor detail 

30 adventure w«t M a 117. a new dlmcnuon fc» £7 95 
rthirjia? or £3.95 pb t a 3 « h d tc ucpWrt by you Cheouet 
to PiU WAjmy fl Hpjewr Ctote. WtarteUe« . W j 3LX 

Wanted urgently. AA87. f* g^«• 99 tor «ICO.'-Uoei 
tor txilto Phone Atatlar on 08284 483 after 5pm (Aeaw 
Matthew GulUm ot Pretto PO lo K rdy return my ordi-i 
placed wuhhmlat t October I wmJd hwe apprecuted an 
antww to at toatl one c< my letion. S i M 081669 7792 
Warned. Horteln Around .tablet exhSon M A c r o e and 
fnatyFranh. Catsetteonly W^krg hi pay 110 tor each 
PVate write to Afrfy rtixhon. 5 Trocadtro Court. 
Nonrumion Road. Oertrr 0C1 2GR 
HeroQuett and Football Manager One Wrf twup tor 
Mot t f r t Remtance. luitw Tort:. '* or Attertxaner AD 
castelte W**mJ lor CPC464 Wrfe to l e v Ctoary 20 
Acaca Avenue. Maflby to Rotterdam. SouBi Yortu S66 80S 
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Please place the fol lowing adver t isement in the next available issue of Amstrad Action 
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L E T T E R S 

nation, power to the human race, power 
to the CPC. 
PPS Thank you. 
PPPS We all think you're great 
PPPPS Our leader thinks Clur Is tho 
most beautiful thing he's ever seen. 
P P P P P S I worry about his health 

This could be the start of something big, but 
somehow I doii!r t)ow«-

I ' l l l eave you to draw 
your own conclusions, though 

hopefully not mors picturtes l ike this. 

1 See answer six. 
2 See answer six. 
3 You surely can (we tested this one ourselves 
in the office). 
4 See answer six. 
5 Check out our sports sim round-up. 
6 Yes, and questions two and four should have 
gone to Cheat Mode, really. Don't worry, I'll pass 
them on. And from next issue we'll be introducing 
a new section to Cheat Mode specifically to deal 
with individual queries like this which'H be 
called... er... we're not sure what yet. We would 
start up a similar section in technical Forum, but 
that's what Techy Forum is anyway. 

Welcome to AA. by the way. Dave 
PS Leicester City, the poor sap. 

Letter from the colony 
1 Corker mag, but how 
about a wargame on the 
covertape soon? 
2 I think maybe a 
discography of major 

software houses is in order. 
3 Loopy Lou's a fine Sheila (yup - he's 
definitely from New Zealand - Dave), let 's 
have her on the cover, eh? She inspires any 
man to poetry. 
4 Some great servers of the CPC are 
GDPD, The Vault. Wizard Games and 
Romantic Robot. 

r-M 

'•nsidetapes' isn't a very Croats or 
catchy name. And Tm really " o l ? , f '» up f o 

not sure about a blank half- y o u t o r ! r c , d , n 

page on the outside -
wouldn't that be just as unsightly as a couple of 
bits of tape? Anyway, how'd you like the new 
cassette boxes? Smart, eh? Dave 

Wot, no questions? 
Why is it that whenever people write in to 
you they just write a list of questions? 
Can no-one out there write in continuous 
prose? Are you all illiterate, uneducated 
buffoons that don't know the meaning of 
the word paragraph? 

I am a member of an insubordinate 
organisation called The Brotherhood of 
the Eternal Whisper. Never heard of us? 
Well you have now. We are an 
underground resistance movement 
fighting against repression, suppression, 
dictatorship, capitalist scum, so-called 
democracy and other such stuff. We 
defend the weak, support the poor, give 
courage to the 
downtrodden and ^ 
uphold the true ^ g S B f l R p r ' 
American way. So _ ^ ' / f f i S s j ^ K 

lt'» just a pity 
Clur's wandered W f f i * ^ 

off to hrlnj up | J | t f 
e family. ^ 

Wm* 

you can imagine our disgust when the 
news came through to our headquarters 
(a bin in the boys' toilets at Dalriada 
School, Ballymoney) about Street Fighter 
2. We have therefore decided to add this 
to our cause and are willing to lend our 
support to any local group. 

We are at present only a small group 
but our support is growing daily and with 
your support and media coverage we can 
realise our goal and seize power in 1996 
Dwylan Daverous (the official letter 
writer), Ballymoney 
PS Power to the people, powor to the 

Yes. it is a pam trying to get the tape off the 
cover without either ripping the paper 
or leaving bits of tape behind. But f ' J f i 
it's the price we pay for ^ - g f e * * * 
having covertapes. , f ^ 
unfortunately. We can't v \ | 
really hide the cassette away 
inside the mag. because we 
want people to be able to M 
see it on the shelves at 
their newsagents. 
Besides, rf it was hidden 
away inside it'd cause a 
bulge that'd crease the 
pages when the mags j ^ l ^ H I 
were packed Z l f l t f V l 
together for J 
transport or display 
on shelves. Besides. ^ ^ ® -

Sticky problem 
Hiya guys, remember me? 
Look no breasts this time. 
Anyway the reason for my 
scribbling - why. oh why 

does the most brilliant mag around persist 
in sellotaping its covertape to the outside 
of the mag? 

Why not slip in a blank page inside to 
stick the covertape on to? Or even half a 
page on the outside. It totally ruins the 
mag having to cut the tape away and so 
leaving unsightly pieces of tape behind. 
John Jones. Northumberland. 
PS Any witty remarks. Dave, and I'm ready 
and waiting for ya! 

Send your letters to: Reaction, Amstrad Action, Future 
Publishing, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW 
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To whom it 
may concern 
I was recently given a 
second-hand CPC464 with 
lots of games. I found it 

excellent to use but as I'm not very 
experienced with computers I've got a few 
problems for you. 
1 I can't load 4 Quattro Sports by 
CodeMasters. I can get it to run but the 
computer always responds with MEMORY 
FULL. How can I open up some extra 
memory space? 
2 On Vogi Bear I can't jump far enough to 
cross the streams. How do I do this? 
3 Can you use Sega Master System 2 
joypads on the CPC? 
4 One of my favourite games is Chuckie 

Egg but I get bored doing the 
earlier levels. How can I skip 

the first few? 
5 What's the best soccer 

y game I can easily get 
hold of? 

6 Should question 
one be directed at 

Techy Forum? 
Anthony Saunders, 

Cambridgeshire. 
PS What football team does 
Simon support? 



L E T T E R S 

SHORT 
SHARP 

SHOCKS 
How about doing a list of all the rubbish 
games? If d be better than doing all the 
good ones? 
Christopher Hill, Colchester. 

Thafs an idea I like, but perhaps not a list of 
all the rubbish games - thafd take up a 
whole issue The Top 50 all-time turkeys 
sounds good Write in and let us know what 
you reckon are the games that deserve a 
thorough vilification. D o v « 

Is the cut-down version of OES on disc 
any good? 
Christopher Hill. Colchester. 

Yes - about as good as you'll get on a disc 
version anyway Denre 

Could you please continue the Trump 
cards and Separated At Birth in the 
Power-Up section? 
James Moyse, Devon. 

Yes and no. They're back this issue but not 
in Power-Up. Check out the new look Next 
Month page. D a v e 

I would be very interested in a garden 
planner either on your covertape or to 
buy if anyone knows of one which will 
operate on the CPC6128, 
Word Processor Fentiman, Birmingham. 

Blank faces m the AA office fm afraid, so 
B this is one that well have to throw out to you 

lot. Can anyone help WP? D o v e 

My friend wants to know where Simon 
gets his hair done. 
Stephen Fraser, Dunfermline. 

Your fnend. eh? Oh well, tell your friend' that 
Simon won't trust anyone else to attack his 
locks with sharp implements, so the big 
lessie does the job himself D o v o (They're 
natural curls, anyway - Simon.) 

Has anybody produced a hard drive yet? 
Nautilus Greaves. Hants 

Surprisingly, yes. but not Campursott or 
Quantum, both of whom at one time had 
hard drives in development. The only CPC 
hard drive that was ever actually 
commercially available was produced m 
Germany and cost around £140 but only 
had the measly storage capacity of 16MB, I 
believe. If anyone else has anymore details 
about this hard drive, or has the drive itself, 
we'd love to hear from you. Failing that, who 
wants to write a hardware project so that 
you can use a PC hard drive? D a v e 

SIMON AND CLUR ARE THICK! 
With regard to the 
problem you were having 
with tho loader for Graph 
Master (AA102), if Simon 
and Clur really wish to 

know what is wrong, may I suggest that 
line 270 is alterod to LOWER$(INKEY$). 
lino 290 is deleted and line 310 is 
amended to f$="!GM"+ x$. 

GM1. GM2. etc. do not understand tho 
hexadecimal for !, $, %. etc. 
Doflated Spacecraft Anthes, Dorset. 

I rofor to tho 464 Ownors Beware 
comment relating to the problem 
associated with tho working of the MENU 
program on tapo 36. 

I am unable to explain it, but I found 
that by altering each of the titlos GMl. 

GM2, GM3. otc to G l . G2. G3. etc and also 
amending lino 310 of tfie MENU program 
itself so that MGM% bocame "G% and then 
resaving, tho problom disappeared. 

ft would appoar that for some 
completely inexplicable reason created by 
the MENU program itself the 464 alters the 
titles GMl, GM2. otc to read GMG and 
cannot therefore find what it i t searching 
for. The problem must rosult from the 
program itself, bocause on running tho 
BASIC lines: 

10 f$="GMl" (or GM2, or GM3, etc) 
20 run f$ 

the associated miniprog loads and runs 
quite correctly as you will no doubt have 
found. A weirdo. 
Amplified Mandarins Drake, Newcastle 
Upon Tyne 

AMSTRAD ACTION \ 

5 If any New Zealand CPCers want some 
great PD send an SAE to the address at the 
end of this letter. No copy charge. 
6 Long live the CPC and may the 
psychopathic fans of Metallica perish in a 
storm of jam tarts and ZX81s. 
Daniel. 32 Killarney Avenue, Torbay, 
Auckland 10, New Zealand. 
PS This was letter written at Heathrow -

roovy, eh? 

1 Hopefully the rather splendid North and South 
will fcfe appearing on a covertape soon. Will that 
do for 
2 HmmViot sure about that one. 
3 Loopy'sg star, there's no doubt about that. 
4 Lefs all Solemnly raise our glasses to these 
stalwar^sejfpliers. 
5 ><SIj heard the man. 

Ah, but what about the non-psychopathic fans 
of Metallica? The/re the one's you really ne 
watch out for D a v e 
PS No. 

<io H>o 

o11? You'd 

should not be claimed his own work and he 
definitely should not get anything financially, 
only a kick up the back side. I refer to Parrot 
on page 33 of issue 102. sent in by Ray 
Collins. Perhaps Mr Collins hopes that no 
other Amstrad user has the book 
Sensational Games For The Amstrad by Jim 
Gregory, published by Granada in 1984. a 
selection of 24 exciting games plus other 
listings. Lo and behold, if you turm to page 
125 there you will find listing number 18 -
you've guessed it - Parrot. I have been 
suspicious of many past listings, but this one 
really got to me. I felt I just had to write in. 
Frank Briggs, Peckham. 

We don't actually give away any prizes for any 
listings that are printed anymore, Frank, but in 
theory I agree wjU*-yo« fttioleheartedly. When we 
did_pay cofmoney, sendingig somebody else's 
work was tantamount to softvi^re piracy. Now ifs 
just plam dishonest. Unfortunately neither Simon 
or myself have encyclopedic knowledge of 

programs on the CPC so sorfl$ type-ins do 
get past. Sorry about that. Butyhe type-
ins section has now changed in\mphasis 
slightly anyway, and Simon chooses the 
type-ins which are printed for their\ 
programming expertise or some w<Hj 
written routines they use. as opposed to 
the quality of the end product. That'sX 
what the purpose of the workshop bo>\ 
outs is (okay. I know there aren't any V 
this month owing to lack of space but 1 
they'll be back). So Type-Ins is now a 
forum in which programmers can 
show off their talents. And what'sti* 

point m showing off somebody else's D a v e 

Not our type 
I really do think it's time to put a stop to 
people sending in type-ins as their own work 
and expecting some financial reward. I fa ^ 

\

type-in is genuinely a reader's own and 
original work, thafs okay. But if it's a repeat 
program - albeit slightly altered - then it 

WACCI (honest) 
Further to your comments 
regarding WACCI on page 9 
of issue 101,1 would like to 
comment as follows: 

I have only been a 
(Amstrad 6128) for the last 

We love 

computer user 



READERS' TOP 1 0 
1 Elite 

2 Prehistorik 2 
3 Super Cauldron 

4 Titus The Fox 
S Lemmings 

6 Rick Dangerous 2 
7 Purple Saturn Day 

8 Smash TV 
9 Emlyn Hughes International Soccer 

1 O Italy 1990 
Napoleon Bonaparte. Billinghurst. Sussex 

Right, from now on, if you just give us your 
initials, or, even worse, you don't give us 
your name at all, we'll make one up. You 
have been warned. Great Top 10, by the 
way, Boney. Dave 

couple of years so I am still a beginner. At a 
friend's recommendation I joined WACCI. 
They have been a tower of strength to me 
particularly Clive Bellaby who has helped i 
me on numerous occasions; he came to my 
house and repaired my keyboard, he 
answers all my telephone queries with the 
utmost patience and whenever I have 
needed anything new, he has either 
obtained it for me at a reasonable price or 
told me where to obtain it. WACCI has saved 
me a lot of time and money. This group has 
kept me interested in learning and 
encouraged me to keep trying. So I think 
your comments are most unfair. 

Apart from that one little moan, Keep up 
the good work. 
Angry Reptile Hardwick. Walsall 

L E T T E R S 

Let's get this straight - AA 
thoroughly, wholeheartedly a t i y 
unreservedly recommends / > 
WACCI to anyone v A is ^ 
seriously into the seri\js 
their Amstrad. It is a gr 

group that serves its members 
superbly, and we have never disputed this fact. 
AA and WACCI get along fine (hi. Clive). 
Occasionally, though, they take little swipes at us 
and we take little swipes at them, but as I said 
last issue, we never took these things serious); 
So sorry for any offence caused, but si 
there's some room for some frjepdly rivalry? Can 
we drop this now, please- Di 

Hove you 
seen this disc? 
I have an old AA covertape 
(from around about issue 
19) with Type-Ins and a 

Sugarman loading screen on one side and a 
Tasword-compatible spellchecker on the 
other side. Can you please tell me under 
what filename it runs and how you use it 
with Tasword? 
Julian Grumbridge. Birmingham. 
PS may I add that I have been an avid 
reader of your magazine since issue 16 and 
it has never been better than it Is today. 
PPS Also | have been trying to get hold of 

A Prince of Persia on disc for ages Al have 
tried both mail order and 

Other retail outlets 
but have been 
unsuccessful. Can 
you help me with term 

I > ) < I ( 

V / 
- ' ' A . 

Yes Simon and Clur aro 
thick. Woll, it s not thoir 
fault. Owing to a bug in 
Locomotive BASIC 1.0 
(only used on the 464) 
you can't use RUN f$ 
directly. So chango it 
into uppercase or use 
any other function on it, 
eg. RUN UPPERS. 
Problem solved. 
David Long, Domon PD 

Last month I was skint so I 
borrowed the AA covortape. I was amazed 
to find that the monu wasn't protected, as 
usually tho menus are. Whon my mate 
Frank told mo that the menu didn't work I 
had to find out why. but for tho life of mo I 
couldn't figure out why. I have just one 
thing to ask - why do you protoct the menu 

WUd«>5 

/ On* day we ' l l 
manage ta create 
covertape M«at 

f works completely 
on every model of 

CPC. One day. 

I system anyway? 
/ Adam Cartwright, 
I Lincolnshire. rPS Don't say a word 

about farmers. 

0« f . y . F t J ( T h e r M S 0 | | lh(, m e m | ( i ld lV t 

t t m t ^ work for 464 users was 
because of a bug in the 

464's version ot Locomotive BASIC, making it 
incapable of handling the RUN fS line. I agree 
with you about the protection thing, though, as I 
haven't protected a single loader yet you 
couldn't list my earlier loaders because they 
wero mi machine code, not BASIC. S imon 

/eWape 19|bul that 
•d on it 

us a'^opy and we'll 

We're really sorry\bout this, bat we're a bit 
confused. There wa'̂ no spellchacker on jS 
covertape around isste 19 and back in 
those days we never offered tap<-to-di£c 
transfers anyway. Our second thought was 
that you might mean cov 
didn't have the programs 
either. Feel free to send us 
try to sort this out for you Dove 
PS Gee shucks, thanks. 
PPS Normally my answer to this one would be. 
'use our Reader Ads service' (see page 46), but 
there is a problem m this case. Prince of Persia 

such a good game that nobody ever wants to 
sert̂ t (except for me. I find it really boring). Then 
agaifyou might be lucky and find some traitor 
who'sjfcading in their CPC for some other 

uter who has a spare copy of PoP up for 
grabs. Give it a try. 

Prime o4 Ponia, everybody loves It, except 
Dave who falls asleep at Hie mention of It. 

POETRY 
CORNER 

The Amstrad world's on 
its last logs. 

Or so the softies think. 
But never fear, 'cause Fegg is here. 
About to raise a stink. 

How dare they not write SF2, 
Upon the CPC. 
When everyone like me and you 
Would buy it instantly? 

So listen up, here's Feggy's plan 
To make them all take note: 
We gather every Gremlin man 
And kick them in the throat. 

We'll get the guys from US Gold 
And halve them down the middle, 
If Ocean don't do what thoy're told 
We'll roast them on the griddle. 

And finally - this is no joke -
A plan thaf s quite bizarre, 
We'll bring out AA's Hairy bloke. 
And loose him on guitar. 

And e'en if they chop off their ears 
As Simon plucks and strums. 
Our secret weapon then appears, 
Dave Golder on the drums. 

Doctor Fegg, Hiding from the police in 
the Venezuelan foothills 
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Are you ready for 

You've Heard Hints, 
you've heard rumours. 

IVIext month get the 
facts. The amazing 

multi-player blast-'em-
up from Germany will 

hit our shores soon 
and AA's where you'll 

get the exclusive 
preview. Be here. 
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'Your guarantee of value* 
Thtt magazine comes from Future Publishing. 
Here's what we can offer you: 

••tter edvlco. Our OUes are packed Mth ops. 

Mho joining a nabonelde user group 
tetter vole* f*r moaoy. Magiutno* you can trust. 

Homo of Srtato'i rtnest maga/mes 
C M n hmm • PCW to • K «mm K to • K kmmm 

Fowl • Mgs fmtf • tap fane* Spsasb • Sf Fsnwt • S 
too • TOTAL' • Vmp tow • Imp Shoopw • ^ ' ^ i f l i i 
ftswdbnu »Usefemut'tip' Four* Uuec- jocjUoQi 
CD • Mom Bte| OK • Cydtag to • to«Knft • Croa-li 

Cslscflsa • Carmss to sni msey nnrt 
Amttrad Action recognises all copyrights 
contained in this issue. Where possible we 
have acknowledged the copyright holder. 
Please feel free to contact us if we have 
failed to credit your copyright - we will be 
happy to correct any oversight. 

Jolly Jack goes into method 
modo for his now stateside film 
Wolt (itll be here soon) but we 
reckon that the erstwhile Joker 
would be a dead ringer for tho 
big guy Blanka in a Street 
Fighter 2 film. 

Do you know of anyone 
who looks like a famous games 
character? Send your 
suggestions to: Separated at 
Birth. Amstrad Action. Future 
Publishing. 30 Monmouth 
Street. Bath. Avon BA1 2BW. 



DATEL LONDON SHOP 

222. TOTTENHAM COURT RD. 
LONDON. W1. TEL:071 5806460 

genius /Douse 
C O M P L E T E 

OW A TOTAL MOUSE/ 
GRAPHICS PACKAGE 

FOR YOUR 
AMSTRAD 

AT A TRULY 
NBEATABLE 

PRICE!! 

S P E C I A L O F F E R P A C K ! ! 
• G e n i u s M o u s e i s a h i g h r o s o l u t i o n t w o b u t t o n m o u s e f e a t u r i n g o p t i c a l c o u n t i n g , 
t e f l o n g u i d e s , m i c r o s w i t c h o s , r u b b e r c o a t e d b a l l a n d h i g h q u a l i t y i n t e r f a c e . 
• W h e n c o m b i n e d w i t h OCP A d v a n c e d A r t S t u d i o t h i s g r a p h i c s p a c k a g e i s q u i t e s i m p l y 
t h e b e s t s y s t e m a v a i l a b l e . T h e f e a t u r e s a r e u n m a t c h e d . . . 
• Create an Image shrink It. expuncHl. move |l. rotate It. ropy II. eolour It. etc.. etc. 
• Sprav patterns or shades, make elastic lines stretch and manipulate shapes. 
• Zoom In to add detail In fine mode. • Full cut and paste facilities plus excellent printer support 
• Ptilldown/h on driven menus for case of use, • Mouse operation, plus Joystick and keyboard control. 
• 16 pens. 8 sprays. 16 brushes so flexible artyone can create superb graphics easily. 

TAPE OR D ISK FOR 4 6 4 OR 6 1 2 8 
( P L E A S E STATE W H I C H 

R E Q U I R E D ) N . B . 4 6 4 NEEDS 
DK T R O N I C S 6 4 K R A M PACK 

COMPLETE WITH MOUSE INTERFACE 

LC 200 R PRINTER PACKAGE 

w 3 WP 
••Electronics! 

HOW 
TELEPHONE [2 
ORDERS NORMALLY OtSP 

ONLY £49.99 64kfor464 

GET YOUR ORDER F A S T ! 

0 7 8 2 7 4 4 7 0 7 CREDIT CARD ORDERS 
0 WITHIN 46 Hr* ALL CHEQUES POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO 

^^ELECTRONICS 
G0VAN ROAD. FENT0N INDUSTRIAL ESTATE. FENT0N, STOKE-ON-TRENT, 

H -
ST4 2RS. ENGLAND. FAX 0782 7442®ttCHNICA^USTOMg^^ 

A MS 7 

FREE! 
MOUSE MAT AND 
MOUSE HOLDER 

(WORTH C12.99) 
WITH EACH PACKAQE 

N O W Y O U C A N P R I N T O U T Y O U R P I C T U R E S I N F U L L C O L O U R ! 
• The Star LC200 Colour Printer not only prints In Near Letter Quality for your regular jobs but also 
prints out your pictures from Art Studio, etc.. In genuine colour! 
• LC200 Is a full Centronics printer so it works with other computers [Amiga. ST. etc.) 
• Made possible by Datel'a unique eolour printer d r h f r now you can have a hardcopy in up to 16 
colours!! • No more to buy - |ufct-ping~!n and printM — 

PACKAGE INCLUDES... STAR LC200 COLOUR PRINTER RRP C299.00 
CENTRONICS PRINTER LEAD RRP £9.99 

DATEL COLOUR PRINTER DRIVER SOFTWARE RRP C19.99 
N O R M A L L Y C 3 2 7 . 9 8 

COMPLETE PACKAGE NOW ONLY £239.00 
C O L O U R P R I N T E R D R I V E R A V A I L A B L E SEPARATELY ONLY £19.99 
• II you already have an LC 10 or IX" 200 Colour Printer we can supply the Driver separately. 

64 K 
M E M O R Y 
EXPANSION 

• The Genius Mouse Graphics 
System comes complete with the 
special Mouse Interface to allow 
super smooth control. 
• Attractively styled to match 
your -I64 or 6128 design and 
dolciurs Simply plugs into 
Expansion/.Joystick port 

ONLY 
£49.99 
TOTAL PACKAQE 

INCLUDES GENIUS MOUSE, 
INTERFACE, OCP ADVANCED ART 
STUDIO PLUS FREE MOUSE MAT 

AND HOLDER 

• Simple plug In memory expansion gives Instant extra memory 
• Features bank switching software for easy use by the programmer 
or for use jis a data storage area. 
• Ideal for use with the CPM 2.2 etc. 
• The software <dso features some extra 13ASIC commands. 
• 64K unit expands 464 to 128K 
• 64K unit brings 464 up to CPC 6128 memory configuration 
making a much larger software base available. Will work straight off 
wilh many programs designed for this unit (including OCP Art Studio 
see Ad ). * 
• Bank switching done automatically by software (cassette 4641 
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W A V E ELECTRONICS. DEPT A A 9 4 0 5 
1 B u c c l e u c h SI. B t i r r o w - i n - F u m e s s . Cumbr ia L A I 4 1SR 
T U R N Y O U R C O L O U R 

M O N I T O R INTO A 
F U L L C O L O U R T . V . 

This MP-3 is an excellent unit which 
fits underneath your monitor and 
allows TV reception and also allows 

the use of other video games 
consoles! 

3 versions Mailable 
Please check monitor model number. 

COW*)-L5499-Mod* MP3 
CTM6H- £#99 - Mode* MP3PSU 

CM,(4- L39S9- MocHMP3+ 

HIGH ENERGY GAME PACK! 
Light Corridor. Mystical, Crazy Cars 2. 

Pinball Magic & SluifllepacK Cafe 
on disk for only £9.99 j ^ M ^ ! 

INTEGRAL GAME PACK! 
Lotus-Espr i t . Toyo ta Ce l ica , 
S u p e r Scrabble. Supe r CBBS^W 

RnJKSw: o n d i s k f o r o n h £6.99 nSSSSmm 
CL*A\ * !• i% i •» i i • i ii ill. • ill 1 Tii\1 i / * i\> Vi*.*' 

LES COLLECTORS GAME PACK! 
SxwjOTtiis Espr i t . (»hou ls W" GhosH»SS^ 

Swi tchb lade. Supercars, 
x ^ S w ^ v S h o w o f the tH,i > t 

o n d i sk for o n l y £9.99 

W®ni Pra^ssln^ teas 
m*m te&m m mml 

WAVE Electronics and 
Tasman software can now 
bring you a ultimate deal 
to turn your CPC into a 

professional 
word-processing system. 

TasWord 464D - The Ultimate Word 
Processor for the CPC464 with disk 
drive TasWord 6128 - The Ultimate 
Word Processor for the CPC6128. 

TasSpeil - Spelling Checker for 
Tasword 464D and TasWord 6128 
Tasprint - Printer Enhancement 

fonts for Tasword 464D and 
TasWord 6128 

TasWord 6128 £19.99 

TasWord 464D £19.99 

TasSpell £17.99 

TasPrint £17.99 

TasWord 6128 with 
TasSpell £33.99 

Tasword 6128 with 
TasPrint £33.99 

TasWord with 6128 
TasPrint & TasWord 
Spell £42.99 

CPC BUDGET WORD 
PROCESSING SOFT 999D PACK 

INCLUDES t l GAMES & A WORD 
PROCESSOR 

ON DISK FOR ONLY £6.99 

H A R D W A R E 
& P E R I P H E R A L S 

PD-1. CTC6M/M2* SttSMXti I)riv«. 
PD*]«. CPC612A* £«uml Drive— 

195 
C71.95 

m-lDtn. (. I'C4M !%»• Svttnd Orivr „ C7V.95 
MP-l, c:i'c4M to TV * r su— x a w 
MP-IF, CPC4M to St ART TV CD.99 

LEADS & CABLES 
to Mqaidrivr ~ C12.99 

c r rM toWtn im Otf t t CttW 
CTM ti>Me^.hlilvci.. 
CtM Amiga v» . v. .Cyti$t> 
CMM lo Mtyulriwi - S XU.99 
« Ml t hi Mrgadrive 2 CI6.99 , 
CM 14 to Amu:a - <34.99 
CM 14 loSnwirum . X14.99 
c m h u j c i ) ri.tvcT o i w 
CTC Iwstk'k Splitter -JCS.W 
JtyMKk F.\tir«won .. £H.99.| 
CPC 10Print* I-5M £7.fw | 
L } \ toPrinUt 10M 
CPC*: K» Pnnttft C9.99 , 

fcCTCu. Video0NG .. ..X»r.99.. 
KP" fo VuJoo Piiot*. 
Cl \ 6TB lu CA'.Htti -Ay, 
KvivtWr, Port Adaptor.... 
RS232 InNGlW -X9.99,, 

to K WUI Modem WW t 
; DL»2CFO»WTOffD S -...1- 5 S7.i* ; 

kd-I £9.9^ 
CONNECTORS & CABLE 
hn»i>i«vMim . t i 49 
SkTlrfDtnSockof .£1.49 1 

: Mn dug.. - . - V ^ — i X I J K 
y j'tUiUiii SivSi/t k. 
8 I'm OJn P?H • M&adrtv* • ,-15*1,99 
iik.I.OPi»v • 
Phono Son l l ^VM^ik^w. . . .. .^.XI.OP J T 

ki Hdgi&pMS. ...... . I 
MdJolth Wihs! i 

' •S fw f t vOc t i v IK^ ! 
I Kn RHH incHoi»vl.v.rO. 

Mous*- Mats XI.73 
Qtiickshot 2 Turbo J o y s t i c k s . . . . . L 7 . 9 V 
3AT/3S' 40 Copacity'Disk Bt>x £5.99 
U r n s ' MKPaprtdtv Disk Box i-o.99 
Soft 999D - )2 Oanuscm Disk.,;...... 
ePC464/6I2SS<7irt Modulatorf i f f i PSU vv €15.99 

Mr-2F. crc«4/6l» In SCART TV. 
HS2J2a*C CTC RS23J Intrrtaic 

.CI 5.99 

C M . 9 9 
MtS9 

fin M i n. m.kk! . p i 
irt HSBmc liixnt. 
"I HM: ,J 

6Cotvl 
Xosd i 

b k 

EDUCATIONAL ! 
SOFTWARE 

FUN SCfiOOt 1 UNDER S'fi! 

W f t J N SCHOOL 1 5-r^XSj 
CPC DISK £5.99 

I UN SCHOOL I S I 2 \ 
CPC DISK 

SSSSTON $ C : h o o i ^ S M 3 
N^wSSpNDER S V M V S I 

r » ' y \ ® a 
OVER Ta 

CASSHTTH es.99 HACH 
DISK £12.99 EACH 

K \ SCHCX 
UNDER ^ -

S j ^ T P T V 
7 t o m 

CASSFrn- £9.49 HACH 
DISK £13.99 EACH 

Ml Disk Gunmow US9 
\ Osco Heat 

Kock *nx Roll 
S CJwrlbuvtors 

$\vcevo's WodU 
AllphkCaviei Mow 0.99 

P$pimby 2 
Biirianva Bros 

M W l t 
AH tte/oiv as Priced 

Ton oif the Boat I C6.9V 
Ten of thr Bifcrt 2 . t.f 
Qii.ult-t 4 Games.. £5.99 
Disk 50.50 Cu ius ..i.7,99 
Blue WbhonCInmes .£6 99 
Tuples Spimfflh ... £1 49 

CPC Cufisctic (tOWfV 
Turtles f i n i s h . XI 49 

- .T i i i l« Coin Op ...,-£.1.99 
B,iok to the Pumre 2..C1 49 

RS2J2Clt>, CTC» RS3J2 Inlert-ce .. 
MK RAM L»p*tulon CPC 464 
AM4002S. CTC IM Upgrade ROM J3i.v* 

C P C S Y S T E M D I S K S 
CPCI128. CP/M P)u« X14.V9 
CPC612D, DR Lugo A Hdp Cll.VO 
CTC612B*. CP/M Plus 
CPC612S*, DR l ogo tc l lr lp X8.«» 
CPC4M.CPM2JI CI O.^ 

S E G A M E G A D R I V E S 
Mcgadrivr I plu« Sonlr Ihr Hcdgrhog 
& M*gJ G«mr? 3 W y C119.99 

Mcgadrive Coiitmlkm £7.99 
Megjdriv»/Gjmr Gear PSU C14.V* 

£8.99 
£2-99 

Game Gear Car Adaptor*....— 
Scgj Hint* ft Tip* flook..M....... 

BLANK D I S K S 
C 12 3" Auinott. Box ol 10 —£14.50 
CF2 r Software Hou*c. Pkt of 10 C8.SW 
CP23" Plavlic Curt. Pkl ol 10 X4.99 
3.5" Double Sided 

Double Density pki io fii.99 
3 J" Doublr Sided 

High Denaitv Pkl 10 £7.99 

CUSTOMER NOTICE 
DMP2000 RIBBONS ANO 
EX-SOFTWARE 3" DISKS 

BACK IN STOCK! 

It * C'nre I M« r f . \ ^ U . W ^ v . O.W ' 
ou 'Coro tM i t i . -C S c w 

RIBBON CABLE 
CONNECTORS 

• It 
( S ^ K e S t o i >v.n\... 
KtbN»»i_«bJc'J-l W,n VU ... .. . 
Xi VV.u'C^frvn^- ? W . a J Vu • 

SERIOUS S O F T W A R E 

nx 

T».HKII nlvCi' - W o i ; Tutor - SFFLFRFFLTYTCLJW Onlv. 
I - woni 'iTv !V-vt C|*C Word Prtvuv* • 
Ihwvorvt M n j ; t ^ SivlJ . IV,ltd Prv> A SivlJ Ouvk .. 
l.vswu.d l a - H v % IMni <?12* 
W p v l l > II Spoil Clwter • 
r t-ptMd rrtitlof;IVmt> Wr I 'tU o 123i. -
Jvl. n.f.WVV,ud*VV«.rdl>frttrXifohflHt. .. A..., 
D,, .l..AV VJT-QX DĴ k LtfO|(u v IhsV , , 

Coi'i>i/H.it khP Fani i t f 'r.l Riuor He 
i .jJlWiiWgft' • I'lUub, t Willie j l ^ i . .. 

Vrt StuUu'i I'lont PrtMti LVJvci 
>Vgn -PuMivfai 

£113,99 
£42 99 
.CI0 99 
. J e m 

CM SN 

PRINTER RIRRONS 
Star LCI0 PM 2 to 
Star IX PiS i.9 99 
$1m ijC24lO/I.CN20<l Pkt2 CS.99 
MarLC24HVIC24*.V\PUS 
An»fdr.»J DMlVn'W. Iltt ^ 64.99 
ArnstmJ DMPZOtXi. Pk» 9 .......XHW 

Anit-li td 5. XI4.99 
ArnMraU PCW95I2.1'Kf 7..Y...;:, 
Anwtr.uU\ W'«r.»2 f'Vi - . tJloW 
c irixen 5200, | \ i Z / i M f f l ' v C6.W 
Cili/jrti l."H«i Pkt "» .XII 

PHONE OUR SALES LINE ON-. 0229 870000 


